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• Monthly Tape Contains ALL 
New Square & Round Dance Music 
• Over 50,000 Quality Records in Stock 
• Fast Professional Service 
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PRESENTS BM 187 Stepping Out by Jeanne 
BM 183 Happy Birthday Square Dance 
BM 1011 High Gear/Up Jumped The Devil 	Jeanne Briscoe 
Now Available 	 Salinas, CA 
Editor's 
NOTEBOOK 
by Jon Sanborn 
M any books and articles have been published regarding the responsibilities of leaders, callers and 
cuers and very little has been written about the 
responsibilities of the dancer. The dancer is the 
backbone of the total square dance movement. 
Without dancers there is no need for leaders, 
callers and cuers. 
The categories of participation vary widely 
among dancers. Some dance occasionally while 
others dance at a higher frequency. Regardless 
of their dancing frequency, all dancers have 
certain responsibilities to themselves, their fel-
low dancers, their caller/cuer/instructor, their 
club and its officers and their supporting square 
dance organizations. 
Responsibilities to yourself: Take responsi-
bility for learning new calls. Attend workshops. 
Accept advice about dancing. Dance as often 
as necessary to maintain your selected dance 
level. Know what is contained on the dance list 
for your level. Set an example for others to fol-
low in dress, badge, promptness, enthusiasm, 
and knowledge about the square dance com-
munity activities. 
Responsibility to other dancers: Be socially 
clean, courteous and pleasant. Square up at the 
first call. Know and adhere to your dance level. 
Accept help from others and be helpful to oth-
ers. Share dance time; don't be exclusive. 
Responsibility to caller/cuer/instructor: 
Know the relationship of the caller to the club. 
Talk to the caller about your dance problems. 
Check the use of recorders and tapes with the 
caller. Let the caller teach the students. Let the 
new caller know your preference as to calls, 
music, pace, level, and so forth. 
Responsibility to the club and its officers: 
Serve in positions of responsibility. Volunteer 
without being asked. Recruit and assist new 
dancers—support all club functions and activi-
ties. Be prompt for the first tip and stay the en- 
Mac McCuller 
San Luis Obispo, CA 
RECENT RELEASES 
BM 186 Little Coquette BM 180 Who Wouldn't Love Her 
BM 185 Sunshine BM 179 Eight More Miles To Louisville 
BM 184 Whatever Happened To Old Fashioned Love BM 166 Downtown Knoxville 
BM 182 Gotta Be That Way BM 165 King of Country Music 
BM 181 Ma (She's Making Eyes) BM 1015 Boomerang/Why Hoedown 
PO Box 1448, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: 805-543-2827 
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tire dance if possible. Be courteous at announce-
ment time. Assist in the setup and clean up of 
the hall. Set an example for others. Wear proper 
square dance attire at all club functions. 
Responsibility to supporting organizations: 
Serve in positions of responsibility. Broaden 
your scope by participating as delegates and 
officers. Attend seminars, Mini-Legacies and 
other leadership training programs. Support the 
general activities and special dances of your 
area, state and national organizations.  
acquainted with as many of you as possible. 
Ed and Pat are the current editors and publish-
ers of The Northeast Square Dancer Maga-
zine. It is our opinion that they will do a bang—
up job. 
December 1997 will be their first issue that 
they will publish and we hope that you will 
continue to support and encourage them in their 
expanded publishing endeavors. 
• • • • • 
After five gratifying years of service to our subscribers and advertisers, we wish to announce the sale of the American 
Squaredance Magazine. 
Susan and I wish to thank all of our loyal 
subscribers and advertisers for your support 
throughout the years. It has been our pleasure 
to serve you. We have enjoyed the square dance 
world because it has given us the opportunity 
to meet so many wonderful people. 
The new owners, Ed and Pat Juair are ex-
cited about taking over the publishing of the 
American Squaredance Magazine and getting 
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A Tribute to Bob Howell is the reason for this month's 
cover. It's just one small way we could show our appre-
ciation for Bob's devotion to the square dance activity. 
For a Dandy Idea, be sure and take a look at how you can build your own caller's stand. It's 
a portable boost to ensure a clear view of the dancers on the floor. 
Ever wonder what it's like Dancing Internationally? You'll find out when you read Bill 
Peterson's account of his experience dancing in Finland, England and Holland. 
We couldn't let the fun of this year's National slip by without sharing some of it with you. 
Memories by BettyLee Talmadge, in charge of the tours for the 46' N.S.D.C., is about her 
remembrances of all the action that took place in Orlando. Even our staff couldn't resist 
putting together a few sights and sounds of their own. We hope you enjoy A Look at the 46'. 
Why not share your experience at this year's National with us? We look forward to hearing 
from you. 
1 Alaska Cruise 64 19 Elite 88 37 NSD 26 
2 Australian SID Cony 21 20 ESP 77 38 NSDD 53 
3 Belco 47 21 Four Bar B 62 39 Palomino 48 
4 Bill Davis 75 22 Gold Star Video 11 40 Perry's Place 36 
5 Blue Ribbon 84 23 Grenn 55 41 Petti-Pac 66 
6 Buckskin 12 24 Hanhurst's IF 42 Quadrille 62 
7 CALLERLAB 45 25 Hi-Hat 84 43 R & R Video 70 
8 Calyco Crossing 73 26 Hilton 68 44 Rawhide 12 
9 Capital Engraving 90 27 Hoedowner 46 45 Red Rock Ramblers 72 
10 Cardinal 62 28 IAOGSDC 43 46 Rockn M Records 82 
11 Chinook 46 29 Jo Pat 77 47 Scope 2 
12 Cholmondeley 20 30 John's Notes 24 48 Square Dance Videos 15 
13 Club Leadership Journal 31 Kirkwood 37 49 Square Dancetime 67 
14 IB 32 Kopman's Choreo 54 50 Supreme Audio OB 
15 Compton Ridge 71 33 MACCA 34 51 Tic Tac Toes 56 
16 DJ Records 6 34 Meg Simkins 86 52 TN River Romp 40 
17 Dot's Western Duds 35 35 Mikeside Management 25 53 YAK STACK 16 
18 Ed Fraidenburg 83 36 New Line of Fashions 23 
rani 	1 
• • • • • • • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ADVERTISERS LISTING 
For extra convenience to readers, we are listing our 
advertisers (space ads only) and numbering each. Readers 
should still write directly to advertisers as they wish, but any 
who desire information from several advertisers may circle 
the numbers to the left of advertisers' names on the blank 
and we will forward their requests to the proper business. 
This form invalid after September 30, 1997. 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 ST ZIP 	  
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Ask Lave 
Got a dancing problem and need an answer or opinion? 
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands and answering questions as 
only he can, with plain talk, common sense and humor. 
rrl his month I'd like to cover a few 
I
subjects brought to my attention at 
dances, conventions and so forth. by 
dancers and callers. Read along. See if any hit 
close to home. 
Why doesn't that caller just quit? He's 
terrible and I don't like him! 
Friends are always the last to tell you bad news. 
Why? Because they want to avoid hurting you. 
On the other hand, some people will simply 
never be good singers. Others may sing great 
but can't find the corner in a two-person square. 
However! Everyone has people who like them 
and gives them encouragement, a fan club of 
sorts. If you really don't like the caller,stay home 
and watch a movie. It's not worth getting upset 
about. 
I heard a caller tell a joke and I thought it 
was improper. It really offended me, but I 
didn't say anything. How should I have 
handled it? 
Confrontation is difficult at best. But, such con-
duct is unacceptable. Next time, take the caller 
aside and inform him/her that you are truly of-
fended by that remark and would appreciate not 
hearing anymore of the same. There is no need 
to raise your voice or speak snidely. Simply look 
the offender straight in the eye and tell them. I 
guarantee you will make the right impression 
on that person. They'll think THREE times be-
fore doing it again. If they do it again, ask for 
your money back at the door (after the tip) and 
leave. 
What do you think about the dress require-
ment in square dancing? (This is one of the 
most frequently asked questions.) 
I have a liberal attitude about square dance 
clothing. In my opinion, special events should 
encourage square dance attire. It should be 
American Squaredance, August 1997 
optional at regular club dances. Note that I did 
not say western attire. People of my age grew 
up with western movies and television shows 
like Gunsmoke and Paladin. The new adult 
generation of today has no idea who Paladin is 
and probably doesn't care. Similarly, they aren't 
interested in wearing clothing that makes them 
stand out so much from their peers. 
Pick a fraternal organization, just about any of 
them. They usually wear their finest "only" on 
special occasions. Maybe it's time we did the 
same. My experience is that most people will 
continue to dress in square dance attire even 
though they are not "required" to do so. Even 
the new, young folks eventually buy that outfit 
that they "wouldn't be caught dead wearing." 
If we don't rethink our position, the 2-3 square 
dance will become the norm. Oh, they'll look 
pretty though. Think about it. Look for a com-
promise! 
When my husband calls, everyone insists 
that I dance each tip. I "really" would 
prefer to sit and watch. What do I do? 
Hmmm. That's a tough one. When you come 
dressed to dance, you probably will. How about 
saying, "Thanks, but I need to watch and help 
my husband." It's difficult at times to be both 
diplomatic and honest at the same time. Maybe 
if we give the girls/guys an option such as—
Would you like to dance or rest this tip?—it 
might just do the trick. Everyone is happy! ASO 
Dave answers all questions: 
ASK DAVE—Dave Gipson 
3330 Oswego Avenue 
Fort Wayne, IN 46805-2126 
Phone: (219) 482-2565 
FAX: (219) 482-4281 















Rum Swizzle Party 
Special Low Rates 
Ulla MN IN • ■ • • • •■ MEM■ • • el UM NM 
New $11(4414 Hits! 
DJ125 Honky Tonk Dancin' Machine 	Dan & Joe 
DJ124 Put On A Happy Face 	 Joe Saltel 
DJ123 4 to 1 in Atlanta 	 Dan Nordbye 
DJ122 Gentle On My Mind Dan & Joe 
DJ121 By The Time I Get To Phoenix 	Dan Nordbye 
DJ120 Winners 	 Joe Saltel 
rl L Il11fl Cowboy Low; 	 Dan Nerdbye 
DJ118 The Big One Dan Nordbye 
DJ117 Peaceful Easy Feeling 	 Joe Saltel 
DJ116 Adalida 	 Dan Nordbye 
DJ115 Let's Get Back To Me And You 	Dan Nordbye 
DJ Records, 3925 N Tollhouse Rd., Fresno, CA 93726 (209) 227-2764 
DAN NORDBYE 	 JOE SALTEL 
(602) 668-9904 • • • • • • • 	(707) 839-3050 
Cruise the Eastern Caribbean 
Dan Nordbye 	 Joe Salter 
For more information contact: 
Dan Nordbye, PO Box 31227, Mesa, AZ 85275 (602) 668-9904 
Joe Saltel, 2439 Travis Court, McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-3050 
Dave Ciccone, Circle C Ranch, 2301 N. Hess Road, Concord, CA 94521 (510) 427-0975 
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As seen through the eyes of Dorothy Walker, assistant editor of this 
publication and Phyllis Arthur, who manages the ASD office (and those 
who work therein!). 
As many of you know, Jon and Susan Sanborn will hand over the reins of the American Squaredance Magazine 
with the December issue to Ed and Pat Juaire 
of Rhode Island. Phyllis and I usually stay 
in the background, but, seeing how this may 
well be our last square dance convention, we 
couldn't resist sharing the wonderful time 
we had. We so enjoyed meeting those who 
are readers and contributors/editors of this  
publication and on the next page or two, 
you'll see us doing just that. 
A special thanks goes to BettyLee 
Talmadge of Orlando, Florida, for making 
the second week of our stay in Florida one 
we'll never forget. Her knowledge of Disney 
World is vast and detailed and you could see 
how much she loved sharing that knowledge 
with others. The Disney family surely knows 
how lucky they are to have her as an ambas-
sador. And to BettyLee's 
daughter, caller Susan-
Elaine Packard, thanks 
for those great name 
badges ... and those rare 
Mickey Mouse pins— 
everybody 	wanted 
`em—try as they blight, 
a trade was never "even 
considered! 
Phyllis (L) and Bob Howell 
(R) stopped by ASD's booth 
to visit with the staff. Phyllis 
Arthur (office manager here 
at ASD) made sure they 
didn't get away without first 
taking a photo with her. 
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The Stewarts contribute news 
monthly to ASD 
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Toshihiko and Kiyoko Horie always stop 
by our booth with trinkets from Japan 
Rubbing elbows with the Ghost Riders 
in 0 44  
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and Dorothy with 









Our apologies to David Yamasaki of the Shirts n' Skirts from Santa Ana, California, for 
not identifying everyone in a photograph we included in June's People/Events in the News, 
page 28, "Chinese Square Dancers Come to America." Below you will find the photo along 
with the correct caption. 
Above (left to right): Evelyn Daugherty (group hostess), Jack Murtha (group escort), Darlene 
Leonard and Dave Radcliffe (first lady and president-Shirts n' Skirts), Bailey Daugherty 
(group host), Jo Rensberger (caller's wife), Cheng Quian Ling (president-Beijing Square 
Dancers), Dave Rensberger (caller), Zhuang Shu Lan (group leader), Madame Tang Xia Ling 
(caller-Beijing Square Dancers). 	 AS/ 
• • • • 
• • Check your mailing label for your subscription expiration date. 	
• 
• 
• If: EXP DATE 1097 	 • 
• appears in the upper left-hand corner, 	 • • • 
• 
• • Now is the time to 	 • 
• RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION! 	 • • • 
• • 
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Bob Howell and Phyllis, his wife of 52 years 
A Tribute to 
Bob Howell 
The staff of American Squaredance Magazine would like to take this opportunity to thank Bob Howell, 
our Easy Level editor (just one of the many 
hats he wears), for all he has done and con-
tinues to do for square dancing. Our grati-
tude cannot be fully expressed, but we 
thought this tribute was a good start. 
We had a great time visiting with Bob 
and his beautiful wife of 52 years, Phyllis, at 
our booth at the 46th National Square Dance 
Convention in Orlando, Florida, this past 
June. He was gracious enough to sign books 
for dancers and was eager to be of assistance 
when questions were raised. As a speaker at 
the early morning press breakfast, he had us 
rolling on the floor with his quick wit and 
continuous jokes (he must have one for ev-
ery subject imaginable)—our day couldn't 
have begun on a brighter note. 
Whenever we receive Bob's Easy Level 
article, we look forward to reading what he's 
up to at that particular time of 
year...skiing in the winter, fishing, 
swimming or roller skating in the 
summer. His energy seems bound-
less as you will see while reading 
about one of square dancing's most 
versatile men. 
Born and raised in Cleveland, 
Ohio, Bob Howell received his BA 
degree from Ohio State (where he 
was also a cheerleader). He began 
calling in 1947 while working on 
a doctoral program at Case West-
ern Reserve University. He pursued 
a dual career serving the Cleveland 
Heights school system as a physi-
cal education teacher, coach, and 
junior high school principal and 
the rest of the world as a square 
dance caller and recreation con-
sultant. Bob also served in the 
Navy during WW II. 
The father of two children, Jan and Jim 
(and at present, grandfather of seven), Bub 
was a leader in the Boy Scouts of America, 
the Round Table Commissioner for Euclid, 
received the Silver Beaver Award for service 
and was the Longhouse Chief for Indian 
Guides. Currently, he is the head of Uncle 
Bob's Preschool Ski School at Alpine Val-
ley, where two, three and four year olds are 
taught to ski. 
Bob was a student of Lloyd "Pappy" Shaw 
and has taught square dance classes since 
1953. He has taught recreation courses, 
caller/teacher classes, conducted workshops 
and institutes at several colleges and univer-
sities throughout the country, conducted ten 
different travel tours—each one having 
square dancing—and has called on every 
continent in the world. He is a member of 
the Cleveland Area Caller's Association, on 
the founding committee of the Lloyd Shaw 
Foundation, a charter member of 
10 
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SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - ( 1-23) 
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-491 
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE 
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE 
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus 
ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES 
6. A - 1 PART A 
7. A - I PART B 
8. A - I DANCE TIPS 
9. A - 2 PART 1 
10. A - 2 PART 2 
ROUND DANCE TAPES 
I I. WALTZ BASICS 
12. TWO-STEP BASICS - No. I 
13. TWO-STEP BASICS - NO. 2 
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND (12 Two Step, 6 Waltz Routines) 
15 PHASE III Waltz'Foxtrot 
16. PHASE III Cha Cha Rhumba 
17. PHASE III Tango live'2 Step 
18. PHASE IV Walt, 
19. PHASE IV Foxtrot 
20. PHASE IV Cha Chit/Rhumba 
21. PHASE IV Jive/West Coast Swing 
22. PHASE IV Paso Doble Quickstep 
23. Dancing Easy Level 
NEW 











CALLERLAB, and charter member and past 
international chairman of LEGACY. He has 
been editor of the "Easy Level" page of the 
American Squaredance Magazine since 1969 
and is also a contributing editor to the North-
east Square Dancer. Bob is a recording art-
ist on the Grenn, Top and Lloyd Shaw 
labels, co-author of the books Easy Level 
Solo Dances and Dancing for Busy People, 
and is a choreographer of note. 
Bob's wife, Phyllis, best described him 
when she wrote, "Bob loves people, enjoys 
life and a good joke." 
ASO 
**************** 
LEARN BY VIDEO 
HOW TO ORDER 
Send a check or money order in U.S. dollars payable to 
GOLD STAR VIDEO PRODUCTIONS 
(83.50 for shipping, handling and insurance for each tape). 
SIERICAN CURRENCY 
(Shipping and handling S12 each tape outside the U.S. A. 
55 each tape for Canada). 
GOLD STAR VIDEO 
PRODUCTIONS 
PO BOX 1057 
SISTERS. OR 97759 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-87-HINGE 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
1! American Squaredance. August 1997 
Dick Waibel Dale McClary Ray Taylor Otto Degner Larry Cole 
Grace Wheatley 
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'n• NEW RAWHIDE RELEASES 
RWH-205 VAYA CON DIOS by Dale 
RWH-804 ROCKY TOP TWO-STEP by Anne Helm 
RWH-204 BYE, BYE BLUES by Larry 
HOT NEW SING-A-LONG SONGS by "Pure Country" 
RWH-814 	WALKIN' THE FLOOR OVER YOU by Tom 
SIZZLING SELLERS  
RWH-203 YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE by Steve 
RWH-202 PUT YOUR ARMS AROUND ME HONEY by Otto 
COMING SOON 
RWH-206 MACHO, MACHO MAN by Dick 
BUC-1264 TAKE THIS JOB & SHOVE IT by Tom 
RWH-523 YAMS HOEDOWN by Steve 
Write for 
your free 
copy of our 
brand new 
CATALOG 
Allen Snell Jim Snyder 
NEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES  
BUC-I263 HONKY TONK ANGELS/WILD SIDE OF LIFE by Dave 
BUC-1262 TAKE ME HOME COUNTRY ROADS by Jerry 
BUC-I261 LONESOME 77203 by Hank 
SIZZLING SELLERS 
BUC-1260 I'M WALKIN' THE FLOOR OVER YOU by Tom 
Dick Weibel Enterprises, 675 E. Alluvial Avenue, Fresno, CA 93720-2513 
Voice = 209-439-3478 FAX = 209-431-5942 - 	= Raw h ide@pacbell.net 
World Wide Web Page = http://www.dave-gipson.com/rawhideirawhide.htm  
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CONTRA 
CORM 
Two Southern California events this last month continue to reflect the positive growth of contra dancing in the area. The 
Annual Western Square Dance Association Me-
morial Day Weekend Jamboree programmed a 
two-hour contra event Saturday afternoon. The 
attendance exceeded that of the line dancing, 
which followed the contras. The participation 
was also equal to that of the round and Plus 
square dancing. My thanks to Western Square 
Dance Association for this positive program-
ming on behalf of the area's contra dancers. 
Our second event comes by way of the 
Sunkist Squares near Redlands, California, 
where Paul Moore is one of the rotating callers. 
Paul has been including a contra in place of one 
of the rounds between tips and this past month 
Paul had more contra participation than rounds. 
The dancers at Sunkist squares are asking for 
more contras. 
These are just a few examples of the posi-
tive appeal contras have in the overall Square 
Dance program. It will be interesting to see if 
the trend continues at the Associated Square 
Dancers of Southern California at their Labor 
Day Festival in Oxnard, California. In past years 
they have featured contras between Plus tips in 
one hall and rounds between tips in a second 
hall. Participation has increased each year to 
	 By Don Ward 
Member of 
American Callers Association 
and CONTRALAB 
the point where a two-hour Saturday afternoon 
contra hall has been programmed for this year. 
More on this next month as plans are finalized. 
I guess plans for the contra program never 
got finalized for the National Convention, since 
I have not received a single word for an entire 
year regarding the contra program. Neither the 
National planning committee or CALLERLAB 
has made any attempt to promote increased in-
terest in the National through a dynamic Con-
tra Program. I can't help but wonder if some-
one was lazy or the program is so mediocre that 
it was better off unpublicized. Maybe someone 
can fill me in on the detail in time for next 
month's issue. E-mail would be great (see be-
low). 
For those calling or teaching contra dances 
with access to the Internet, you can find a large 
variety of dances in a database at http:// 
www.scar.rad.washington.edu/dances/—look 
for dances by title or author. Also included are 
links to other Web sites with dance choreogra-
phy. 
It's a short column this month, since the mail 
bag is empty. But who knows, maybe next 
month will more than make up for it. Be sure to 
keep in touch by mail: Don Ward 9989 Maude 
Ave., Sunland, CA 91040 or E-mail: 
dward@loop.com ASO 
Vee &ee 348 / 
Pattern Co. 
Box 23 
Catalog 51.50 	Hamlin, Texas 79520 
plus $.50 postage & handling 
 




by BettyLee Talmadge 
Orlando, Florida 
Photos provided by ASD staff 
After every convention, there are memories—great ones, always! So here are a few of ours from the 46th 
National Square Dance Convention held this 
past June in Orlando, Florida. 
Do you remember...your anticipation be- 
fore you arrived at the convention 
center...putting on your National badge for 
the first time...looking through Florida's 
edition of the National Book, seeing the pic-
tures used to represent Florida...climbing 
that long ramp after registering...being 
amazed at how BIG the center is...greeting 
old friends and meeting many new ones...the 
Wednesday evening ceremonies with 
Orlando's mayor welcoming everyone...all 
of the trail dances...the "early morning" 
Editor's Breakfast with Bob Howell, a fan- 
tastic (and very humorous!) speaker...the 
various rooms of dancing...the sewing room 
and its unique pattern tables, beautifully 
made dresses, give-away kits and the many, 
many door prizes...dancing to a live band 
(le Ghost Riders—weren't they 
wonderful?!)...visiting the many vendors 
who spent days packing their wares, travel- 
ing here, then spending every waking mo- 
ment at their booth to help us find "just the 
right outfit and matching accessories" or the 
must-have recordings of the latest releases 
(or best of all—a subscription to 
ASD!)... Florida's welcoming ceremonies 
Thursday evening...the CurliQues and their 
caller SusanElaine's great performance (it 
gained them an invitation to the Georgia 
State Convention in September!)...the un-
usual dancing of the Danish dancers called 
New Style Square Dancers...the many ex-
hibition groups, all performing terrific rou-
tines... 
We must mention three very special 
groups—the Maycroft Square Tappers, the 
exhibition group with the youngest cloggers 
in the nation, attending their 32' National. 
They range in age from 3 to 18, always pre-
senting a performance that WOWs the 
crowd. Many of the little ones are grandchil-
dren of previous dancers. 
The second group is Florida's own 
Pensacola Special Steppers. Although men-
tally retarded they are truly handi-CA-
PABLE and fantastic square dancers. 
The third group is the Y.E.S. Wheelchair 
Dancers. Although wheelchair-bound, their 
energy is boundless. One walking dancer 
grips one of the other dancer's chair—not 
to direct—but to slow him down to the speed 
of the others. (See What's Going On In 
Square Dancing for details on how you may 
help this group recover from a multi-vehicle 
accident on their way home from the Na-
tional.) 
Memories...of the exciting bidding ses-
sion as Minnesota and Louisiana presented 
their bids...the dancers in the hallway win- 
dows upstairs with their "10" signs as Min-
nesota won the bid for the year 
2002...Carolina's unique invitational to 
their National next year...the fabulous 
"Magic of Christmas" fashion show, all due 
to Muriel's expertise...singing Christmas 
carols in June...the introduction of their 
mentor, fashion show expert Lee Long, to 
the wrong cue of music—The Stripper 
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instead of The Yellow Rose of Texas...the 
king who was still looking for his NEWS-
PAPER long after it arrived on stage (via the 
sound man)...the 29 couples who presented 
their beautiful Christmas fashions designed 
and made by these dancers from all around 
these United States...the "dancing 
dolls"...the little girl with long, flowing 
black hair forever doomed to walk backwards 
with her prince, the short, plump, green frog, 
both doomed to this existence by a wicked 
witch...the energizer bunny who got zapped 
by the thunder and lightening and turned the 
girl into a beautiful fair-haired princess and 
the frog into that broad-shouldered, hand-
some prince...the singing tree whose 
branches were ivy leaves...the courtier who 
couldn't get to his horn to blow it until long 
after it started blasting away...the outstand-
ing Parade of States, just watching the danc-
ers from around the world arrive row after 
row after row was awe-inspiring...the wind- 
ing down of all of the dancing...the final 
realization that it is all over but the 
shouting...and everyone being too tired 
to shout. 	 ASO 
BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS 
BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS 
PROGRAM VIDEOS approved,  Callerlab 
Featuring BETSY GOTTA 
Caller. 27 years Member 
Board of Governors 
featuring overhead 
shots 




Caller lab sequence51 67) 
$3995 '49" 
Bon Inc 	Add 53 50 postage and handling • N J res add 6'. sales tas 
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Please specify BASIC 	MAINSTREAM 	PLUS 	VHS 	BETA 
Mail check or money order to: 
I 
A Div:Sion of Tra Bien. Inc 
PO Box 1350. Maplewood. NJ 07040 
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THE COUNTRY LINE by jim and jean chamondeley 
Thank you for your letters of support and the letters from some that did not agree with our last article. That is what makes the world go around...difference of opinions. 
Do you think CW needs a spokesperson? That was the question that was asked about a year ago. 
We have given much thought to it and find that CW really does not need a spokecpercnn All 
dancers seem to do enough by themselves; they are their own best emissaries of goodwill. They have 
many people who are making a name for themselves. 
An example of this goodwill is Ms. Jo Thompson, who was Miss Texas in 1987. She is now 
touring the world teaching and introducing country western dancing to non-dancers. She does not 
"preach to the choir," she seeks out non-dancers and introduces them to the activity. She is not 
alone. There are many out there doing the same thing and you can too. You can be on National TV, 
promote CW and/or square dancing and enjoy a trip to the fantastic Branson, Missouri. Just call 
(314) 741-7799. 
This month's dance (see next page) is a couples dance, which was sent to me annonymously. 
Please enjoy ... 
YAK 	s The Original YAK STACK 44(
T 35 years of 
A 	Great Sound Quality 
     
We Ship 
WORLDWIDE ! 
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER: 
Call: (860) 647-7530 FAX: (860) 870-4546 
or write: 
YAK STACK 
PO BOX 361 
TOLLAND. CT 06084 U.S.A. 
I 
YAK STACK 
     
     
     
      




THE CHA, CHA MIXER 
MAN COUNT WOMAN 
Begins on the Outside of Circle Begins on the Inside Circle 
Shuffle back Left 1&2 Shuffle forward Right 
Rock step back Right 3 Rock step forward Left 
Recover weight to Left 4 Recover weight to Right 
Shuffle forward Right 5&6 Shuffle back Left 
Step forward Left 7 Rock step back Right 
1/2 turn to Right 8 Recover weight to Left 
Shuffle forward Left 9&10 Shuffle forward Right 
Step forward Right 11 Step forward Left 
1/2  turn Left 12 
_ 
1/2 turn Right 
Shuffle forward Right 13&14 Shuffle forward Left 
Rock step forward Left 15 Step forward Left 
Recover weight to Right 16 1/2 turn Left 
Shuffle back Left 17&18 Shuffle forward Right 
Rock step back Right 19 Rock step forward Left 
Recover weight to Left 20 Recover weight to Right 
Shuffle in place 21&22 Shuffle in place Left 
Rock step Left, across Right 23 Rock step Right across Left 
(Point Left hand down LOD) (Point Right hand LOD) 
Recover weight to Right 24 Recover weight to Left 
Shuffle in place Left 25&26 Shuffle in place Right 
Rock step Right across Left 27 Rock step Left across Right 
(Point Right hand RLOD) (Point Left hand RLOD) 
. _. 	 Recover weight to Left 28 Recover weight to Right 
(Lead lady to your Right) (Change partners) 
Shuffle Right w/full turn Left 29&30 S:,uffle Left making a full turn Right 
Rock step forward Left 31 Rock step back Right 
(Recover hands with new partner) Recover hands with new partner 
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THE CALLERLAB HONORS BOOK 
BENJAMIN LOVETT-MILESTONE-1980 
To honor Mr. Lovett with this award is essentially to honor Henry Ford, developer of the motor car 
in the early 1900s. For it was Ford's love of 
square dancing he had developed as a 
farmboy in Greenfield Township, a few miles 
west of Detroit, that started it all. In his later 
years, when his thoughts turned nostalgically 
to the past, he remembered the good times 
at those country dances. And just as he 
bought early American houses and shops and 
moved them to Greenfield Village, Ford 
bought himself a dance teacher. 
It is said that in the summers the Ford 
family would spend their vacations at an  
elegant lodge in Massachusetts, where it 
happened that Benjamin Lovett called 
traditional American dances in the evenings. 
So taken by Lovett's ability, Ford offered him 
a rather princely salary and a new car each 
year, if he would come back to Detroit with 
him and introduce this form of dancing to 
the employees of the Ford Company. Lovett 
turned him down, saying he was under con-
tract to the hotel and it would not be morally 
right to break the contract. So Ford bought 
the hotel and the contract. 
Lovett settled into his new routine in 
Dearborn, opened a dance class, and Ford 
officials reportedly tumbled over themselves 
in an eagerness to attend. 
Lovett's success and fame 
grew. Ford built an elegant struc-
ture for dancing, which he 
named "Lovett Hall." At Ford's 
encouragement, Lovett compiled 
many of the old calls into a book, 
Good Morning, which served to 
preserve many of the favorites 
for future generations. 
At one point, when "Ben" 
was sharing these dances with 
the school children in the greater 
Detroit area, he reported to Mr. 
Ford that the program was be-
ing held up due to the need of 
qualified musicians. Together 
they decided that the solution lay 
in producing phonograph 
records of Lovett's band. So, 
calling in the help of Ford's 
friend, Thomas Edison, the first 
useable square dance records 
were produced. 
Benjamin Lovett passed away 
September 4, 1952, leaving 
many legends behind for future 
generations to enjoy. ASD 
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Couples facing out, do their 











General lines with couple on 





The other dancers do their 
part of a Tag the Line 
TEACHING EXAMPLE 
Heads Star Thru and Spread, 
Lines pass Thru, GO RIGHT TO 
A WAVE (Ladies Chase Right 
and Single Hinge, Men Tag the 
Line and the Lead Boy Right 
Faced U-Turn Back and step to 
a Wave.) Centers Trade, Men 
Run, Pass Thru, Wheel and 
Deal, Square Thru 3/4, 








Fan the Boat (3/97) 



















(Anything) & Roll 
(Anything) & Spread 
3/4 Tag The Line 
Acey Deucey 




Cut The Diamona 
Diamond Circulate 
Dixie Grand 
Explode The Wave 
Explode & (Anything) 
(from waves only) 
Extend 
Flip The Diamond 
Follow Your Neighbor 
Grand Swing Thru 
Linear Cycle 
(from waves only) 
Load The Boat 
Partner Tag 
2 
3 •  
Peel Off 
Peel The Top 
Ping Pong Circulate 
Relay The Deucey 
Remake The Thar 
Single Circle To A Wave 
Spin Chain The Gears 
Spin Chain And 
Exchange The Gears 
Teacup Chain 
Track II 
Trade The Wave 
Triple Scoot 
TAKE A G 
LI  GO RIGHT TO A WAVE 
RY gi?!, zIgi.,g_t1111)1Y 
GO RIGHT/LEFT TO A WAVE 
by Tim Marriner 
From general Lines with the couple on the Right 
(Left) facing out. The Couple facing out on the 
Right (Left) side of the line will do their part of a 
Chase Right(Left)and Single Hinge. The other 
dancers Tag the Line arid that lead dancer Right 
(Left) face Turn Back and step to a Right (Left) 
ave 
Couples 1 & 3 Single Hinge, 
Lead dancer of couples 2 & 4 
(WJA, face turn  




JOIN THE TAPINGS OF 
DANCIN' N' BRANSON 
Trip includes 2 night's lodging w/full continental breakfast, 
2 tapings of the show Dancin' N' Branson, 
a lunch and dinner, one Branson Show and 
bus transportation w/air if necessary. 
If this sounds interesting, call us at 
800-333-7349 or (314) 741-7799 
Callers/Cuers and Leaders call us for incentive packets. 
We also need Country Western Dancers. 
If you are outside the U.S., let us design a special package for 
your group in conjunction with other activities. 
Call us as soon as possible. 
Many dates are open but they arefilling up fast. 
Jim and Jean Cholmondeley 
Square Dance Coordinators 
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Hey, YOUth! 
Wh
ile at this year's National 
onvention in Orlando, I had the 
pleasure of meeting a young square dancer 
named Kristy Jacobs. She was with a group 
of friends, all of whom were crying. They 
looked so sweet, their tears streaming down 
their innocent cheeks...I just had to whip 
out the ol' camera and capture that precious 
moment. Ahh, youth! 
I asked Kristy if she would write an 
article introducing herself and share her 
thoughts about attending her first National 
along with an explanation for those tears. 
She did just that... 
—Dorothy A. Walker 
Assistant Editor 
M
y name is Kristy Jacobs, and I'm 
15 years old. I have been involved 
in square dancing my whole life, 
yet I have only been dancing for a little over 
a year. My father, Mike Jacobs, is a National 
Caller, and my mother and stepfather have 
been dancing since before I was born and 
are now at the C-2 level. I live in Alexan-
dria, Virginia, and belong to the Broken 
Wheels Square Dance Club and the Raga-
muffins Youth Club. 
In June, I attended my first National Con-
vention in Orlando, Florida. I was very 
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nervous about going because I only knew a 
few people my age who were going to be 
there. I didn't expect to dance much or to 
meet a lot of people. I wasn't even sure that 
I really wanted to go, but after the trail-in 
dance on Wednesday night, I knew every-
thing was going to be completely different 
than what I had expected. By the end of the 
weekend, I had made friends from places like 
Utah, Michigan, Texas, and Oklahoma and 
had danced almost the entire convention. 
My first impression of the National when 
I arrived was that it was so huge. My dad 
had told me that there would be thousands 
of people, but the size of the Convention 
Center and the number of people who were 
actually there shocked me. 
The Youth Hall was fantastic! My friend 
Shannon had told me that no one would be 
able to drag me out of there, and I didn't 
believe her. It turns out she was right—there 
were only three tips that I danced that weren't 
in the Youth Hall. I danced more than I ever 
had before and got the blisters to prove it! 
The energy in the Youth Hall was amazing. 
I noticed that we all picked up flourishes 
from people from different areas, which 
made the dancing even more enjoyable. Most 
of the callers were really good, and they 
seemed to enjoy calling for us. We did no-
tice that only a few National Callers signed 
up to call for us, yet those who did, said they 
had a lot of fun and we were really disap-
pointed that some National Callers who did 
sign up to call for us, didn't show up. Also, 
39th AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
ADELAIDE 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
4 - 8 JUNE 1998 
Enquiries 
G P 0 Box 408, ADELAIDE, 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA, 5001 
If 61.8-8265-1329 
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Pictured above (tears and all!) are Kristy Jacobs (lower right), Shannon Mitchell, Samantha Mitchell, 
Virginia Reduto and Natasha Flint. 
the youth dancers got a much better response 
from all the other dancers than we could have 
expected. Many times, we hear that adults 
don't like dancing with the youth, but most 
of them were thrilled to see us. We were even 
asked to lead the Parade of States at the end 
of the convention. When we marched into 
the Main Hall, everyone was clapping and 
cheering and the whole hall came alive. It 
was, a wonderful experience. 
We had two youth after-parties, one given 
by the 46th Convention in Orlando, and one 
given by next year's 47th Convention in 
Charlotte, North Carolina. The 46th after-
party was fun, but we would have liked to 
have had more dancing rather than a lot of 
games and relay races. The Charlotte after-
party was fantastic, and I am really excited 
about going to next year's National. 
We all had mixed emotions on Saturday  
night. We were having a great time danc-
ing, but we knew that soon we'd have to say 
goodbye and it would be a year before most 
of us would see each other again. When the 
dancing was over, almost all of us were cry-
ing and, as usual, I was the first one to start. 
We exchanged addresses and hugs and prom-
ised to write. 
Overall, the whole convention was a re-
ally wonderful experience. I can't believe 
now that I actually considered not going. I 
formed a few really close friendships and the 
only regret that I have now is that I live so 
far away from those friends and I can only 
see them once a year. My first National Con-
vention was a huge success, and I hope to be 
able to go to many more. 
Note: Isn't it refreshing reading the point 
of view of one of our youth? Kristy is very 
talented and we look forward to receiving 
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CALIFORNIA 
DORIS'S Crystal Magic Petticoats 
8331 Pinecrest Drive 
Redwood Valley, CA 95470 
1-800-468-6423 
http.//www squareshop.corn 
Free Swatches. Flyers 
SQUARE D FASHIONS 
5821 Auburn Blvd Ste 5 
Sacramento, CA 95841-1207 
(916) 344-0346 
CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER 
6520 Platt Ave., Ste 623 
West Hills CA 91307 
(BIB) 347-1207 
ILLINOIS 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W Irving Park Road 
Chicago. IL 60634 
IOWA 
LUCKY CLOVERLEAF SHOP 
3720 N. Division St. 
Davenport, Iowa 52806 
Phone: (319) 391-6586 
Skirts by Delightful Frocks 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S 
1956 Cherokee Dr.  
Lake Charles, LA 70611 
(318) 855-4470 
Visa & MC 
NEW YORK 
SHIRLEY'S 
Rt 9-D Box 423. Dept A 
Hughsonville, NY 12537 
Square Dance Patterns 
Send $1 00 for Brochure 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
Don & Jackie Wilkins 
193 Winery Rd.  
Sneads Ferry, NC 28460 




119 West Main 
Moore. OK 73160.5105 
(405) 799-5602 Fax 506-799-5602 
Just outside OK City & worth the trip 
THE CATCHALL 
2310 Brook Hollow Drive 
Wichita Falls, TX 76308-2206 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Immediate Mail Order Service 
Call (817) 692-8814 
PETTICOAT JUNCTION 
14523 Highway 99 *1 
Lynnwood, WA 98037 
Toll Free 1-800-344-3262 
Describe it, we'll find it! 
Orders Available from these shops 
NORTH CAROLINA 	 TEXAS 
OKLAHOMA 	 WASHINGTON 
KANSAS 
B/T S/13 & WESTERN WEAR 
635 E. 47th St. S. Wichita, KS 67216 
2 blk. W of 1-35 Trnk, Exit 42 
(316) 522-6670, Closed Sun/Mon 
All New First Line Apparel 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
THE SQUARE DANCERS CLOSET 
Marilyn Adams 
2012 Warren Ct , N Augusta. SC 29841 
1(800) 476-2008 / (803) 279-3687 
Send for FREE Catalogue 
To learn how to talk with your kids about tough issues, 
like sex, AIDS/HIV and violence, call 
1.800-CHILD-44 and get your free guidebook. 
CHILDREN 
NOW  
more articles from her in the future. 
At the suggestion of Marianne C. Jack-
son of Cincinnati, Ohio, we would like to be 
able to include this column every month. We 
I 	NEW LINE OF FASHIONS 
encourage young people involved in clog-
ging and/or square, round and line dancing 
to send in their news and we'll share it with 
our readers. YOUth are our future! 	ASO 




by Phyllis Mugrage 
/0  t's one of Murphy's laws that the first time 
you wear that special new outfit, you're 
and to spill coffee or something on it. Not 
to worry; if you tend promptly to a spill or other 
stain-causing mishap and follow up with proper 
removal procedures, your outfit will maintain 
its newness. Following are hints for prevention, 
emergency measures, basic procedures, and so 
forth. 
PREVENTION 
Many stains can be avoided by being a little 
more careful; easier said than done for some of 
us. Here are some tips that hopefully will help: 
Change from good clothes to casual clothes 
as quickly as possible, especially if you need 
to be in the kitchen, cooking or cleaning. 
4 Wear a protective garment such as an apron 
or coverall during activities likely to cause 
spots. (I often use an old shirt of my 
husband's that covers most eNerything.) 
Save worn out clothes for really messy jobs 
like painting and car repair. Don't even 
bother to remove the spots, just launder alone 
once in a while, or use my preferred 
method—throw them out when the job is 
complete! 
.1 Wear cotton undergarments to keep perspi-
ration off your clothes. Undergarments 
should protect the entire bodice or shirt area, 
not just the underarms. 
Apply perfume BEFORE getting dressed--
some perfumes affect fabric dyes. 
NI Routinely check clothes after undressing and 
before washing or dry cleaning, so you can 
treat spots as soon as possible; the older the 
spot the harder it is to remove. 
EMERGENCY MEASURES 
Many ordinary spills and spots won't set (pen- 
etrate the fabric and chemically change into 
stains) if you attack them as soon as they 
happen. 
• Remove solid matter such as food by gently 
scraping it with a dull knife, a teaspoon edge, 
a nail file or a soft toothbrush. Allow mud 
to dry, then scrape it off. 
• Blot liquid spills with a clean rag or cloth 
napkin. If cloth items aren't available, use a 
paper napkin. (Do not rub the fabric with a 
paper napkin; it will leave lint.) For best re-
sults, place the affected area over a clean 
cloth. Using another clean cloth, blot from 
the center to the edges to prevent rings. 
• Absorb grease spills with flour, cornstarch 
or plain talcum powder (keep a small bottle 
in your purse). Sprinkle it on evenly and 
shake or brush it off when dry; repeat if nec-
essary. Flush nongreasy spills from wash-
able fabrics with cool water. 
• If you prick your finger while sewing and 
leave a tiny blood spot on your project (usu-
ally something white, of course!), moisten a 
cloth or paper towel with cool water and 
press it against the spot until it is absorbed. 
Check the area after emergency treatment 
and if it is still there in a day or two, retreat it. 
SPECIFIC SPOT TREATMENT 
Although general commercial laundry 
products are useful, they aren't equally effec-
tive for all spots. It's better to use a treatment 
specifically designed to remove the substance 
without damaging the fabric. Following are 
treatments for a number of common spots. 
Where I have listed several treatments, they are 
in order of gentlest to strongest. (Of course, 
there's no need to begin a new treatment if the 
previous treatment has succeeded.) I am listing 
treatments for washable garments only. I 
strongly urge you to take dry cleanables to a 
professional. 
"JON'S NOTES ll 
Monthly Note Service 
116 For The Caller Who Cares 1))1  
by 
dl" John & Linda Saunders 
Accredited Caller Coaches 
Chore° Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review, Contras. 
l Ines. Partners Review and Much, Much More. . 34 
YEARS of calling experience to share Don't delay.. . 
New for the busy caller. Try our monthly note service on 
tapes. 
Wute for FREE SAMFI E TODAY 
101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169 
Telephone' 904-428.1496, E-mail' lohnnyse@aol corn 
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MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
by Stand Cathie Burdick 
MIKESIDE 
MANAGEMENT  
oft 	N. CNN.. b, 1r.nt C•Inie eurfp 
lb,. 
II 	n.,1 hard to tak • 
Ilnlan ha 
MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE 
FOR CALLERS 
COMMENTARY CHORE() AND SKILL TIPS 
WRITE, SLY!, BURDICK PO BOX 2618 
SILVER BAY, NY 12874 
„, 	Mv,u l .1 lightued by too 
Bey' ing through 
I It 	6totra iSound, 
Marc 
OILS 
I. Apply absorbent powder to the spill imme-
diately. 
2. Rub with a moistened bar of laundry soap 
and rinse the spot area with water. 
3. Use a lubricant solution: In a plastic squeeze 
bottle add 1 tablespoon of glycerin, coconut 
oil or mineral oil, 1 tablespoon of liquid de-
tergent and 8 tablespoons of water. Shake 
the solution to mix. Fold a clean, white rag 
and place it under the spot. Apply the solu-
tion with an eyedropper, sponge, or for sturdy 
fabric, a toothbrush. Let the spot soak in the 
solution for approximately five minutes, then 
rinse well with water. Wash the garment as 
usual. Save the remaining solution for fu-
ture use. 
CHOCOLATE 
I. Rinse the soiled area with water (or club 
soda, if available); let it dry and then apply 
a dry cleaning fluid by placing a cloth under 
the spot and sponging on the dry cleaning 
fluid in a well ventilated area. With another 
rag, blot the area, working from the center 
to the edges to prevent a ring. If the stain 
remains when the dry cleaning fluid has 
evaporated, rub it with bar laundry soap and 
rinse. 
2. Place a clean, white rag under the spot. Add 
IA teaspoon of ammonia to the lubricant so-
lution (see oils) and apply it to the spot. Let 
the solution sit for approximately five min-
utes, then wash the garment. 
3. If the fabric is not silk, wool, or animal fur, 
use an enzyme presoak. Add warm water to 
the enzyme presoak to make a paste. Place a 
clean, folded rag under the spot and apply 
the paste to the spot and cover it with a damp 
rag. Let the paste sit tor 30 minutes, then 
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check progress (the paste can sit on the spot 
for up to 12 hours). When the spot has dis-
appeared, rinse the area with water, then 
wash the garment. 
BEVERAGES, VEGETABLES AND 
TOBACCO 
1. In the sink, soak the garment in a solution 
of 1 teaspoon of liquid detergent, 1 table-
spoon of white vinegar and 1 quart of water 
until the spot has lifted; machine wash the 
garment. 
2. Sponge the spot with rubbing alcohol, al-
lowing the alcohol to evaporate. 
3. Make an enzyme paste (see chocolate) and 
apply it to the spot; machine wash the gar-
ment. 
MAKE-UP 
I . Apply dry-cleaning fluid and allow it to dry. 
2. Apply a cleaning fluid/coconut oil solution 
to the spot (see oils) and flush with cleaning 
fluid; allow the fluid to evaporate. 
3. Apply a lubricant/ammonia solution to the 
spot (see chocolate); rinse the area with 
water. 
BLOOD 
1. Immediately rinse with cool water. 
2. Apply a lubricant/ammonia solution to the 
spot (see chocolate). Let it soak for approxi-
mately 15 minutes; rinse the area with cool 
water. 
3. Apply an enzyme paste to the spot (see 
chocolate), then wash the garment as usual. 
PERSPIRATION 
I. Wash according to your normal method, but 
add 1 teaspoon of borax or baking soda for 
each two gallons of water; for cotton and 
linen garments, add 1 teaspoon of 
ammonia. 
PENCIL 
1. Rub the spot with a pencil eraser. 
2. Apply dry cleaning solvent and allow it to 
evaporate. 
3. Apply a lubricant solution to the spot (see 
oils). 
Well, I hope this helps with some of those 
problems that seem to crop up from time to time 
(and it's usually the "wrong" time!) 
Until next month, Happy Dancing and 
Creative Sewing! 
Please send your comments, questions, or 
suggestions to: Phyllis Mugrage, 458 Lois 
Lane, Sedro-Woolley, WA 98284 	4SD 
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DOCTORS ARE LEARNING 
ABOUT NATURAL PRODUCTS 
by Gordon Goss, Editor of the National Square Dance Directory 
Maybe you can't teach an old dog new tricks but you can certainly teach doctors 
something new. Recently we published a very interesting book entitled "The TOP 10 
Scientifically Proven Natural Products" by Dr. Richard Fischer and Dr. Richard 
Ogletree. This new book is already being used around the country by physicians and 
other health professionals to learn how to use and prescribe natural health products 
for the benefit of their patients. Based upon the recommendations of Dr. Fischer and 
Dr. Ogletree, Nature's Pharmacy Company has put the most potent of these natural 
products (grape seed extract, bilberry and soy) into one easy-to-take, GUARAN-
TEED POTENCY capsule. This new product, called the TOP 3, is now available. 
According to Dr. Fischer, "Grape seed extract, bilberry and soy are great support for 
the brain, eyes, heart, veins, arteries and skin. Their superb phytochemical content 
helps the body fight off cancer, heart disease and many other degenerative conditions. 
Anyone interested in good health should take these supplements on a regular basis." 
Dr. Ogletree highly recommends both bilberry and grape seed (especially for diabet-
ics) because of their proven beneficial effects on your eyes and your circulation. Grape 
seed extract also has anti-inflammatory activity. Many people who suffer with 
inflammation from arthritis or other conditions have used grape seed extract to reduce 
pain and swelling. The TOP 3 product is also being used in the treatment of varicose 
veins, menopause, high cholesterol, night blindness and many other conditions. 
We take the TOP 3 product ourselves and highly recommend it to our many square 
dance friends. If you would like more information about either the TOP 10 book or 
the TOP 3 product, please send the form below or give us a call at l -800-542-4010 
Happy Dancing, 
ce1A-c-r•—• 
Gordon Goss / Editor 
Please send me information on the TOP 10 book and the TOP 3 product. 
Name: 	  
Address: 	  
City: 	  State: 	Zip: 	 
Mail To: N.S.D., P.O. Box 880, Brandon, MS 39043 
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BILL & BOBBIE DAVIS 
We are moving into the 21" Century—or at least the '90s. Bill, of course, has always been enamored of computers; 
but they have mostly been black holes for 
Bobbie. She never even used her bank ATM card 
until our college-bound youngest daughter un-
locked the card's mystery two years ago. Now, 
spurred on by the desire to exchange E-mail with 
that same daughter, we have connected with the 
Internet, thanks to an inordinate amount of time 
and effort by extraordinary friend Kip Garvey. 
Nearly eight hours of browsing through the 
comments on a square dance bulletin board (via 
America OnLine) has given us a few thoughts 
to ponder. One of the main topics of discussion 
is the question of who should be in control of 
square dancing. One contingent seems to think 
that square dancing belongs to dancer organi-
zations (clubs, associations, etc.). Another group 
thinks callers should direct the square dance 
movement as a whole rather than just the move-
ments of the squares at a dance. 
What happens when one group dominates 
and takes control of an activity? We have seen 
problems develop from both sides. 
We remember a situation when a caller and 
six of his dancer friends decided to lease a build-
ing (with a wonderful wood floor) and make the 
building available for square and round danc-
ers at a very reasonable rate. The aim was not a 
big profit. The aim was to have a nice, afford-
able facility available for dancing every night 
of the week. However, the officers of the area 
dancers association decided this was "gross 
commercialization" of square dancing. They 
went to each club in the association and told the 
dancers they should not dance at the facility or 
at any other dances where the caller was work-
ing. 
While some clubs and dancers ignored these 
admonitions, enough controversy was developed 
so that the caller and friends did not renew their 
one-year lease. As a result, the hall was lost to 
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square dancing altogether because another 
group took over and raised the rates beyond 
reach of the limited budgets of square dance 
clubs. Meanwhile, the caller remained consis-
tently high in the voting for the top callers in 
the area. So...a group of dominate dancers tried 
to force square dancing into what they consid-
ered an acceptable mold. They were not very 
successful, but they did do a great deal of dam-
age by creating dissension and suspicions that 
took years to quell. 
We have also seen situations where callers 
have abused their positions. Some callers try to 
hoard their dancers by discouraging the danc- 
ers from attending other callers' dances. This 
succeeds to some extent because the dancers 
wind up being able to dance to only one caller. 
This may be good for the caller, but we do not 
think it is good for square dancing. 
There seems to be some thinking that call-
ers should "regain control" of square dancing 
and tell dancers what level they can dance and 
how long they must dance before going to an-
other level. We strongly support the concept of 
achieving a thorough foundation in one level 
before going on to another. We don't even think 
it is necessary to go to another level if the dancer 
is happy at his/her current level. However, we 
feel an inherent resistance to the idea of any 
group or person dictating what we can or can-
not achieve and how long we must take to do 
it. 
Square dancing does not belong to either the 
callers or the dancers. Both must be present to 
have a dance. Both must work together to make 
that dance fun. Both must accept responsibili-
ties for leadership and guidance in order for the 
activity as a whole to survive. We have prob- 
lems to solve. We cannot solve those problems 
by staking out turf and saying, "I'm the leader, 
and you're the follower/employee; so follow my 
orders." To paraphrase an old slogan: United 




BY TOM DILLANDER 
PROVIDED BY PALOMINO RECORDS, INC. 
1-800-328-3800 or 614-389-5919 
BMR-08 
LOST INDIAN/CACKLIN' FIDDLE 
(HOEDOWN) 
HI HAT-5205 
FOR ONCE IN MY LIFE 
Caller: TOM MILLER 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, pass thru, 
trade by, scoot back, scoot back again, swing 
& promenade! 
JO PAT/ESP-809 
SHINDIG IN THE BARN 
Caller: JERRY JESTIN 
Heads square thru four, touch a quarter, scoot 
back, boys run right, right and left thru, dixie 
style, boys cross fold, swing & promenade! 
ESP-917 
THAT'S ALRIGHT MAMA 
Caller: STEVE KOPMAN 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
pass the ocean, extend, swing thru, boys run 
right, chain down the line, star thru, pass 
thru, U-turn back, swing & promenade! 
ESP-1019 
HOW A COWGIRL SAYS GOODBYE 
Caller: ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR. 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
cast off 3/4, walk and dodge, partner trade, 
square thru three, swing & promenade! 
ESP-1018 
DON'T TAKE HER SHE'S ALL I GOT 
Caller: ELMER SHEFFIELD, JR. 
Heads square thru four, right hand star, heads 
star left in the middle a full turn, make a 
wave, ladies trade, linear cycle, walk and 
dodge, girls U-turn back, promenade! 
DIAMOND-108 
THE ANNIE EASTON HOEDOWN 
W/CALLS 
Caller: MIKE DESISTO 
LOU MAC-207 
BOBBIE ANN MASON 
Caller: CHARLIE ROBERTSON 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
boys run right, Ferris wheel, centers pass 
thru, touch a quarter, scoot back, swing & 
promenade! 
LOU MAC-803 




Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
spin the top, right and left thru, square thru 
three, swing & promenade! 
STAMPEDE-403 
BACK IN MY ARMS 
Caller: TRAYLOR WALKER 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left, 




Caller: BRONC WISE 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, touch a 
quarter, follow your neighbor and spread, 
girls trade, swing thru, boys run right, bend 
the line, slide thru, swing & promenade! 
GMP-402 
BLUE HIGHWAY 
Caller: WAYNE BALDWIN & 
JON JONES 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
right and left thru, flutterwheel, sweep a 
quarter, pass thru, right and left thru, veer left, 
wheel and deal, swing & promenade! 
ELK-040 
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ITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
HAS INCREASED 
THE COST OF 
RETURNED MAIL 
THE COST IS NOW 
$ . 5 0 
FOR EACH RETURNED MAGAZINE BECAUSE 
SOMEONE DIDN'T SEND IN THEIR CHANGE OF 
ADDRESS. 




WORKIN' / PLAYIN' 
(HOEDOWN) 
ROYAL-519 
YOU'VE GOT ME THINKING OF YOU 
Caller: LARRY LETSON 
Heads square thru four, down the middle, 
right and left thru, veer left, couples circulate, 
chain down the line, star thru, pass thru, trade 
by, swing & promenade! 
BLUE STAR-2436 
PLASTIC SADDLE 
Caller: JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
boys run right, bend the line, right and left 




Caller: JOHNNIE WYKOFF 
Heads pass the ocean, extend, swing thru, 
boys run, Ferris wheel, square thru three, split 
the outside pair, around one to a line, box the 
gnat, right and left thru, promenade! 
OCEAN-61 
BE-BOP A LULA 
Caller: BRUCE JACKSON 
Heads square thru four, do-si-do, swing thru, 
girls fold, peel the top, right and left thru, 
square thru three, swing & promenade! 
BIG MAC-183 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SQUARE DANCE 
Caller: MAC MC CULLAR 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left, 
Ferris wheel, square thru three, swing & 
promenade! 
BM-184 
WHATEVER HAPPENED TO OLD 
FASHIONED LOVE 
Caller: MAC MC CULLAK 
Heads promenade halfway, sides square thru 
four, swing thru, boys run right, Ferris wheel, 
square thru three, swing & promenade! 
QUADRILLE-917 
WILL YOU TRAVEL DOWN THIS 
ROAD WITH ME 
Caller: SAM LOWE 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left, 
couples circulate, half tag, scoot back, swing 
& promenade! 
UPBEAT-9701 
MY KIND OF CRAZY 
Caller: MARK HALL 
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, 
square thru four, right and left thru, veer left, 
couples circulate, half tag, scoot back, scoot 
back again, swing & promenade! ASO 
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He's been calling for 27 years and currently calls for two clubs. He's been a practicing barber in his hometown of 
Marion, North Carolina, for 31 years. At this 
point, he likes both square dance calling and 
barbering so well that he has no plans to retire 
from either. 
The person in question is Jerry Biggerstaff, 
one of the most popular callers in the Tar Heel 
State. In 1969, Jerry began square dancing and 
a year later he commenced calling. At present 
he calls a dance somewhere along the eastern 
seaboard almost every Saturday night and av-
erages calling five nights a week. He is the caller 
for two clubs—SkylandiVirlers, a Mainstream 
and Plus club in Asheville, and Swinging A's, 
an Advanced club in Morgantown. During the 
summer months he leads the Advanced square 
dance program at Land Harbor in Linville. Rec-
ognizing the importance of recruiting new danc-
ers, Jerry teaches Beginner and Al-A2 classes 
each year and leads dance workshops frequently. 
A member of CALLERLAB since 1977, 
Jerry also holds membership in the N.C. Call-
ers Association and the Western N.C. Callers 
Association. He has held offices in both asso-
ciations including president of the latter. Cur-
rently he is a member of a CALLERLAB com-
mittee and chairman of the sound subcommit-
tee (under the services committee) for the 47th 
N.S.D.C. to be held in Charlotte next June. Of 
Caller Jerry Biggerstaff and his spouse Judy relax 
for a few minutes at the Carolinas table during 
the 46th N.S.D.C. in Orlando. Florida. Jerry called 
several tips in both Plus and Advanced halls at 
the convention. Photo by Al Stewart 
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Jerry Biggerstaff 
by Al Stewart, Greensboro, N.C. 
the seven North Carolina state conventions, 
Jerry has attended six and has called at each of 
those. He has attended 12 nationals, including 
the 46'h in Orlando, and has called at "most of 
them." Unlike many callers, the Marion native 
has no particular favorite song but "enjoys all 
types of singing calls." He records for Hi-Hat 
Records on the Blue Ribbon label. 
Born in Marion, a town of 4,765 population 
in western North Carolina, Jerry has lived there 
all but one year of his life. Following gradua-
tion from Pleasant Gardens High School, he 
moved to Durham, where he received training 
as a barber. Recently he was appointed as a 
member of the State Board of Barber Examin-
ers by Governor James B. Hunt Jr. He is owner-
operator of a men's hair styling shop in down-
town Marion. 
Jerry and his wife Judy celebrated their 30th 
wedding anniversary last year. A proficient 
dancer herself, Judy accompanies her husband 
on 98 percent of his journeys to call dances. 
The couple has one daughter—Carla Elizabeth, 
and a three year old granddaughter, Jessica Lee, 
who is named after Jerry. 
Both Jerry and Judy were inducted into the 
Western N.C. Hall of Fame in 1995. In addi-
tion to square dancing and calling, Jerry's hob-
bies are golf and "being a granddaddy." In terms 
of his leisure time, square dancing usually takes 
priority over the other two. 
The Biggerstaffs are members of Cross Me-
morial Baptist Church in Marion, where Jerry 
is president of the coed Sunday School class. 
ASO 
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BY BOB HOWELL 
e‘• 
Bob Van Antwerp of Statelinp, NPvaria, anti ! both received our 50-year pins at 
CALLERLAB this past March, and after we were through congratulating each other on 
staying alive all these years, Bob offered a few gems that he is still using. Following is one, 
which he calls... 
LOUISIANA SATURDAY NIGHT 
Formation: Solo, no partners necessary. 
Music: Louisiana Saturday Night, Capitol 4983 
Routine: 
Vine left and touch 
Vine right and touch 
Forward (Slow) L,R, (Syncopated-Quick) L,R,L (Turning 1/4 R on the last count) 
Stomp, R,L,R 
It's a one walk thru and dances real well. 
From Silver Lake, New York, Stan Burdick, who also got his 50-year pin at CALLERLAB, 
sends along a dance that employs some of the old "goal-posting" concept. He prepares the 
dancers with the tries and true old routine of passing thru and separating around one, etc., 
and then lets them have some fun with this sequence, which he calls... 
SMILING FACES 
Heads pass thru, separate around one 
Lines go forward up and back 
Pass thru, face down the  line 
Double pass thru, centers in, cast off 3/4  
Pass thru, face down the line 
Double pass thru, face acro_as in lines (or cast off 3/4) 
Pass thru, Lace down the line 
Centers arch, ends duck in 
Centers pass thru, allemande left, grand R & L 
Repeat for the sides 
* * * 
Experience is a wonderful thing. 
It enables you to recognize a mistake when you make it again. 
— The Modem Square, Arkansas, September 1995 
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The old dance of Barnacle Bill The Sailor has again been revived by Dick Pasvolsky of 
Branchville, New Jersey. Have some fun with this one. 
BARNACLE BILL 
Formation: Square 
Music: Barnacle Bill, done by Al Brundage's band, The Pioneers; Lloyd Shaw LS 519/ 
520 
Routine: 
Intro: 	(fast 6/8 time) 
Join your hands and circle left 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Reverse, go back the other way 'round 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Get along home and swing your own 
Everybody swing— 
Bow to your partner, square your sets 
For Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Fig: 	(slow 3/4 time) 
Head two ladies waltz across (and stand on the right of the opposite men. When 
the men cross, they stand to the left of the opposite ladies.) 
Side girls just do the same 
Bow to the girl across the way 
Now to your own sweet little Jane 
0-0-0-0-OH (or w-e-1-1-1-1-1) 
(fast 6/8 time) 
Swing your corner lady 'round 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Promenade this lady around 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Promenade and around you go 
Right foot up and the left one low 
Get home and bow to your own 
For Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Repeat the figure three(3) more times, then repeat the figure four (4) times with the men 
waltzing across. 
Ending: (slow 3/4 time) 
Bow to your own sweet pretty doll 
Bow to your corners one and all 
Bow to the lady across the hall 
Now face your own sweet lady. 
0-0-0-0 0-0H 
(fast 6/8 time) 
Swing your partner 'round and 'round 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Promenade 'er go 'round the town 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Promenade eight and promenade all 
Take your lady around the hall 
Bow to your partner, that's the call 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
32 
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Alternate patter for promenade: 
Promenade go 'round the ring 
The roosters crow and the birdies sing 
Bow to your partner, pretty thing 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Some alternate patter by Al Brundage: 
Swing: 
Grab your corner and swing 'er around 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Swinger so hard she leaves the ground 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
.riving your corner 'round and 'round 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor 
Stick with me or I'll blow ya down 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Promenade: 
Promenade right over the sea 
Get 'er back home as quick as can be 
All get set to dance with me 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Promenade and you hold her tight 
Come home with me and I'll treat you right 
We'll dance all day and we'll swing tonight 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Promenade `er by the arm 
Come on, girls, I'll do you no harm 
String you up by the old yardarm 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
Promenade and around you go 
Stomp `er down if she's too slow 
Avast you lover or I'll blow you low 
Said Barnacle Bill the sailor. 
I've enjoyed prompting the contra of this month at several contra dances over the past 
year. It was sent to me by Jane Carlson of Weston, Massachusetts. Written by Al Brozek of 
Oxford, Connecticut, he calls it... 
AL'S BECKET 
Formation: Becket—couple facing couple across the set. 
Music: Any 32 bar tune 
Routine: 
A-1 	Forward & Back 
Men allemande left once and' 
A-2 	Hey 
B-1 Do-Si-Do Neighbor (gypsy) 
Swing 
B-2 	1/2 Chain across 
Diagonal right, right and left thru 
	 aw 
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ALL ROADS LEO TO 
E VALE!' OF THE 581( 







of unequaled talent. 
Chcise from over 40 sessions 
on any given day. 
If you don't yet Square or Round Dance, 
ihaiinabetter place to learn. / 
The weather is Picture Terfect 
for any activity, an46est of all, 
lots of Square apd Round Dancing. 
Square and 1/3.43tind Dance to 
18 Profes,ional Callers and Cuers 
Return to: U  MACCA 
Mesa & Apache Junction Callers & Cuers A;sociation 
PO Box 30102 
Mesa, Arizona 85275 
▪ 1 Pet444 	we ore imisssustos.• akar 
Atips•is " The &mars Choke " • 
▪ Name 	  
Address 	  
City 	State Zip 	 
Phone( 
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WHAT IS LEGAL AND WHAT IS NOT 
Last month we discussed this topic and said that both dancers and callers sometimes have questions about the 
legality of call usage, but have no idea where 
to go to find out if something is legal. We 
noted that if they look at the CALLERLAB 
definitions, especially for Mainstream and 
Plus, their question is often not answered. 
In an attempt to help improve this situa-
tion, I am offering myself as a contact to 
whom people can refer questions on the le-
gality of choreography. 
Based on over 30 years of calling at all 
programs from Mainstream thru Chal-
lenge—always emphasizing that calls are 
used correctly but recognizing the value of 
extending formation use as long as the defi-
nition is followed, as well as knowing how 
dancers and callers think at all programs—
I feel qualified to answer questions, or at least 
give an opinion, on the legality of choreog-
raphy. If I do not know an answer, fortunately 
I have several callers who know far more 
than I do that I use when I need definition 
advice. 
Both dancers and callers are welcome to 
ask for an opinion on any call from Main-
stream thru Challenge. In giving my opin-
ion, I say one of the following: (1) It is legal  
or illegal and give the reason, (2) I don't 
know if it is legal, but I would not want to be 
the first in my town to use it, (3) The usage 
is correct, but not at that program. (For ex-
ample: "That is a C-2 usage of an A-1 call.") 
When you contact me, I need to know the 
call name, how it is being used or how you 
propose to use it, and for what program the 
call is or will be used (Mainstream, Plus, 
A-1, A-2, and so forth). Because of my heavy 
travel schedule, it may take up to two months 
for a reply, but you may get a reply within 
10 days—it all depends on my traveling. 
My address is: 140 McCandless Dr., 
Wexford, PA 15090 
Interesting questions will be commented 
on in future articles, but no one's name will 
be used. Hopefully, this service will be of help 
to the square dance activity. 
AL SOYA RELOCATES 
Al Soya and his wife Sue moved to Mesa, 
Arizona, in April, after 39 years of calling 
in Milwaukee. Al began calling in 1958 and 
was one of the pioneers of Challenge call-
ing. His tapes were some of the first used by 
Challenge tape groups. He called at all lev-
els throughout the Midwest and was club 
caller for Knotty Pines (A-2) in Milwaukee 
for the past 20 years. Al plans to continue 
his calling in Mesa. '4V 
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GIVE ME TRUE LOVE 
Cue 
c7i4P 
Choreography by: Peggie and John Kincaid, 9231 Limestone 
Place, College Park, MD 20740 
Record: True Love, Roper 144-A (Flip side-Oceans of Love) 
Footwork: Opposite, except where indicated 
Rhythm: Phase II Waltz 
Speed: 45 RPM (slow for comfort) 
Sequence: Intro-AB-AB-A-Ending (Mod B) 
INTRODUCTION 
MEASURE 
1-4 	WAIT;; WAIT;; 
1-4 	Bfly bnjo fcg wall hld 4 meas;;;; 
5-8 	WHEEL 6;; CANTER TWICE;; 
1-2 	Begin R fc trn fwd L, fwd R, cl L; fwd R, fwd L, cl R to end fcg ptr & wall; 
3-4 Stp L, draw R to L, cl R; repeat; 
PART A 
1-4 	STP SWNG; SPIN MANUV; BACK WZ;; 
1-2 	Fwd L to op LOD, swng R XIF of L,-; brng trailing hnds thru to rev to lead 
W to spin LF fwd R twd W, fwd L to CP RLOD, cl R (W LF spn L, R, L to 
fc M in cl pos); 
3-4 	Bk L, bk R, cl L; bk R, bk L, cl R; 
5-8 	DIP; REC MANUV; ROLL 3; THRU SD CL; 
5-6 	Bk L bent knee R leg extended fwd,-,-; rec R trng twd COH, fwd L cnt 
rn, cl R to end fcg COH; 
7-8 	Fwd L trng LF away frm ptr, fwd R cnt LF trn, cl L end in semi cl pos 
LOD (W fwd R trng RF away frm ptr, fwd L cnt RF trn, cl R to end semi cl 
pos RLOD); thru R, sd L, cl R; 
	
9-16 REPEAT MEAS 1-8 TO RLOD 	
Pevuy'4 Peace Reunea awe Suipidiel 
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging 
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69 
Nicholasville, Kentucky 40340-0069 
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours 
USA 1-800-882-3262 
Canada 1-800-292-2623 
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KIRKWOOD LODGE 
"FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE" 
13 SQUARE & ROUND DANCE WEEKS 
2 ROUND DANCE ONLY WEEKS 
5 SQUARE DANCE WEEKENDS 
45 YEARS OF SQUARE DANCE VACATIONS 
GREAT STAFFS 
GREAT FOOD 
GREAT SKITS AND AFTERPARTIES 
ON THE BEAUTIFUL LAKE OF THE OZARKS 
MARSHALL FLIPPO'S 37th SEASON AS RESIDENT CALLER 
CALL 1-800-295-2794 FOR A BROCHURE WITH MORE 
INFORMATION OR WRITE: 
KIRKWOOD LODGE 
PO BOX 37 
OSAGE BEACH, MO 65065 
ATTN: RESERVATION MANAGER 
PART B 
1-4 	LT TRNG WZ;;;; 
1-2 	Fwd trn, sd trn, cl L; bk trn, sd trn, cl R; 
3-4 Fwd trn, sd trn, cl L; bk trn, sd trn, cl R; 
5-8 WZ BOX;; CANTER;; 
5-6 	Fwd L, sd R, cl L; bk R, sd L, cl R; 
7-8 Meas 3-4 of INTRO;; 
9-12 VINE 6;; ROLL 3; THRU SD CL; 
9-10 	Sd L, XRIB, sd L; XRIF, sd L, XRIB; 
11-12 Repeat MEAS 7-8 part A; 
13-16 WZ AWAY; W WRAP; FWD WZ; THRU SD CL; 
13-14 Trailing hnds jnd fwd L, fwd R, cl L to V bk to bk pos; fwd R, fwd L, cl R 
(W fwd LF trng in twd ptr, fwd R, cl L to end in wrap pos both fcg LOD); 
15-16 Fwd L, fwd R, cl L; thru R, sd L, cl R; 
ENDING 
Last time through part B change MEAS 16 to fwd R, draw L to IR, extend L out to sd in X 
line; itv) 
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T is 	- 
A History of Square Dancing 
Presented with permission of 




— Dance Schools 
F
i
requent mention has been made concern 
ng the old-time dancing masters and their 
dance schools. It is difficult in this day 
and age to understand the extent of their influ-
ence on square dancing. They persisted from the 
very early 1700s throughout the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. In large cities such as Bos-
ton, New York and Philadelphia, their schools 
were known as "Dancing Academies." And 
there were many of them in the large cities. Large 
towns such as Providence, Rhode Island, Hart-
ford, Connecticut, and Springfield, Massachu-
setts, supported at least one and often more of 
the dance schools. Small country towns were 
not completely ignored as one learns by read-
ing the small town newspapers of the nineteenth 
century. In the early years the dancing masters 
taught their pupils the dances that were popu-
lar that season in London and Paris. Much later,  
they began to create dances of their own. In turn, 
the dance schools in the larger towns imitated 
what was taught in the city "Academies." 
"Deportment" and "Etiquette of Dancing" 
were taught at the schools as well as the fig-
ures of the dance. Of no less importance were 
the periods spent in teaching the pupils how to 
conduct themselves at "The Supper Room," 
"Public Balls," "Private Parties," "Country and 
City Balls," "Ball Dress for Gentlemen and La-
dies." You were admonished, "In dancing, let 
your steps be few, but well and easy performed, 
the feet should be raised but very little from the 
ground, the motions of the body should be easy 
and natural, preferring to lead your partner 
gracefully through the figure, than by exhibit-
ing your agility by a vigorous display of your 
muscles, in the performance of a pigeon wing, 
which may do very well for a hornpipe but 
would be quite out of place in a Quadrille or 
Cotillion." (Howe's Ballroom Handbook, 1858) 
Young ladies learned, "The first thing for a 
lady to consider is simplicity of attire, whether 
the material be cheap or costly—such simplic-
ity as produces the finest effect with the least 
apparent labor and the smallest number of ar-
ticles. The next thing to be considered is 
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elegance of make and propriety of colors. Fash-
ion in general will determine the former; but 
the latter must be left to individual taste." 
(Howe's Ballroom Handbook, 1858) 
The best of the old-time dancing masters 
took their work seriously—very seriously in-
deed! They published books containing the fig-
ures for the dances that they taught in their 
schools. A few of them prefaced the figures with 
many pages of advice to the would-be dancer. 
One of these books, written by Francis D. 
Nichols of Boston, Massachusetts, in the very 
early 1800s was: A Guide to Politeness, or, A 
System of Directions For The Acquirement Of 
Ease, Propriety and Elegance Of Manners. 
Together With a Variety Of Approved Sets Of 
Cotillions and Contra Dances By Francis D. 
Nichols, Instructor Of Dancing In Boston. 
(Now there is a longwinded title if I ever saw 
one!) 
On page one in his opening words "To the 
Public," Nichols had this to say: "The editor 
undertook the task of instruction in dancing, 
fully conscious of its many and laborious du-
ties. It has ever been, and ever shall be, his great-
est endeavor to inoculate in his schools, good 
manners united with morality. And never on 
any account will he encourage, for the promo-
tion of the one, anything which might have a 
tendency to undermine the other." He lays it 
right on the line what to expect in his school, 
like this: "The great object of this treatise is to 
introduce into his schools, for the benefit and 
use of his pupils, as perfect and complete a sys-
tem of the grand art of dancing, with all its usual 
attendants, as the talents, long experience, and 
observation of the writer could possibly produce. 
He has long-hoped that some professor in the 
art, more able and learned than himself, would 
have presented to the public a treatise, more 
complete that has hitherto appeared, for the in-
struction of the pupil, not only in the various 
movements of a dance, but in that more noble 
and important part of the art, the correction of 
awkward movements of person, and the gen-
eral formation of manners and behavior." To the 
purchasers of A Guide To Politeness, it was not 
a case of buying a "pig in a poke"; you paid 
your money and knew exactly what you were 
going to get. 
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Rules of Conduct 
All of the dancing masters had rules of conduct 
that were to be observed in their school. These 
rules differed, of course, with the dancing mas-
ter. Still, they followed pretty much the same 
general idea. With the very first lesson at the 
Nichols school, every pupil was handed the fol-
lowing: 
Article I. No gentleman will be allowed to 
take lessons in dancing, or perform in any fig-
ure with surtout or boots on. (A surtout was a 
man's wide-skirted overcoat with right-fitting 
waist, reaching below the knees.) 
Article 2. No gentlemen will be so indecent 
as to smoke cigars in the hall or drawing room, 
or spit upon the floor. 
Article 3. No person shall be permitted to 
talk while the teacher is giving lessons, so as 
to be heard above him or the music; nor to 
converse, while performing in a dance. 
Article 4. No spectator will he permitted, 
except on days and evenings particularly ap-
pointed for that purpose. 
Article 5. The pupils will show that atten-
tion, one to the other, that is comparable with 
the politeness of the accomplishment. 
Article 6. In practicing the steps and vari-
ous movements in dancing, no one will laugh 
at or ridicule the awkwardness of another's 
movements. "Frequent and loud laughing is a 
sure sign of a weak mind, and no less charac-
teristic of a low education. It is the manner in 
which low bred men express their silly joy at 
all things." 
Article 7. The instructor will openly point 
out to his pupils all errors and improprieties 
of behavior without intending offense, and en-
deavor to expel all trivial failings which have 
the least tending to injure their appearance. 
Article 8. The teacher will abandon the idea 
of commanding respect in his school by an un-
civil mode of using authority. If a pupil devi-
ates from the rules, it will not be imputed to 
ignorance, but considered an act of insolence 
and ridicule. 
Article 9. The pupils will, in general, draw 
for partners and precedence in the dance. And 
no person can be justified in making any ex-
ception to his partner or place, through any 
dislike to either, which if done, will be 
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considered a great deviation from the 
character of a gentleman, highly insulting to 
his partner, and an imposition upon the school. 
Indeed, this is one of the greatest errors in a 
ballroom; and tends strongly to create envy, 
disgust, hatred, malice and revenge, and is of 
all impoliteness the most gross and insolent. 
Article 10. No dispute, low wit, or illiberal 
reflection will be permitted in the hall. 
Article 11. There will be no contention 
respecting figures, when upon the floor. The 
teacher will follow his own taste, unless the 
leading couples request permission to make a 
choice, which if proper, will be granted. 
Article 12. No pupil will enter or leave the 
hall, without making the proper address as 
taught him in the school. 
Article 13. No scholar will pass across the 
hall with his hat on. 
Article 14. Every pupil will pay particular 
attention to the lessons given him while in the 
school, both in dancing and propriety of 
behaviour. 
Article 15. A portion of the time devoted to 
instruction will be employed in practicing the 
different manners of address, and the neces-
sary parts of behavior as laid down in the 
"Guide to Politeness," that the pupil may well 
understand them; and by such practice appear 
in his manners and behavior the more easy and 
agreeable. 
Yes, customs and manners have certainly 
changed! 
Note: More about dance schools next month 
when our history of square dancing 
continues. 
ASO 
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Success: If you have tried to do something and failed, you are vastly 
better off than if you had tried to do nothing and succeeded. 
—The Modern Square Arkansas, Sept. '95 
TENIESSEE RIVER ROMP 
SPECIAL SQUARE DANCE WEEKEND 
FEATURING 
Darryl McMillan • Steve Kopman • Elmer Sheffield 
NOVEMBER 7 & 8, 1997 
ALL DANCING AT THE VON BRAUN 
CIVIC CENTER - DOWNTOWN - 
HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA 
$35.00/COUPLE - LIMITED TICKETS — PRE—REGISTRATION 
ONLY — NO TICKETS AT THE DOOR — FULL REFUND 
IF YOU CANNOT COME TO THE DANCE. 




DARRYL MCMILLAN 04 
Or 	 P.O. BOX 5336, DECATURE, AL 35601 
PH: DAY (205)350-9692 N1TE (205)353-1618 
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3 inil.As these can be any size that fits I arranged them as in the 
dram ings. S and it sh,Ns ing the His Its 	h the risers in place. you 
may choose some other configination. 1 or keep the top from 
shilling on the risers, es en vibe the .11 s does a bit of clogging 
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W ile reading the March/April 1997 issue of Country Dance and Song Society News, we came across this 
article on how to build a caller's stand. We 
thought it would be of interest to our readers, 
so we obtained permission to reprint it. This 
is sure to be a useful item to anyone in need 
of a boost! 
Mr. Lawrence writes, "I made it for our 
summer dances in Oak Park, where the stage 
is not high enough for many callers to get a 
good view of the floor. Carl Magagnosc sug-
gested I look at some speaker stands he had 
and I adapted that design to make the caller's 
stand. The dimensions shown are those I made 
for our use, but they can easily be adjusted for 
the particular needs of any place." 
This callers stand is made out of 3/4" plyonod. I he dimensions, 




gadding a Caller's Stand 
4f, loirreoce K's//!o 
Arolo Fordirra, eiralivoris 
You may sarnish or paint the platform sshen you finish, however, 
he careful not to build up too much paint obese the pieces 
interlock or you mill find it difficult to assemble and disassemble 
711... the 
1 Icip. iine piece. 3.6-  squat, Note the sounded 
corners; you should also round the edges. top and 
bottom of the top board. It is best done o till a muter 
%lib a 31 It" sounoser bit. If you do not has e a routes. 
plain or sand to ease the edges. This is done out of 
pity foe the shin of the callers end anyone 0.4 
bumping by. 
2 Risers four piess 01i or shoo n t 	he higher 
for a higher stand. boomer. if noll choose to make 
the top larger. make these pieces as long as the stand 
is 	This vi dl present tipping if the caller stands 
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People / Events 
IN THE NEWS 
If you have square dance news you would 
like to share with ASD readers, please send 
it to us, along with your name, address and 
phone number (type written, if possible, but 
not necessary) to ASD Magazine, 661 
Middlefield Rd., Salinas, CA 93906-1004, 
or FAX it to us at (408)443-6402. We'll do 




June 30, 1941, in 
Wirksworth, En-
gland, Chris Vear 
began square danc-
ing at age 15 and 
calling at 18. After 
completing his edu- 
cation, 	Chris 
worked for the 
Westminster Bank 
in London, England. He married and had a 
daughter, Jan Vear, in 1963. He desired and 
achieved a more exciting life. He followed 
his brother's footsteps in the "Up to the Cen-
ter" Square Dance Club of Edgeware, En-
gland. This started him on his career as a 
caller. 
Chris left England for Germany in 1966, 
and upon his arrival, the European Associa-
tion consisted of 34 clubs. At the time he 
left, there were 110 clubs. He did not make 
this all happen but was very influential in 
the growth that took place. 
Chris was an honorary member of three 
European clubs and the Non-Commissioned 
Officers Association U.S.A. He received na-
tional recognition for his recording, teach-
ing and founding of the bilingual square and 
round dance magazine The Chatter Box. His 
use of the written word was both captivating 
and beautifully written—always. 
Chris moved to the U.S. in 1976, where 
he was featured as a caller for the State Fes-
tivals' Special Dance and conducted caller 
clinics in 42 states including Alaska. 
Chris and wife Rita married in 1981 and 
would travel up to 100,000 miles every year, 
calling festivals and dances, many of which 
were annual events. They hosted five square 
dance cruises that averaged 20 squares, the 
largest being 33 squares. 
Chris was a member of the Overseas 
Square Dancer Association and 
CALLERLAB and has recorded for the Sets 
in Order premium albums, Tex Cap and Blue 
Star labels. Whenever he returned to En-
gland or Germany, he was always regarded 
as quite the legend in the square dance com-
munity. 
The last eight years, Chris worked for the 
Fountain of Youth Spa and Resort in Cali-
fornia, wearing many hats. His work in-
volved being the Activity Coordinator, 
square, round and line dance instructor and 
also produced a monthly news and calendar 
of events for Spa residents. 
The unthinkable happened March 28, 
1997; a massive cardiac failure. He left us 
far too soon. He brought such joy and laugh-
ter into our lives and to square dancers 
around the world. He strove to make the ac-
tivity FUN! "We need more good club mem-
bers than good dancers," he was quoted as 
saying. I'm sure you also heard him say, 
"Squeeze your corner." That's like a yellow 
rock but just a little more gentle. Besides, 
how can you get mad at your corners' mis-
takes if you just squeeze them! . 
The Last Farewell by Roger Whittegar 
was his most requested singing call. We will 
never forget his masterful way of bringing 
us back home after his "Progressive 
Squares." Many tried, but none made it so 
much fun. 
Our time with him was so short, mere 
words cannot express our great loss, nor the 
profound effect it has had on everyone who 
loved him. God broke our hearts to prove to 
us he only takes the best. 
1 	 Keep it FUN 
Rita Veer, Niland, California 
SPECIAL PLATES ISSUED TO TAR HEELS 
North Carolina—Almost 600 special square 
dance license plates were issued to North 
Carolina dancers during a 16-month period 
that ended May 15, 1997. According to Kay 
Hatcher of the Special License Unit, Depart-
ment of Motor Vehicles, N.C. Department 
of Transportation, 579 of these plates were 
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issued from December 10, 1995, to May 15 
of this year. 
To obtain one of these plates, a vehicle 
owner must pay an extra $10. The plates are 
renewable annually with the payment of an 
additional $10 above the $20 regular license 
plate fee. More than half of the dancers who 
originally purchased one of these plates have 
renewed them. Funds received from the sale 
of these plates are used to provide operating 
assistance for the state's seven welcome cen-
ters, which are dispersed through North 
Carolina. 
Plate Number 1 was issued to Oxford 
caller Jimmy Roberson, who spearheaded the 
drive for the plates in 1995. His wife Janie 
has Plate Number 2. 
Hopefully, the plates will aid in promot-
ing square dancing as a recreational pursuit 
by making dancers more visible. To date, no 
tangible evidence exists that this goal has 
been achieved. However, the state's callers 
and dancers are optimistic that as more plates 
appear on vehicles owned by dancers in years 
to come, more Tar Heels will join the ranks 
of square dancers. One thing is certain: danc-
ers who attend the 47' NSDC in Charlotte, 
June 24-27, 1998, are likely to see these spe-
cial plates in abundance. 
AI Stewart, Greensboro, North Carolina 
SQUARE DANCER OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Illinois—Nominated by Betty and Russell 
Manock, caller for the Gold Star Square 
Dance Club, Novis and Evelyn Franklin were 
chosen to receive the "Square Dancer of the 
Year" award. It was presented January 31, 
1997, at the Peoria Area Square Dance As-
sociation Dance held at the Creve Coeur 
Community Center. 
Evelyn and Nevis Franklin, Peoria's "Square Dancers 
of the Year." 
The Franklins have been dancing and 
calling square dances for the past 25 years. 
During this time they have taught teenagers 
to dance. Their goal was to show the teens 
that drugs and alcohol do not have to be in-
volved in order to have a good time. They 
have taught senior citizens to dance and have 
called demos at area nursing homes and se-
nior citizen centers. These folks really enjoy 
the costumes and music. 
Novis and Evelyn are members of the 
American Callers Association, Illinois Call-
ers Association, and the Peoria Area Callers 
and Instructors (P.A.C.I.). They are officers 
in P.A.C.I. and in the Heartland Foundation, 
which is a group of callers and dancers rais-
ing money to build a museum/library/dance 
hall complex. They participate in all fund 
raising projects and whenever this organi-
zation needs a caller, the Franklins make 
themselves available. 
Orange County, CA 
San Jose, CA 
Hollywood, FL 
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Several dancers rest in the concourse area of the Salisbury depot at the May 20 dance. The large sign between 
the windows gives arrival and departure times for Southern railway trains. The majority of dancers preferred the 
cool temperatures inside to the warm weather on the concourse. 
Besides calling at all 13 Illinois State 
Conventions, they have called at 12 National 
conventions, numerous federation weekends, 
and P.A.S.D.A. and P.A.C.I. dances. They 
have called for many years at the Morton 
Pumpkin Festival, Tremont Turkey Festival, 
and the Perkin Marigold Festival, as well as 
demos at the Northwoods and Perkin malls 
each fall to promote lessons. 
DANCING AT THE DEPOT 
North Carolina—Have you ever danced in a 
90 year-old building with high ceilings, 
arched windows, green and white tile floors, 
and an Amtrak train stopping less than 25 
yards outside the building? 
That's exactly what 190 Tar Heel square 
and round dancers did the night of May 20 
in Salisbury, North Carolina. The place? The 
historic Salisbury Depot opened in 1907 and 
was once described as "the handsomest main-
line train station between Washington and 
Atlanta." The occasion was the second an-
nual Salisbury Train Station Dance, spon-
sored by the Cardinal Squares of that Pied-
mont city. Although the majority of dancers 
promenaded in the former passenger  
waiting room of the depot, as many as six 
squares responded to the calling of Sam 
Lowe of Clarksville, Ga., on the concourse 
outside the doors leading into the waiting 
room. The sound system was sufficiently 
good, so that dancers outside could hear as 
well, if not better, as those inside. Unfortu-
nately, the deafening whistle sound of a pass-
ing train caused a temporary breakdown of 
squares inside and out during one tip. Cue-
ing rounds between tips was Don Hichman 
of Gastonia, N.C. 
There were 18 clubs represented at the 
dance, ranging geographically from 
Burlington on the east to Hickory on the 
west. Jack Cauble is club president of the 
70-member Cardinal Squares, and Paul 
Walker of Kannapolis is caller. This year's 
class of students, numbering around 25, is 
one of the largest in the state. 
Finger food prepared by club members 
was spread on tables in a room which origi-
nally served as the area where train tickets 
were sold to passengers. Near the end of the 
dance a drawing was held to select winners 
of ten prizes, including two golf umbrellas 
and several potted plants. 
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FOUNDATION 
For the Preservation and 
Promotion of 
Square Dancing 
The Foundation's purpose is to support the funding of 
projects that will preserve and promote square 
dancing. 
To be considered for funding, projects must first 
protect the heritage of the activity and contribute to 
its growth. The projects must also emphasize the 
social, physical and mental benefits of square dancing. 
The Foundation also works to increase public 
awareness of the activity by showing the fun and 
fellowship that makes square dancing a popular 
recreation today. 
The Foundation is registered with the Internal 
Revenue Service as a 501(C)(3) corporation and 
depends on private contributions, public grants, and 
endowments for its operating capital. 
In order to ensure that the American folk art of 
square dancing will continue to flourish, the 
Foundation solicits your support through your tax_ 
deductible contributions. 
For additional information, contact a local 
CALLERLAB member or the Foundation Office at 
(507) 288-5121. 
IM.E=11. 
Two of the principals at the depot dance were callers 
Sam Lowe (L) of Clarksville, Ga., and Cardinal 
Squares president Jack Cauble (R). Some of the 14 
banners stolen by host club members are shown on 
the wall behind Lowe and Cauble. 
Photos by Al Stewart 
Threatened with destruction in 1985, the 
depot was rescued from the wrecker's ball 
and restored to its former glory. Currently, 
the building houses the office of the Historic 
Salisbury Foundation and a gift shop. The 
passenger waiting room is used frequently 
for weddings and meetings of small groups. 
Al Ste ►+art, Greensboro, North Carolina 
GENE GRAHAM 
"You NEVER KNOW 
WHERE GOD IS GOING TO LEAD YOU..." 
California—The following letter was passed 
on to this office by Janet Golonka of 
Lawndale, California. Ms. Golonka writes, 
"Enclosing a letter written by Gene Gra-
ham, a former square dancer. After visiting 
with him and seeing his disabilities and what 
outstanding work he is doing, I feel it would 
be interesting to other square dancers as to 
his whereabouts and his achievements." 
We agree! So many of us take for granted 
good health, hut Mr. Graham hasn't let this 
devastating disease stop him from enjoying 
life. We are most proud to include him as a 
member of our square dance family. 
Associated Square Dancers: 
On May 13, 1997, two squares of South Bay 
area dancers came to Bay Harbor Hospital 
West to demonstrate the beauty and fun of 
square dancing at our first outside barbecue 
of the season. The residents and staff were 
delighted with the performance and Carol 
and I were very excited to see our friends 
again. 
Square dancing has been a very impor-
tant part of our lives. Carol started square 
dancing in the late '40s. In 1955, I learned 
to dance at Reseda Women's Club with 
caller-instructor Max Wolf. The calls were 
simpler then, like "Gents to the center, back 
to the bar" I haven't heard that call or the 
caller since. 
Carol and I met at the South Bay B 'n' 
Bs in late 1973 and married in September of 
1974. We have been Associated Square 
Dance deputies, club officers, club represen-
tatives to Associated Square Dance and In-
ternational B 'n' B and the National Square 
Dance Campers Association, and worked in 
two National conventions. 
We were members of the Western Stars, 
Redondo Beach and the Double B's Chapter 
of NSDCA when I had to stop dancing in 
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Other Releases on Chinook: 
CK-514 MESA EXPRESS (Hoedown) b) Jerry 
CK-516 PAC MANTTAZ (Hoedown) 
CK-1105 FEVER TWONVONNE'S WALTZ 
(Rounds) R&M Nobel/D&D Sobala 
HOT NEW RELEASES: 
CK-129 TROUBA DOR I)) Jerry 
CK-128 DESERT ROSE b) Bill 
CK-I27 CRAWDAD SQUARE by Daryl 
J 
Jim (WHO) Logan 
515-266-3183 
H1)-1 .11 THE LAST 
GOODBYE 
— - 	- 
late 1991. I had been getting weaker for some 
unknown reason and in February 1992, was 
diagnosed with ALS, better known as "Lou 
Gehrig's Disease." 
By May 1992, I needed a ventilator to 
maintain breathing. Carol took care of me 
for about 16 months at home before I was so 
weak that she could no longer do so. Then, 
we found Bay Harbor Hospital West, where 
I have been since October of 1993. I receive 
very good care here. 
I can no longer use my arms and legs, but 
from the neck up I function very well. In a  
condition such as mine, I need a lot of physi-
cal help, but I've learned to use what I still 
have. I have a powered wheelchair and a 
computer, which I operate with my mouth. 
Carol is with me for three to six hours each 
day; she feeds me lunch or dinner and helps 
with my care. We cherish this time together. 
I am a "resident volunteer" and, occasion-
ally, I have the opportunity to lead other resi-
dents in a church service or devotional pe-
riod. I also was elected President of the Resi-
dent Council. You never know where God is 
going to lead you. 
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L&G Square Dance Shop 
4240 S.W 109th, Beaverton, OR 97005 
503-626-3415 
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BEL CO RECORDS 
A & F Music 1-800-851-6203 
Round Dance Records 
#423 
I'm A Believer by Joe & Alice 
She's Makin' Eyes at Me by Bob & Jo 
-- 
Joe & Alice 
Hill 
Bob & Jo 
Schindler 
I would love to be "squaring-up," but God 
has blessed me with a wonderful wife and 
family, our church and many friends, like 
all of the wonderful square dancers we have 
met and danced with over the years. 
God bless you, everyone. 
Gene Graham, Carson, California 
GEECHEE GOOFERS 
STAND UP FOR AMERICA 
Georgia—On May 3, 1997, the Geechee 
Goofers Square Dance Club of Savannah, 
Ga., participated in the Stand Up for America 
parade held annually in Pt. Wentworth, Ga., 
a small suburb just west of Savannah. The 
club enters a float almost every year. This 
year the Geechee Goofers used the theme 
"Dancing for Old Glory," which featured a 
3' x 5' Old Glory flag on the back of it. The 
girls wore white blouses and a 12-gore Old 
Glory skirt, the guys a white shirt, navy jeans 
and tie to match the skirts. The float won a 
first place trophy in the commercial division 
(truck advertising). Caller Webb Jones came 
down from Walterboro, S.C., for the event. 
This annual parade was started in the mid 
'60s by Mayor P.B. Edwards (who still holds 
that office today). A crippled World II vet-
eran, Mayor Edwards wanted to encourage 
the citizenry to show more patriotism. 
If and when you're in Savannah on the 
first or third Friday of the month, the 
Geechee Goofers invite you to 
stop by for an evening of square 
and rounds, 8-10:30 PM at the 
Pt. Wentworth Community Cen-
ter located at the end of Appleby 
St. in Pt. Wentworth, Ga. 
Bob and Anne Milker, Savannah, 
Georgia 
The Geechee Goofers Square Dance 
Club of Savanah, Georgia, danced for 
"Old Glory" in the Stand Up For 
America parade , in Pt. Wentworth, 
Ga , May 3, 1997. 	 4511 
Need a gift for that special dancer or caller? A subscription 
to American Squaredance is the perfect choice! 
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IA PALOMINO RECORDS, INC TOM & PAM DILLANDER 1404 WEAVERS RUN ROAD WEST POINT, KY 40177 
WE HAVE MOVED !!! 
EFFECTIVE AUGUST 1, 1997, 
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
SAME OWNERS, SAME PRODUCTS, 
SAME GREAT SERVICE !!! 
ALL "TOLL-FREE" PHONE NUMBERS 
WILL REMAIN THE SAME ! 
YOU CAN STILL REACH US 
BY E-MAIL AT: 
palominorecords.att.worldnet.net  
WE WIIL, HOWEVER, HAVE NEW 
"CUSTOMER SERVICE' LINES SOON ! 
(WATCH FUTURE ADS) 
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ARE YOU A "NEW" 
CALLER/TEACHER 
CAN YOU USE A HAND 
WITH YOUR UPCOMING 
CLASS? 
Not everyone is a born teacher. 
As a matter-of-fact some of the most 
popular callers are the first to admit 
that teaching is then downfall. We all 
recognize that the first and lasting 
impressions of square dancing come 
during the initial learning period and 
for that reason the caller/teacher is a 
very important person. If you need a 
hand improving your teaching skills 
or if you're just setting out and need 
guidelines on establishing a workable 
teach plan, we'd like to introduce you 
to. 
The 
CALLER TEACHER MANUAL 
by Bob Osgood 
This is a workable plan, developed 
over a period of many years, which 
places all of the Mainstream Basics in 
a proven teaching order, offers a clear 
description of each movement along 
with timing and styling notes and 
teaching procedure. Completely 
illustrated and handy to use, the 320-
page Manual is printed on quality 
8'h" by 11" paper stock. It is loose-
leaf in a heavy-duty, 3-ring, plastic 
binder, which allows you to move 
and add pages as required. 
ON SALE NOW @ ONLY $21.95 (+P/H) 
(REGULAR PRICE $29.95), FOR A 




WE'VE MADE IT EASY AND 
"COST-FREE" 
FOR YOU TO PLACE YOUR 
ORDERS WITH US !!! 






(ABSOLUTELY NO COST TO 
YOU) 






NEW ZEALAND: 0800-4+0-629 
SWEDEN: 020-799550 
UNITED KINGDOM: 0800-89-5192 
USA & CANADA: 1-800-227-5420 
ALL OTHER FAXES: 1-614-389-4028 
VOICE ORDERS (USA & CANADA) 
1-8O0-S28-S800 
VOICE ORDERS (INTERNATIONAL) 
(To be announced) 
CUSTOMER SERVICE (ALL) 
(To be announced) 
I 
Ot• 
Palomino Records, Inc., 1404 Weavers Run Road, West Point KY 40177 
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FEEDBACK 
n response to the Circle Right. May 1997 
issue of American SquaredanceMagazine 
n relaxing the dress code: 
The gasps and shock was not just felt at na-
tional conventions. It was also felt and heard at 
our state convention. We would also like to see 
the dress code relaxed for the last day of state 
conventions. Yes, "civvies" for the last day. Our 
convention starts on Friday evening (not count- 
ing the trail's end dance on Thursday night) and 
ends about noon on Sunday. If you dance until 
noon on Sunday, and many dancers do, check- 
out time at the majority of motels is no later 
than 11:00 AM. This means the ladies must 
travel in square dance clothes or change in a 
car or some restroom. (Note: not all restrooms 
are the cleanest or have the space available.) 
Gentlemen, we have not forgotten about us. We 
can get by with just removing our badges and 
rolling up our sleeves. If the convention is in 
your home town then we do not have far to 
travel, but think about the ladies traveling sev-
eral hundred miles by car or by air. I can only 
imagine how uncomfortable that would be. 
Next topic: Club dance lessons and gradua-
tion; ethics (or lack of ethics). I think one thing 
was left out. We think it should have been eth-
ics and attitudes (or lack of ethics and attitudes). 
The American Heritage Dictioncuy defines eth-
ics as "The moral quality of a course of action," 
and attitude as "A state of mind or feeling." 
We are relatively new dancers. We gradu-
ated in 1980 and have continued to dance at 
least two times a week. Plus, we help with les-
sons all winter on Tuesday nights. Sometimes 
in the summer it is difficult to find places to 
dance because the majority of the clubs in our 
area close for the summer. 
We do not believe that square dancing is for 
everyone. There are a very few that just cannot  
get the mind and body (feet) to respond to the 
calls. We have talked to many callers and clubs 
about graduating dancers. One of the most fre-
quent comments that comes up is that the club's 
name and the caller's name are on the gradua-
tion certificate. Would you want your name on 
a graduation certificate for someone that can-
not dance? If this new graduate either moves to 
your neighborhood or wants to join your club 
at the same dance level and cannot dance, or 
always breaks down the square, what would 
your attitude or ethics be towards the caller or 
club this graduate came from? Yes, it's a diffi-
cult question. We know bad news travels much 
faster than the good news of dancing and en-
joying the company of other dancers. We have 
been in this same situation. We had two other 
couples and a caller to help the new graduate 
and with three months of special lessons, it was 
to no avail. All of us talked to the new graduate 
and they gave up dancing with no hard feelings 
and took up bowling. 
The way our club handles a slow learner is 
three couples along with the caller come in a 
half an hour early every lesson night to help the 
slow learners. Sometimes that will help. At least 
it makes the new student feel wanted and wel-
come. 
We do not have the answers as a cure all. 
We think each case needs to be handled sepa-
rately, because everyone has their own person-
ality. 
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Connecticut Association of 
Round Dance Teachers (CARTS) 

































Dance: 	 Lisbon Antigua 
Choreographer: 	De Maine 
Label: 	 Grenn 14204, 17079 
* ROUNDALAB ROO 
• • Classic Rounds of the Month 
B - Bolero 
C - Cha Cha 
FT - Foxtrot 
J - Jive 
M - Mambo 
MX - Mixed 
QS - Quickstep 
R - Rumba 
S - Samba 
STS - Slow Two-Step 
T - Tango 
TS - Two-Step 
WZ - Waltz 
WCS - West Coast Swing 
 
ROUND DANCE 
Bev & Bob Casteel 
1540 Hull Lane 
Knoxville, TN 37931 
423-690-5498 
Popular Dances/Teaches 
DRDC Top Teaches as Reported in the 
Newsletter, July-August 1997 
1. Bahama Mama (Rumble) IV+2 C 
2. Aleena (Bond) II/TS 
3. Hey Daddy Cha (Easterday) IV C 
Charmaine II (Smarrelli) 
4. Tequila II (Dunn) TS 
5. When You Love Me (B/M Moore) VI R 
Naughty Lady Mambo (Rother) IV+1 
Dream Of Me (Broadwater) V+1FT 
Can't Take My Eyes Off You 
(Shibata) VI C 
6. Shady Lane Rumba (Buck) Ill 
More & More Everyday (Lawson) V+2 
Goody, Goody (Rumble) II TS 
Chaka, Chaka (Phillips) IV C 
7. So Easy Rumba (Goss) VI R 
Maria Elena Bolero (Palenchar) Ill B 
Heavenly Angel (Read) IV 
Evergreen (Campbell) VI Mixed 
Burnin' (Rumble) II 
Bamboozle (Teague) IV+1 
8. Village Waltz (Rother) V 
Twelfth Of Never (Lovelace) IV+1 B 
Rumba Assisi (Broadwater) V 
Ascot's Rumba (Kennedy) IV 
Erotica (B/M Moore) V+2 R 
Green Peppers (Rotscheid) IV M 
King Of The Road (Koozer) Ill 
La Petite Tonkinoise (Wilson) 
Louise (Slater) II 
No Lady (Broadwater) IV 
Numero Cinco (Rumble) II TS 
Soft Summer Breeze (Kammerer) 
We extend a very special thank you to Lois Testa, 
CARTS Chairman and Mary and Dave Simmons, 
DRDC Newsletter Editors for their contributions 
for this month's Round Dance Pulse Poll. Please 
continue to send sour selections to us at our 
address above. 




by Lee & Steve Kopman 
This month let's have some fun with "Lefty" calls. Nothing difficult—just a little 
chalierigitly because it's diiiereni. 
1. HEADS STAR THRU 
CENTERS SQUARE THRU 3 
LEFT SWING THRU 
GIRLS RUN 
FERRIS WHEEL 
CENTERS SLIDE THRU 
YOU'RE HOME 
2. SIDES LEFT SQUARE THRU 2 
LEFT TOUCH 3/4 
BOYS TRADE 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
BOYS CROSS RUN 
LEFT SWING THRU 
EXTEND, RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
3. HEADS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS PASS THRU 
CENTERS SWING THRU 
CENTER SIX CIRCULATE TWICE 
GIRLS RUN 
CENTERS WHEEL & DEAL 
ENDS FACE 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
4. SIDES LEFT SQUARE THRU 2 
LEFT SPIN THE TOP 
GIRLS RUN 
EACH SIDE WHEEL & DEAL 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
ACEY DEUCEY 
CIRCULATE 
TRADE THE WAVE 
SCOOT BACK 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND  
5. HEADS 1P2P 
LEFT SQUARE THRU 2 
OUTSIDES CLOVER 
CENTERS LEFT SQUARE THRU 2 
LEFT TOUCH 3/4 
BOYS TRADE 
PASS THE OCEAN 
LEFT SWING THRU 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
6. SIDES LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS PASS THRU 
CENTERS SINGLE CIRCLE 
TO A WAVE 
CENTER SIX WALK & DODGE 
BOYS CLOVERLEAF, 




GIRLS U-TURN BACK 
SWING THRU TWICE 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
7. HEADS SLIDE THRU 
CENTERS LEFT SQUARE THRU 3 
LEFT SPIN THE TOP 
GIRLS CROSS RUN 
BOYS TRADE 
BOYS RUN 
WHEEL & DEAL 
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wvwkos'-wim-14-‘_wthswk.A.Nvoxis.-1.3. • 	12.SIDES PASS THRU 
National Square Dance C SEPARATE AROUND  
DIRECTORY 
10,000 clubs around the world 
ONE TO A LINE 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 , CIRCULATE 
GIRLS TRADE, CIRCULATE 
• Directories of festivals & conventions. 
$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage 
• 
• PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043 	; lot 	Phone: 601-825-6831 	00. 0 0 0 
o• okromob. loorecyk.klookw..% Neloolook:e 
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010 
$50.00 - Life Subscription 	
si, 
8. SIDES PASS THE OCEAN 
EXTEND, LEFT SWING THRU 
FAN THE TOP 
BOX THE GNAT 
SQUARE THRU 2 
TRADE BY, LEFT ALLEMANDE 
YOU'RE HOME 
9. HEADS STAR THRU 
DOUBLE PASS THRU 
PEEL OFF 
LEFT SQUARE THRU 2 
CENTERS LEFT SQUARE THRU 3 
ENDS U-TURN BACK 
TOUCH 1/4 
BOYS RUN 
SQUARE THRU 2 
TRADE BY, LEFT ALLEMANDE 
10 SIDES PASS THE OCEAN 
EXTEND, EXPLODE THE WAVE 
CHASE LEFT 
GIRLS RUN 
STAR THRU, DIVE THRU 
CENTERS SLIDE THRU 
YOU'RE HOME 
11 HEADS RIGHT & LEFT THRU 
& LEAD LEFT 
VEER RIGHT 
FERRIS WHEEL 
CENTERS WHEEL AROUND 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
SPLIT CIRCULATE 
CAST OFF 3/4 
TRADE THE WAVE 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
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GIRLS RUN 
CENTERS SWING THRU 
EXTEND 
LEFT SWING THRU TWICE 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
13.HEADS STAR TFIRU 





CUT THE DIAMOND 
BEND THE LINE 
SQUARE THRU ON THE 4th HAND 
LEFT ALLEMANDE 
14 SIDES RIGHT & LEFT THRU; 
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE 
EXTEND 
LEFT SWING THRU 
GIRLS RUN 
BEND THE LINE 
ROLL AWAY 
PASS THE OCEAN 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
15.HEADS 1P2P 
RIGHT & LEFT THRU, ROLL AWAY 
LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
COORDINATE 
BEND THE LINE 
SQUARE THRU 2 
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND 
53 
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ENDS ROLL AWAY 
ME NORM !CORNER. 	by Steve 
This month let's continue the idea of using a Left-handed call. 
HEADS LEFT TOUCH 1/4 
& WALK & DODGE 
THEN: 
1. Right and Left Thru 
Swing Thru 
Right & Left Grand  
2. Pass the Ocean 
Recycle 
Pass the Ocean 
Scoot Back 
Right & Left Grand  




Square Thru Three 
Left Allemande 
4. Swing Thru 
Spin the Top 
Grand Swing Thru 
Boys Run 
Wheel & Deal 
Slide Thru; Centers Roll 
You're Home 
5. Touch 1/4 
Follow Your Neighbor 
& Spread 
Recycle 
Square Thru Three 
Left Allemande 




SOMETHING NEW TO OFFER !!! Now available: "SOFT" set of Mainstream, Plus, 
Advance and Cl. 
• 50 sequences per set 
	
• $50.00 per set 
• Reduce your calling preparation 
	• Immediate delivery 
• Easy to read 
	
• All requests confidential 
Send check or money order to 
STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN 
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE 	 MS 	PLUS 	A2 	C1(NEW "SOFT" SET) 
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919 
Phone: (423) 691-1580 	 MS 	PLUS 	A2 	C1(HARD SET) 
E-mail; s.kopman@juno.com  
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This month I've selected a figure for experienced contra dancers and callers. The figure is based on the "Do Paso" 
square dance movement. This is a two couple, 
facing each other in a circle movement and be-
gins with the man turning the lady on his right 
with a left (forearm) turn, all the way around 
until both are back in starting positions, then 
turning the opposite person (which happens to 
be their real partner) with a right forearm turn 
coining back to the original right hand lady for 
a courtesy turn. The movement should be 
danced in 16 counts, which is essential in 
contras to match the music structure. 
The "El Paso Contra" by Ron Johnson is an 
Alternate-duple with partners in the 
opposite line. The dance begins in the pro-
gressed position, so after forming your lines men 
face left and ladies right and star thru. 
Face the opposite line with the original cor-
ner lady on the right side of the man. You are 
now in a progressed position ready to begin the 
dance. 
Each time through the dance you will he in 
this positing for the first movement. For music 
I use Cajon Jon, Silver Sounds 169. 
Intro; 8 counts, wait 
Al; LADIES CHAIN ACROSS (8) 
LADIES CHAIN BACK (8) 




with Don Ward 
reverse CIRCLE LEFT (8) To your 
original places on the side of the set. 
B1; beginning with the lady on the man's 
right DO PASO, complete the Do Paso 
with a courtesy turn to face across. (16) 
B2; HALF PROMENADE ACROSS (8) 
PASS THRU, CROSS TRAIL, (ladies veer to 
the left, men to the right) 
ALLEMANDE LEFT THE NEXT, person of 
the opposite gender. (8) The timing is tight 
but reverting back to an old basic "cross 
trail" which can be done in four counts 
leaving 4 counts for a 3/4 allemande left. 
The forward movement flows right into a 
ladies chain beginning the next sequence 
of the dance. 
Need more help? Contact me through E-
mail: dward@loop.com or Postal Mail: 
Don Ward, 9989 Maude Ave., Sunland, 
CA 91040. 
Y r Y 
Some can teach you to do; some can teach you to think 
but you alone must decide what to do after thinking. 
- International Zone Newsletter, Zone 5, Canada. Sept. '95' 




BATH, OH 44210 
Latest ROUND DANCES: 
GR 17226 That Song - Basic P-4 foxtrot & teaching tool by Howard & Anna Hoffman 
GR 17227 Summer Breeze -- P-4 foxtrot & Jive by Janice Coughlin 
New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records: 
GR 38004 Happy Time Waltz - P-2 by Bea Adams (Archie's Melody) 
GR 14283 Rainbow II - P-2 two-step by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
GR 14300 Wedding Bells - P-2 two-step by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
GR 17074 If I Had My Way - P-2 waltz by Hank & Jetty Walstra 
Seasonal SQUARE DANCE: 
GR 12241 Yankee Doodle Dandy Vocal call by Dick Leger uses Flutterwheel 
Cue sheet by Bob Howell for very easy dance 
American Sipa:edam. e. Austpa 1047 
#538  
• 




tiotaotoes 0 	MADE IN AMERICA 1-800-648-8126 (Orders) Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back 
NEW GLITTER STYLE AND NEW PEWTER COLOR ADDED 
Style: 'Dancer' *519 	 535.95 pr 
Colors: Black, White, Red, Navy, Bone 
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1:2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
These shoes are 
manufactured 
in our factory, located in 
Gloversville. NY. USA.  
Thus, we are able to offer 
'ALL LEATHER' 
shoes 01 incomparable 
quality and price 
Style 	Shag *522 	 $35.95,pr 
Colors: Black. White. Gold. Silver, Red. 
Navy, Bone. Pewter 
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 12' Rubber cushioned with non marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Style: 'Heather' *538 	 S37.95,pr 
Colors: Black, white, Gold. Silver, Red, 
Navy, Bone, Pewter 
Last: 	Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 1,2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Features 
■ Soh genuine garment leather upper, Including Gold. Silver and Pewter metalics 
■ Non marring split leather outsoles 
■ Fully lined with loam perspiration absorbing nylon 
■ Foam cushioned long wearing Ilex-insole and added "bell' padding 
■ Engineered and constructed for the "Dancer" 
Style: 	 Size: 
Style: Size: 
( ) MC 	( ) Visa Signature 
Send to: 
Sizing & Widths (women's) 
Narrow 6-10, 11 & 12 
Medium & Wide 
5-10, 11 & 12 
Size 12 available 
in *522 & 546 
Style: 'Sylvia" #546 	 S36 95!pr 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver. Red. 
Navy, Bone. Pewter 
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character) 
Heel: 112' Rubber cushioned with non marring 
replaceable top lift. 
Style: 'Jan' #604 	 $37.95/pr 
Colors Black. White, Gold. Silver. Red, 
Navy, Bone, Pewter 
Last: Classic (Modified broad toe character) 
Heel: 
	
1 1 4' Matching 
Style: 'Peggy' *608 	 538.95 pr 
Colors: Black, White, Gold. Silver, Red. 
Navy. Bone, Pewter 
Last: 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1:4' Matching 
Style: 'Julie' *611 	 538 95 pr 
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red, 
Navy. Bone, Pewter 
Last: 	Nicole (Slender toe character) 
Heel: 1 1,4' Matching 
Style: 'Gloria' *796 	 $45.00 pr 





Tic-lac-Toes Mfg. Co 
1 Hamilton Street 
Gloversville, NY 12078 
or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during 
factory hours M-F, 7:30-5:00 EST. 
Add S4 fast pair. $1.50 each additional pair for 
shipping and handling 
NY residents add sales tax, and give county.  
Canada add $7 pair 
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He 	alwa;is remember this 
summer vacation. 
It's when he got his skin cancer. 
One in five Americans will develop skin cancer in 
their lifetime. i.on't let your child be the one. 
Before you take kids out in the sun, make sure 
they're wearing sunscreen and are covered up. 
Prevent Skin Cancer AD; 
cr' 
NOTES 
FROM by Mac McCullar 
VETERAN CALLER 
Thie year we have examined and publishcd almost every aspect of recruiting and retaining new dancers. Are we listening? 
If so, let's practice what we preach and have a 
great year of new dancers. 
I gleaned the following from some publica-
tion, and I like it, but I'm sorry I can't give credit 
because it was signed "Author Unknown." 
Be Kind to Beginners 
Be kind to the beginners 
Even though they often flub 
With courtesy let's greet them 
They're the new blood of the club 
And when we see them struggling 
Let us lend a helping hand 
To guide them o'er the rough spots 
And help them understand 
Be good to the beginners 
When they join you in a square 
And introduce your partner 
To the gent and his lady fair 
And though they may be strangers 
When they walk into the set 
REMEMBER THAT A STRANGER 
IS A FRIEND YOU HAVEN'T MET 
—Author Unknown 
Maybe you know who wrote it? 
Miele lias been a number of changes in the 
recording, production and sales of records this 
year. I think the major change is that we no 
longer have a distributor on the west coast. 
Sundance, who was located in California, 
turned over their business to Astec Distribu-
tors in New Hampshire. We now have only two 
major distributors in the United States, Astec 
and Palomino Records in Kentucky. Any retail 
outlet can contact either of them for informa-
tion. 
We brought hack Jeanne Briscoe for a re-
release of a great record "Stepping Out" Big 
Mac 187. Jeanne does a superb job on this 
record. I love it and you will too! 
I will finish this article with a piece I call 
"My Daily Prayer." The author of this is also 
unknown. 
Dear Lord, 
So far today, God, I've done all right. I 
haven't gossiped, haven't lost my temper, 
haven't been greedy, grumpy, nasty, selfish or 
over-indulgent. I'm really glad about that. 
But in a few minutes, God, I'm going to get 
out of bed, and from then on, I'm probably go-
ing to need a lot more of your help! 
Amen 
If you have a birthday in August, join me 
for a toast on the 12'5—and happy, happy 
dancing to you! ASO 
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ThR Quill 
Square dancing and a quilt are so alike, 
It all begins with a needle and a caller's mike. 
Four couples make a square to start, 
A square starts your quilt that you plan by 
heart. 
A quilt block is made up of many tiny parts, 
The dancers welcome others with a big heart. 
Many different patterns are called at a dance, 
Quilts have many patterns, you can see at a 
glance. 
The colors of the quilts are bright and gay, 
The ladies dresses are beautiful as they 
sashay. 
Many threads are used to tie a quilt together, 
Dancers' threads of friendship last forever 
and ever. 
Dancers weave the ring as the caller sings, 
The cloth is woven from many a string. 
Some quilts have stars around their border, 
Dancers form stars, then turn to their corner. 
Small mistakes are made in quilting, it's true, 
And every dancer has made some too. 
There is great value set on a quilt, you see, 
That's what square dance friends mean to me. 
A quilt and dancing provides much warmth 
and love, 
'tut the joy of life comes 
from the Father above. 
Composed by Betty Nail, 
with thoughts, ideas and 
encouragement from 
Nadine Brown, Joyce Wil-
liams and Axie Matthis of 
the Calico Twirlers Square 




I Did 1111 I Could 
by Bettylee Talmadge, Florida 
I did all I could the other night 
to keep from dancing with those strangers. 
I don't know what level they dance. 
I did all I could the other night 
to keep from dancing with those dancers 
who were raiding. 
I don't know what level they dance, either. 
I did all I could the other night 
to keep from dancing with our new club 
members. 
They aren't up to in level yet. 
I did all I could the other night 
to keep from dancing with our older 
club members. 
They still can't seem to do anything right. 
And then I realized-1 did all I could the 
other night to ruin my club... 
Then 1 looked at my hand that was pointing 
everyone else and realized— 
I had three fingers pointing back at me. 
To keep from pointing my finger ever again: 
I promise I will do my best to straighten out 
my hand. 
I promise beginning tonight that I will meet 
and greet everyone who 
visits our club, 
Our guests, our class 
members, our club 
members. 
I promise beginning 
tonight that I will dance 
with as many different 
dancers as possible. 
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I promise beginning tonight that I will 
no longer criticize anyone, 
Not our caller, our cuer, our guests, our club 
members 
nor our club officers. 
I promise beginning tonight that it won't be 
me that will ruin my club. 
And then I looked at my hand, I was no 
longer pointing. 
All my fingers were outstretched—as if in 
friendship. 
But do you know-95% of the dancers reading 
this will think about what this says, 
and they will MAKE SURE it does not mean 
them. 
But the other 5%—All think they are SO 
PERFECT. They will never consider we are 
talking to them. They will never realize what 
they did the other night to ruin their club. 
Wszleorni4 Nrzw Daneizr 
By Carol James 
St. Louis, Missouri 
It's time for new graduates 
To join in our square, 
Welcome them and be polite, 
Once you were like that pair. 
A little scared and frightened—
What if I miss a single call, 
Or Left Allemande with my right arm, 
Or just don't move at all? 
What if my gears refuse to spin, 
They won't let me dance all night? 
What if my Crossfire backfires, 
Will I Do Sa Do just right? 
What if my teacup doesn't chain, 
Or my deucey does not relay, 
What if he calls a Scoot Back, 
And I cause a delay? 
Yes, you were in that very spot, 
Not so many years ago— 
Did someone refuse to dance with you, 
Or hurt your feelings so? 
Then make a special effort, 
Make a smiling welcome plain to see, 
The New Dancer on your right today, 
Next year's officer he may be. 
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Let's all welcome the new dancer with open 
arms and show them what a friendly bunch of 
fun loving people we are. So that they may 
enjoy many years of our wonderful activity. 
Reprinted from SCISDA, Illinois 
March 1996 ASO 
THREE R's 
Recently Released Records 
Now Available 
Information supplied by Hanhurses Tape & Record Ser,  ice 
PO Box 50. Marlborough NH 03455-0050 
USA & Canada: I -800-445-7398 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001 
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636 
E-mail: supreme@  supreme-audiocom 
Internet Home Page: ss sissa .supreme-audio.com 
Disney Medley, N. Bliss 
&P. Farmer 	 GMP 701 
Streets of London, Steve Turner .... A 1002 
Cup of Tea, G. Mahnken 
& D. Gilmore 	 4-B SA4 
Home Along The Highway, 
Johnnie Scott 	 PR 1154 
Gentle on My Mind, J. Saltel 
& D. Nordbye 	  DJ 122 
Be-Bop A Lula, Bruce Jackson 	OR 61 
Tuffy (Flip 2 Couple Plus), 
Kip Garvey 	 HH 668 
Bye, Bye Blues, Larry Cole 	RWH 204 
Oklahoma Crude, Bobby Hilliard .. OR 55 
Honky Tonk Angels, 
Dave Gipson 	 BUC 1263 
Cripple Creek/Marty's Lark 	 BM 1014 
What the Cajun People Say, 
Mark Clausing 	 MR 128 
Spring Break/Baroque Hoedown . SD 249 
Much Too Young (was A-K 105), 
Brad Caldwell 	 CD 272 
My Little Girl, Dick Duckham ... GE 0032 
Old Time Rock & Roll, 
Andy Pretere 	 CD 273 
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Above: Dancers in Vanda, Finland 
DcA/noixt,g/ I ntornattonaily 
by 'Bab Petorso-vv 
L ivarticv, M Cchixd-ct4A/ 
rof
ad the pleasure recently 
of visiting the countries 
Finland, England and 
Holland to call dances for 
several of their clubs. It was my 
fourth visit to England and 
second to both Finland and 
Holland. Several dancers have 
asked for a comparison of dance 
programs in these countries. 
First, all the dance calls are in 
English in all countries. Thus, 
the dancers could understand the calls. 
However, if you have to explain or expand upon 
the calls, these directions could be misunder-
stood. In fact, in Amsterdam there was a French 
lady that couldn't speak a word of English but 
understood the calls and danced very well at 
the Plus level. 
In Finland, where dancing has been going 
on for about seven or eight years, there are five 
groups or clubs and two callers. One of the clubs 
in Vanda, a suburb of Helsinki, holds a big 
dance weekend each year. The other clubs, 
mainly located in the Vassa area about 250 miles 
north, rent a bus and travel down to the dance. 
The caller for the Vanda group, Raj Wilkom, 
shared the program with me. After leaving at 
4:00 AM, they arrived at 1:00 PM and were 
served lunch by the hosting club. The dance 
started about 1:30 PM and ended at 8:00 PM. 
The level of dancing changed each tip and al-
ternated with Basic, Mainstream, Basic, Plus, 
A-1. No rounds were done and practically no 
breaks were taken. The dancers simply "squared 
up again," many times with different partners. 
This means we did as many as four tips an hour, 
which made it very difficult for the caller if he 
used only "sight calling." Two years ago on my 
last visit there were about nine squares danc-
ing. This year there were two bus loads and 
about 13 squares. The completion of the 
weekend came with a dance on Sunday from 
10:00-2:00 PM. Basic lessons are taken for one 
year, then Mainstream for the next. Thus the 
level of dancing is very good. Many of the higher 
level dancers help out and take part in all the 
levels of dancing. 
Following the Sunday session I headed for 
the airport to fly to Stanstead, England, for my 
next dances. Fortunately. I arrived on Sunday, 
as the I.R.A. organization shut down all the air-
ports on Monday morning with bomb threats. 
Monday I stayed with Peter and Beryl Skiffins 
in Hertford, England and called that evening 
for his Mainstream club. Peter is the President 
of the Great Britain Callers Association. The 
club's new Mainstream class of two squares 
takes their lessons in a separate hall during the 
club dance. They were brought in at the refresh-
ment break and given a chance to dance with 
the club that night. There were no rounds and 
very short breaks. The people were very friendly 
and the dance went quickly. There were over 
eight squares in attendance and everyone had a 
great time. There were three callers in atten-
dance at the dance. 
One Tuesday I was picked up by veteran 
caller Malcolm Davis and driven to Norwich, 
England, about 60 miles away for a dance that 
night. The club alternates Mainstream and Plus 
tips with no rounds and short breaks. It was a 
great dance and Malcolm joined me in several 
of the tips. This group also had a new Main-
stream class of two squares that were finishing 
their second year of dancing. The Plus dancers 
danced all of the tips and worked with the newer 
dancers. 
On Wednesday I called at the Mildenhall 
American Air Force Base. This is one of only 
two American Air Force bases left in England 
and is the refueling spot for large planes. The 
dance was held in the Bob Hope Entertainment 
Center and we had over 16 squares in 
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Above: Callers Bill Peterson (Livonia, Mich.) and Wil Stans (Holland) with wife. Paula at the 
Flower Dance in Amsterdam 
attendance. It was a Mainstream and Plus 
dance. Originally most of the dancers in this 
group were Americans staying at the base. How-
ever, now there are only a few Americans left 
in the club. They had two sets of new Main-
stream dancers at the dance and everyone joined 
in with them to make it a fun evening. Club 
caller Malcolm Davis joined me in the final tip 
with them. I really appreciated the kind hospi-
tality of Malcolm and Evelyn Davis during my 
stay with them. 
On Thursday I did a Country Line Dance 
Program in a high school at Glinton, England, 
with 115 dancers in attendance. I taught six 
dances for local cuers Roger and Brenda 
Bessent. Line dancing has become very popu-
lar in England. 
On Friday I flew to Amsterdam, Holland for 
the big Flower Dance Weekend. The other call-
ers on the program were Wil Stans, Maarten 
Werts and special guest caller Larry Ward of 
California. This weekend included an all-day 
Saturday session and a final Sunday morning 
session at a local Tulip Factory, where we ended  
up dancing in the midst of large displays of flow-
ers. Normally this festival is done at Mainstream 
and Plus in one hall and Advanced in a second 
hall. Rounds were included as well as a one-
hour country line dance session. The final dance 
on Saturday started with a Grand March for the 
240 dancers in attendance. Seven countries were 
represented including France, Australia and 
England. It was a great weekend and the entire 
staff was presented with (you guessed it) flow-
ers. Of particular notice were the Advanced 
dancers who, upon the closing of their hall, 
joined in the main hall with the Mainstream 
dancers and had a great time. The decorations 
at the hall were beautiful and the club did a 
great job on the late-evening buffet lunch for 
everyone. Again, my thanks to Wil and Paula 
Stans for hosting me. 
On Monday I flew home to Michigan with 
many nice memories of all the dancers and lead-
ers I had met during the 12 days. It just proves 
that square dancing is the universal language 
of friendliness and fun no matter where it is 
done. ASO 
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816-394.2667 
L 	I. 	 :XWP GUI* 
u:Q AM 004. 	T.638.35.11 
GOLD RECORD AWARD 
to Sam & Shane for 
"Bandy The Rodeo Clown" 
Congratulations! 
• 
Som Lowe 	Shone Greer 	Guy Adams 	Stan Russet 
706.754-4098 918.485-8772 815-654.1061 864.801-0961 
samowe@stc net 
HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-917 WILL YOU TRAVEL DOWN THIS ROAD WITH ME - Sam 
0-916 WRECK OF THE OLD '97/HOME SWEET HOME - HOEDOWN 
0-915 WHAT A WAY TO GO -Stan 
0-914 DESPERADO LOVE - Guy 
0-913 BLUE SUEDE SHOES - Shane 
0.912 BANDY THE RODEO CLOWN - Sam 8 Stan Russell 
0-911 THIRTY DAYS - Richard 
0.910 I SHALL NOT BE MOVED - Shane & Guy 
4-Bar-B 
HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES 
4B-6136 COLORADO SKY - Official Theme USA West 
4B-6135 OH, WHAT A BEAUTIFUL MORNING - Gary 
48-6134 SWEET GYPSY ROSE - Lee 
414-SA-1 PERHAPS LOVE - SiNO, IT D:. •.c 
4B-6133 WHEELS'BLACK MT. RAG - HOEDOWN 
4B-6132 IF I COULD MAKE A LIVING - Dave 
4B-SA4 CUP OF TEA - U-SING-IT - Gary 
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Harty Koppenhaver 	 Don Cook 
417-659-8487 417.282-6340 316.524-0997 614.231-7352 417.865-6760 
41' 0 *- I/ Moils 
HOT CARDINAL RELEASES 
CAR-34 SHALL WE GATHER AT THE RIVER - Haroid 
CAR-33 I'D LIKE TO BE - Dr. Jerry Routh 
CAR-32 SOLID GROUND -Mike 
CAR-31 WINGS - Don 
CAR-30 BILLY BAYOU - Jerry 
CAR-29 LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA - Harry 
CAR-26 DANCE - Harold 
CAR-27 IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME - Harold 
Call or Write for our complete catalog: Four Bar B Records Inc., P.O, Box 7-11, Macks Creek. MO 65786 
(573) 363-5432 Fax: (573) 363-5820 E-Mall: audlo@maltusmacom 
International Distributor for Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc. 
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By Allen Finkenour 
Trumbull, Connecticut 
W henever a company decides to market a product, they make their product as attractive aspossible to 
appeal to the most customers. They also define 
the people to whom they want to make their 
sale. When this has been done, promotions are 
aimed at the particular group to be most effec-
tive. This planning process must begin NOW, 
and continue through the summer. 
Most of today's dancers, dance at the Main-
stream and Plus levels. These are the clubs who 
are looking for the students. These are the people 
who will be doing most of the advertising and 
we should design square dance promotion to 
fit their needs. Let's call our product "Square 
Dancing," a name the public recognizes, and 
not CPC, Basic, Mainstream, Plus, etc. 
We need to substantially reduce the class 
learning time for both Mainstream and Plus. It 
should only take one to three months at the most 
to cover the selected choreography from both 
Mainstream and Plus levels. Many couples, 
when they ask about or come to classes and find 
out it takes a year to learn to square dance, be-
come discouraged and find another activity to 
do together. THIS LEARNING TIME REDUC-
TION CAN BE DONE, but dancers need to take 
the lead and let the callers know what they want. 
Square dance clubs are the ones who are the 
caller's customers. 
How do we reduce the choreography to be 
taught? 
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1. Eliminate all choreography that has a 
name but is just one or more pieces of choreog-
raphy that can be easily called directionally. As 
examples: Linear Cycle can be called Recycle 
and Sweep a Quarter. Swing Thru can be called 
Partner Trade and Centers Trade. There are 
many, many more calls that can be easily omit-
ted from our current lists. 
2. Eliminate calls that duplicate a particular 
movement. As examples: Dive Thru is the same 
as Pass to the Center. Pass to the Center is more 
comfortable on the dancers and once dancers 
have learned to Pass to the Center. callers rarely 
call Dive Thru. Star Thru is Slide Thru. Cali-
fornia Twirl is Partner Trade. Again, there are 
many more of these duplicates on our current 
lists. 
3. Eliminate calls which are rarely or less 
used at convention dances, on the Mainstream 
and Plus floors. As examples: Fan the Top, Spin 
Chain the Gears (because dancers prefer Spin 
Chain and Exchange the Gears) and Peel Off. 
This convention, selection method of eliminat-
ing calls would stop both callers and dancers 
from complaining that their favorite calls were 
being arbitrarily eliminated. To assure these re-
ductions in choreography, the clubs must tell 
the callers what they want. 
Let's next consider whom we should appeal 
to join us in square dancing. Although we don't 
want to exclude anyone who wants to come, 
we should be primarily aiming the promotion 
at couples 35 years of age or older. In most fami-
lies today, two people hold down full time jobs. 
Below the age of 35 or even 40, are couples 
who have children at home. They usually want 
to either be doing some activities with their 
children or may not want to hire a baby-sitter 
so that they can go to square dance lessons. As 
the kids grow up they can either "baby-sit" 
themselves or be involved in an activity that 
does not require (or they may not want) their 
parents 	 to 
attend. I know many callers are promoting the 
idea of getting square dancing into schools. This 
may be a good idea, but these students will usu-
ally not be immediately joining active clubs and 
this is our current objective. 
Of most couples, the man is usually the hard 
one to get away from what he is doing and/or 
he may also think square dancing is "hokie." 
In my own case I didn't want to go to classes. 
That was also at the time when lessons only 
took a month or so to complete. Thinking about 
it today, if I knew nothing about square 
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dancing, I would feel exactly the same way as I 
did then. 
If the above statements are correct, we should 
be thinking about the appeal we need to con-
vince these males. We should also come up with 
ideas to give their wives ammunition to help 
them convince their husbands to come and try 
square dancing. 
How can we proceed? 
First—As stated above, we must make square 
dancing a more marketable product. This means 
convincing callers and some dancers our prod-
uct must be teachable in no more than two to 
dime months, while not really changing danc-
ing as we do it today. The club members must 
also be willing to take the students on to their 
dance floor sometime just before they gradu-
ate. Students attending club dances will get 
more practice and feel they are a real member 
of the club. At the combined dances the caller 
should teach one or more piece of the choreog-
raphy the students have not yet been taught to 
accelerate their learning process. 
Second—We need ideas on how to get the 
men out of the house and to come to lessons. 
We have one 'treat thing going for us. Square 
dancing is a c uple's program, a chance for the 
husband and wife to do something together, 
without the kids. They have ptobably run their 
separate ways for a number of years with their 
jobs and are only together whir their kids have 
an activity. 
We also need to emphasize what everyone 
is currently saying, "Our 'modern world' needs 
more good decent people who care for each 
other. The way things used to be." Doesn't this 
describe square dancing? My wife and I 
wouldn't be in square dancing if it weren't fun 
to do together. The atmosphere in a square dance 
hall and the courtesy of the dancers is really 
something out of the past. Square dancing has 
also given us so many wonderful friends. 
People today are very health conscious. They 
want to exercise to reduce weight and to 
strengthen their hearts. Here again we have the 
medical community in our corner. The 
Alaska Cruise for 7 Nights 
Steve & Debbie Kopman and Lee & Lilith Kopman 
July 27 — August 3, 1998 
NCL's MS Windward 
Exclusive Glacier Bay Itinerary! 
Features Include: 
Seven nights aboard the Windward • Square Dancing Daily 
All meals, snacks, midnight buffets and 24 hour room service 
Entertainment including a full Broadway Production 
A private cocktail Reception 
Port Charges & Government Taxes are included 
Ports of Call 
Vancouver (Canada Place)• Cruise Inside Passage • Juneau • Skagway 
Haines• Cruise Glacier Bay • Ketchikan • Cruise Misty Fjords 
Inside Staterooms: $1599* • Outside Staterooms: $1699* 
Discount airfares available. 
For more information or reservations contact: 
'Based on 
	 Deborah Kopman: 1305 Whitower Drive, Knoxville, TN 37919 
Double Occupancy 
	423-691-1580 or 800-251-2027 (office) or s.kopman(&juno.com  
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American Medical Association made a written 
pronouncement several years ago, which men-
tioned square dancing as being very good for 
both of these medical problems. Square danc-
ing is just below aerobics in their list. Wouldn't 
most people rather dance than go to gym classes 
or take other exercise programs? (We, of course, 
won't tell them about the fantastic refreshment 
breaks we have at our dances!) 
Many people are moving around the coun-
try because of job changes. Square dancing is a 
way for them to meet new people in their new 
community, in a wonderful atmosphere. Why 
not have each of the club members contact each 
of the "Newcomers" and personally invite them 
to come and join with your classes? 
Many of your club members are church 
members and/or members of local civic organi-
zations. Have these club members organize a 
square dance through their church or civic or-
ganization. Club dancers can also be invited to 
attend to help the new people dance and to be-
come more personally acquainted with the po-
tential new dancers. 
People like to get something of value. Print 
some good-looking tickets to your Open House 
Dance(s) and have your members give these 
tickets out as they meet people in one of the 
situations suggested above. At the same time 
they may be able to get the person's name, ad-
dress and phone number. 
Third-Can we get former dancers back? I 
have heard them referred to as "retreads." These 
are people who have square danced and dropped 
out for one reason or another. They may have 
been in your club or in some other square dance 
club. These contacts should be made by some-
one who knows them and should be as personal 
as possible. 
For your former members why not have a 
"Home Coming" night combined with a pot-
luck supper? Have them come and join you and 
dance a little afterwards. You might be able to 
plant the seed to come back and square dance 
again. 
When a club folds in your area and your 
members know some of the people in that club, 
have them make a personal contact and invite 
couples to come and dance with your club. 
These people, if they decide to join your club, 
in turn have contact with other members of their 
former club they can invite to come dance with 
your club. 
Fourth-I have heard some dancers complain 
about our costumes. They are costly and many. 
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particularly the ladies, don't want to dress up 
in something they can't wear elsewhere. I still 
think square dancing needs some form of dress 
requirements, but can't we bend the rules about 
what we wear a little? Let's suggest the ladies 
wear prairie skirts if they would like to. The 
men don't have to wear a bolo tie or even the 
square dance shirt. They could wear a nice dress 
shirt with an open neck. Again, we need your 
"input" and more ideas here. 
Fifth-We need to make "Square Dancing" 
a fun evening of dancing to good music with 
friends. I know many dancers love to be pushed 
and pulled through unusual choreography that 
does not "dance to the music." These are usu-
ally the "higher level dancers." My wife and I 
have danced for over twenty years and yet I hate 
to solve puzzles on Friday or Saturday night. 
Stop and Go dancing to tricky choreography is 
not my thing. The music and choreography must 
become one. My week of work has been hard 
enough. Dancing successfully to good chore-
ography melded to pretty, solid music is my idea 
of a wonderful relaxing time. 
Sixth-What kind of advertising or promo-
tion do we need to be successful? Radio, TV 
and newspaper advertising for our clubs had 
been very unsuccessful. A few new dancers have 
come through the adult education programs in 
the local schools. Demonstrations where the 
dancers talk to the people in the crowd and give 
them personal invitations to come to the club's 
open house dances have brought in more stu-
dents. Caller's fun nights, where the caller 
makes a good pitch and really talks to individu-
als has found new students. Nothing. however, 
beats the personal touch of asking friends and 
acquaintances to join you at a student dance. 
From all of the comments above, it seems each 
situation where there have been personal invi-
tations, is the most successful. All year long 
keep a list of people who indicate they might 
he interested. Before the open house dance, send 
these potential students a letter. Later, call them 
and, if possible, bring them to the dance in your 
car. If there are a number of these people, ask 
other members of the club to write the letter, 
make the phone call and bring them in their 
car. New people usually need support and a little 
prodding to get them to their first dance. 
We need your ideas, both of the things I 
have not included and in modifying some of 
these opinions. Most of all, we need your 
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very so often, I am hired to call a 
one-night stand. I have always re 
garded this as a golden opportunity 
to recruit new members for a Be 
ginners' class. As a result of this 
feeling, I find this dance causes two 
opposite and conflicting emotions, sometimes 
three. 
First of all, stress! What if the dance (the 
basics) doesn't click with this group? Secondly. 
a glow of satisfaction when the material works! 
Third, either sadness or elation, depending on 
how well the people responded. 
Another part of my problem is what I regard 
as the amazing tendency for people to rehire 
me time and time again to call these one-
!lighters. This makes me worry about repeating 
a successful dance. 
Finally after a fabulously successful dance. 
I decided to analyze my successful ones as well 
as my failures and pass it along for what it's 
worth. 
Participation: one of the most important parts 
of a successful dance. It helps to discuss this 
aspect of the dance with the sponsor, or group 
that is putting on the dance. Be sure they know 
how important it is to have everyone partici-
pate from the beginning of the dance. 
I remember, and will NEVER and I mean 
NEVER, forget two, one-nighters that were 
completely unmitigated disasters. The first one 
was in a public high school in a large city. I 
could not get a large circle formed to start the 
dance because disruptive students kept wander-
ing through the forming circles, and refused to 
join in or leave. When the school principal asked 
me if I could "control those people," I smiled 
sadly, said no, packed up and left. The next 
group was at a technical school. The people re-
fused to get up and participate. Joking, cajol-
ing and darned near pleading had no effect! They 
were not going to participate. I ended up giving 
a lecture on the history of square dancing, play-
ing records to show the music used, and closed 
with some square dance verses used in old time 
squares. To my chagrin the students applauded! 
Talk about expectations! 
I remember these two dances because I re-
gard them as spectacular failures. Then there 
were all the good ones! People formed a large 
circle as requested, responded enthusiastically 
to the music, chuckled and smiled at my self 
$30.00 Add $495 for 
Postage 8 Handling 
Send for Free Brochure 
Use for t,aveling or storage 
Holds up to 6 petticoats 
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depreciating remarks, danced and clapped nois-
ily at the end of each dance. 
These groups were indescribably uplifting! 
Any time a caller can watch inexperienced 
dancers laugh and smile while finding they can 
square dance is an incredibly rewarding expe-
rience! 
I find that simplicity is the hardest thing for 
a caller to keep in mind and use. Repetition of 
simple basics in various formats, with a variety 
of lively music makes for a successful evening. 
Keep teaching to a bare minimum. 
Following is a list of basics I used for a 11/2-
2-hour, one-night stand. (An asterisk next to the 
basic indicates I teach it while the people are 
standing, others are taught while dancing the 
movement.) 
I . Circle left and right 
2. Promenade single file, by twos, fours, 
and eight 
3. *Squared set, home position, number, 
sides, heads. 
4. Circle tour, right, left 
5. Right/left hand stars 
6. Allemande Left 
7. *Swing, elbow or dance position 
8. Do sa do 
9. *Grand right and left 
10. *Roll away half sashay 
In addition, I use two or three simple line 
dances, including the "Chicken" if there are 
children included. (It's surprising how many 
adults join in!) 
I also use two very simple circle mixers, 
"Jiffy Mixer" and "Bingo Waltz." 
I try to close with the Virginia Reel. 
The most gratifying experience happens 
when I finish the program and the people ask 
for "Just one more!" I am always overjoyed to 
comply! AJD 
There's a great new pasta diet—walk pasta bakery, 
walk pasta candy shop, walk pasta deli, 
—International Zone Newsletter, Zone 67 Canada. Sept. '95 
SQUARE DANCETIME TEACHING PROGRAMS 
This program has special age-appropriate programs for 
every grade level from kindergarten through university. 
Help your school bring their square dance program up-to-date. 
• Great music! 
• Excellent records for teaching each program. 
• Special dances for every grade level. 
r• 	Superb calling by many of square dancing's most popular callers. 
GRADE LEVEL 
K-2 	FIRST STEPS PROGRAM 	 (Record Order No.) 
• FIRST STEPS A 8 B 	. SD 1001, SD 1002 
• CIRCLES AND PROMENADES 	  SD 501 
HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM 
• INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUM, LEVEL I 	 MN 6001 
• TEACHER'S STARTER SET #1 	  TSS #1 
• VIRGINIA REEL 	  SD 506 
6-UP 	DIAMOND PROGRAM 
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND. PLUS 
• TEACHER'S STARTER SET #2 	 TSS #2 
• GEM KIT-M 	 GK-M 
9-UP 	DOUBLE DIAMOND PROGRAM 
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM, AND 
• DIAMOND PROGRAM, PLUS: 
• FUND OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL II 	VON 6002 
• FUND OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL III WW 6003 
Several additional records are available to make your square 
These programs are dance unit fun and interesting. Purchase records at any 
endorsed by Callerlab square dance record store or write to address below. 
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES 146 Clinton St.. Yuba City. CA 95991-3005 (916) 673-1120 
3-UP 
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Introducing the . . . 
PS-10 SPEAKER 
A 10 inch extended 
range speaker com-
bined with a crossover 
network and a horn 
tweeter produces a 
wide frequency range. 
Designed to handle 
continuous powers up 
to 250 watts, yet com-
paratively light (23-1/2 
lbs.) and measuring 
only 10x13x21 inches. 
Whether you're using records, cassette tapes, CDs, MiniDisks, or a 
keyboard, the Hilton AC-500 does it all. Adjustable input and output 
levels make recording and play back from various signal sources a snap. 
And the sound quality is all Hilton with brilliant highs and robust bass 
reproduction and our renown microphone circuitry for outstanding voice 
clarity. Here's power and features such as: record reset, remote music 
volume control, two channel amplifier, EQ jacks for music and voice, 
plus more. Call or write today for complete information. 
Please contact us 
for your free copy 
of our catalog and 
price list. 
All Hilton Sound Systems carry 
a 2 year limited warranty. When 
a sound system is purchased di-
rectly from us all related acces-
sory items (speakers, micro-
phones, etc.) purchased at that 









HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC. 
1033-E Shary Circle - Concord, CA 94518 
Phone: 510-682-8390 
FAX: 510-682-8497 - Email: HiltonAud@aol.com - Web page: http://ccnet4.ccnet.com/-hiltonapl 
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Charlotte ConvPntion Center  
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C HARLOTIT 
THE QUEEN CITY 
0  ver 250 years ago Scotch-Irish immigrants traveling the Great Wagon Road south from Philadelphia, stopped 
at the crossroads of two Indian trading paths 
east of the Catawba River. Here they built a 
settlement and as their friends and neighbors 
joined them, the community grew to several 
hundred residents. In 1768, to curry favor with 
the British King, George III, they named their 
town after Sophia Charlotte, who at age 17 
married this most powerful man in the world. 
Local citizens also honored Queen Charlotte 
when they named their new county 
Mecklenburg after her German homeland. Evi-
dently, its residents didn't take their royal af-
filiation too seriously. When Lord Cornwallis 
occupied the town briefly in 1780, he was so 
annoyed by patriot activities, he called the town 
a "hornet's nest," a name that stuck and now 
proudly adorns the city seal. 
In 1799, America's first major gold discov-
ery was made here, a 17-pound gold nugget. 
The city quickly became the center of gold pro-
duction in the U.S., and a branch of the U.S. 
Mint was located here from 1837 to 1913, al-
though it was inoperative from 1861 to 1867 
because of the Civil War. In the mid- 1800s, 
cotton flourished and railroads converged, and 
later, the interstate highway system would 
evolve. 
Today, the city of Charlotte still pays hom-
age to its regal beginnings by using a crown as 
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its logo and referring to itself as "The Queen 
City." A statue of our namesake welcomes pas-
sengers at our international airport. Its citizens 
take great pride in treating every visitors as a 
royal guest. 
For a visual display of Charlotte's begin-
nings, see the four sculptures erected at The 
Square-Trade and Tryon Street—a gold miner 
for commerce, a woman millworker for our tex-
tile heritage, an African-American railroad 
builder for transportation and a mother holding 
a child for the future. 
Charlotte is located in the sunny, moderate 
Central region of North Carolina making us 
easily accessible. Interstate 77 and 85, which 
intersect here, link the city with the Great Lakes 
region, New England and Florida. Interstate 40, 
running coast-to-coast is only an hour north of 
Charlotte. A two-hour journey to the west takes 
you to the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains; 
three-and-a-half hours east takes you to the At-
lantic beaches. 
For information on what to see and do while 
you're in Charlotte, contact Charlotte on the 
Internet at one of the following addresses: 
Charlotte Convention & Visitors Bureau—
http://charlottecvb.org/ncnw/clt 
Charlotte's Web—http://www.charweb.org  
Charlotte Chamber of Commerce—
http://www.charlottechamber.org  
INFO! Charlotte, a one-stop information re-
source for visitors, is located several blocks from 
the convention center. Stop by for brochures, 
information and maps on shopping, dining, sites 
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IMPROVE YOUR 
DANCE SKILLS THRU 
R & R VIDEO INTERNATIONAL 
3649 Whittier Bhd., Los Angeles, CA 90023 (213) 262-5942 
NEW TAPES: 
CONTRA 
With Eke Seastrom 
A-2 Square Dance 
With MIKE SIKORSKY 
NAME: _ 	
_QTY. X 519.95• 
ADDRESS: 
CITY: 	 
STATE:._ _ZIP CODE: 
BASIC SQUARE DANCE with Larry McBee 
❑ Vol. I: Calls I Thru 23 
❑ Vol. 2: Calls 24 Thal 49 
Vol. 3: Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle 
PLUS SQUARE DANCE with Lee Schmidt 
Tea Cup Chain to Spin Chain 
& Exchange The Gears 
PLUS SQUARE DANCE IN "D.B.D."  ssith Don Mc Whirler 
❑ Vol. 1: Tea Cup Chain to Relay the Deucey 
0 Vol. 2: Cross Fire to Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears 
A-I SQUARE DANCEe with Mike Sikorsky 
❑ Vol. I: Acey Deucey to Cross Over Circulate 
❑ Vol. 2: Quarter In to Mix 
A-2 SQUARE DANCE with Mike Sikorsky 
❑ Vol. I: Pass The Sea to Zig Zag/Zag Lg 
❑ Vol 2• Switch To A Diamond to Trail Off 
ROUND DANCE with Bob & Edna Faudree 
.72 Phase I & II: Fraulein: St. Louis Blues 
Phase III: Answer Me; Desert Song 
:= Phase Ill: Latin Basics (Four Dances) 
ROUND DANCE with Joyce (Doss) Lane & Jim Lane 
0 Phase IV: Till Tomorrow; Audios; Rainbow Connection 
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen 
❑ Beginning 
C Easy Intermediate 
❑ Intermediate - Level I 
.7 Intermediate - Level 2 
CONTRA DANCE 
C] Introduction To Contra w/Mike Seastrom 
Package Iodides: 
Video, Audio Cassettes & Booklet ($44.95) 
OTHER TAPES AVAILABLE: 
BALLROOOM, WEST COAST SWING, 
ETHNIC AND COUNTRY WESTERN 
	 Saks Tim (CA nay►_._ _ 
 SYy♦Yg/Haad14g U.S 
_ 	Tat& &Omni 	 
CATALOG AVAILABLE UPON RE VEST 
and attractions. At the retail gift center you'll 
find a wide assortment of sports apparel, gift 
items and memorabilia. 
CONVERT AN EARLY BIRD? 
IT'S EASIER THAN IT LOOKS 
Those of you who chose to show your support 
for the 4715 National Square Dance Convention 
in the early going, purchased "Crown Jewel 
Certificates," better known as "Early Birds." 
You saved yourself money and at the same time 
allowed the 47'h to begin operations and prepa-
rations for the convention in the black finan-
cially. The Carolinas Board sincerely thanks you 
for your support. 
Now the question is. "What do I do with 
this Early Bird?" The answer, "You convert it!" 
In this case conversion is easy. If you haven't 
received a packet of information including ma-
terials and instructions needed for the conver-
sion process, please call or write the Registra-
tion and Housing office of the 4715. They will 
send you a registration form and instruct you in 
completing the form to obtain your Convention 
registration. 
You may convert your Crown Jewel anytime 
before the end of the Convention in 1998. You 
can convert upon arrival at the convention cen-
ter in Charlotte or you can convert ahead of time 
and speed the arrival/check in process. 
Please mail inquiries to: 47'h National Square 
Dance Convention, Registration and Housing 
Committee, PO Box 562814, Charlotte, NC 
28256-2814; or call (704) 566-9664 or 
(704) 566-9770; or Fax (704) 563-3265; or 
send your request via the WEB Page at 
www.iei.net/47nsdc.  
THE 47T" NATIONAL 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION Touts 
The tours offered by the Social and Special 
Events Committee of the 47' NSDC covers a 
wide variety of interests and a diverse geo-
graphical area. You have so many choices with 
such outstanding attractions that you may have 
a hard time deciding which tours you can make 
time for while in the Carolinas. 
Here's a very brief description of what's be-
ing offered. For more detailed information, in-
cluding dates, times and cost, request a copy of 
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the Tour Brochure by writing: Tour Director, 47th 
National Square Dance Convention, PO Box 
562814, Charlotte, NC 28256-2814. 
Pre-Convention Tours 
Myrtle Beach Get-Away—This is a four-
day trip to America's premier beach resort with 
ocean front accommodations, three great din-
ners and entertainment at the Dixie Stampede, 
Carolina Opry and the Alabama Theater. 
Day Tours 
Day Tour #1-Welcome to America's 
"Queen City"—The Queen City welcomes you 
with a tour of scenic and historic locations in 
the largest city in the Carolinas including a visit 
to the Trolley Barn. 
Day Tour #2- A "Capital" City, South 
Columbia, S.C.—You'll tour the world famous 
Riverbanks Zoo, visit the home of Robert Mills, 
America's first architect. See the Capitol Build-
ing with the shell marks left by General 
Sherman, and move on to the Governor's Green 
for a guided tour by "Savannah," which is a 
real treat. 
Day Tour #3- Biltmore Estate, Asheville, 
N. C.—This tour will travel through the beau-
tiful foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains to 
the 100-year old home of George Vanderbilt, 
one of America's "Castles." Tour the house, 
gardens, conservatory and the winery, and en-
joy a splendid buffet lunch at the Deerpark Res-
taurant. 
Day Tour #4- Catawba Queen Cruise—
Enjoy cruising on beautiful Lake Norman, North 
Carolina's largest lake on the Catawba Queen, 
a revamped Paddle-Wheeler featuring lunch and 
a short narration about Lake Norman. Make a 
stop at the Antique Mall for a unique shopping 
spree. 
Day Tour #5- Golf! Golf! Golf! And More 
Golf!—Bogies, Birdies, Par and maybe an 
Eagle! You'll enjoy a round at the beautiful 
Renaissance Course. The day's winner will take 
home a very special prize to remember the day. 
Day Tour #6- History and Religious Art—
This tour will visit important historical loca-
tions such as North Carolina's King's Moun- 
tain Battlefield Museum and Cowpens Battle-
field in upper South Carolina along with a tour 
of one of the most important religious art col-
lections in America at Bob Jones University in 
Greenville, S.C. This tour features a stop at 
Mary Jo's Cloth Store. 
Day Tour #7- Charlotte Motor Speed-
way--One of the great stock car race tracks is 
just north of Charlotte. This tour will let you 
race fans, see the speedway up close and 
behind the scenes and visit "Backing Up 
Classics," which features fine vintage autos and 
memorabilia. 
Day Tour #8 - Moravian "Old Salem"—
This restored Moravian village truly comes alive 
as costumed men and women recreate late 1/0 
Century life in this church town and trading 
center. 
Post-Convention Tours 
Majestic Mountain Tour 
(Option A)-A four-day visit to the beauti-
ful Smokey Mountains of North Carolina and 
Tennessee includes fine accommodations, 
Dollywood, Cherokee, a train ride and other 
area attractions. 
(Option B)-This tour is the same as option 
A excluding day four. 
You BUY BUS PASSES, 
WE RENT BUSES! 
That's how it works. If you don't let us know 
when you register that you'll want to ride to 
the convention center we won't rent a bus for 
you. If enough of you don't tell us you want 
transportation, we won't have enough busses 
committed to satisfy your needs and desires. 
Then you' llbe unhappy! 
So help us help you; purchase your BUS 
PASS when you register and we'll have trans-
portation ready for you when you are ready to 
use it. That's how it works! AD 
COMPTON RIDGE CAMPGROUNDS 
19th Annual 
Square Dance Weekend 
September S & 6, 1997 - 7:30 p.m. 
Featuring Callers: Orhie Griffin of the 
Norman. OK Silver Spurs 
(405)390-2471 
and 
Al Warren of the 
Kansas City Single Promenader,  
(816) 884-5298 
FREE DANCING! 
Compton Ridge Campground - Branson, Missouri 
Mile from Silver Dollar Lit) 
V, Mile South of 76 C'ountr) Boulesard on Hwy. 26,  
Pig Roast Saturda) at 6.00 p.m. 
Price Camping for Square Dancers September I — 7, 1997 
Lodge Rooms starting at S39 95 for 2 People 
Public welcome, for information call. 
(417) 338-2911 or 1-800-233-8648 
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YANKEE JOURNEY 
Bangor, Maine—Square dancing in New England is alive and well, thank you! I discovered this fact when I attended and 
called at the 39th New England Square and 
Round Dance Convention "down east" in up-
state Maine. It was sort of deja vu all over again. 
Cathie and I went to the New England event 
often in the days when we owned this maga-
zine (ASO), for after all, our roots are in New 
England. Last year I was programmed at the 
event but couldn't attend at the last moment, so 
I was determined to make it this year. Thanks 
to both HiHie Bailey and Marty Van Wart who 
had faith I'd return and reprogrammed me for 
'97. 
Well, it took two puddle-jumping prop 
planes on Continental to get me to Bangor, and 
I rented an Avis pontifical Pontiac to glide over 
to Bangor High School where registration and 
much dancing took place. It's interesting to note 
that dancing occurs in a dozen locations around 
the city at the New England Convention (spread 
the venue, spread the stars) and every two years 
a different city hosts the event. Next year it I • 
venes in the North Shore area of Massachusett , 
at the end of April. 
Probably the essence for newcomers at a 
convention is the dancing, the music, the wide 
variety of callers (there were 73 at this one) and 
calling styles. But for veteran convention-goers 
like me and for a lot 1:)f other gray heads oh 
served, it is certainly the greeting of old friends, 
the hallway conversation, the rehashing of old 
memories. This exciting mix of purpose was 
very prevalent in Bangor. Coatless warn' 
weather added to the spring pageantry. The 
rather unique bus loop system for ferrying danc- 
ers to and from a dozen dance sites was sur- 
prisingly efficient, evidence of good of Yankee 
ingenuity. Did you know that those little 
Century Club books that blossom from the 
crowds like spring flowers as soon as each 
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caller finishes a gig on stage, originated in 
New England? 
I was lucky to have some good calling spots 
at the event. Friday night I called at both Main-
stream and Plus halls, to full gyms. Then Sat-
urday morning 1 was given a full hour to work-
shop my tandems (double squares), and again 
some good crowds showed up. Finally, there 
was a singing call spot for a few in an out-ol - 
the-way school gym. 
Probably the highlight of the convention took 
place at the so-called Entertainment and Ce-
lebrity Hour period on Saturday evening. The 
show included line dancers, doggers, singers 
and comedy. Jim Mayo was emcee at the cer-
emonies, recognizing dozens of committee 
people that staged the 39'h so well, particularly 
general chairmen Clifford and Marlene Thomp-
son. Joe Casey presented the prestigious Yan-
kee Clipper Award to Art and Marge Dugas, 
tireless foundation volunteers. An elaborate 
Mardi Gras show was staged by upcoming 40'" 
committee heads. 
It needs to be said that a super organization 
governs square dance affairs throughout New 
THE "RED ROCK RAMBLERS" 
of Lyons, Colorado 
Announce their 39th Seasnn of 
Summer Square Dances for 1997! 
• NOTE: First dance, June 15, will be held at 
1401 Francis St., Longmont, CO 
All other dances at Lyons Elementary Gym 
4th 8 Stickney. Lyons 
(Turn N at stoplight - go 2 blocks) 
Hounds - 7.45 p or . Squares 8 15 pm 
CALLERS 




JUNE 21 J KWAISER ICO) r D LIE NDI NiN 	Der. Kousswi 
28 JERRY HMG (WY/TX). . 	 Arlin Cnii,nin 
JULY 5 DAVE GUILLE (WY) 	 Leroy Si 
12 	TOM ROPER 	. . . E0 r. 
	
26 ANDY RAWIINSON (OR). . . . . 	. r) (Krirr
y ROW.. 19 JERRY JUNCK (NE AZ) 	 T 
AUG 	2 C KAFFENBERGER / D. SEELEY (CO) . 	Frod ar- 
e 9 USA WEST • DENVER CONVENTION (Dance Sun 8 " 
Sun 10 MIKE SIKORSKY (A/K2.30-S 30) 	 Ty 
16 SHANE GREER (OK) 	  
23 DEE DEE DOUGHERTY 11,M4) 	  
30 J KWAISER 	D NORDBYE (AZ). 	Gene 
SUN 8 Jr DAN NORDBYE 	- • 	. Gel* 	;, 
Hounds between tips 
S8 per couple donatic-i, 
Come Square Dance in Lyons, CO, this Summer! 
Fur & Fellowship for All' 
3 5 	4. 	I (303) 823-6692 
,1, , w.  LO 80540 
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England, and a well-run convention is just one 
example of that efficiency. I've gotta say, I had 
a bang-up Bangor bash this year! 
Barre, Vermont—I had promised area 
caller Al Monty that I would definitely call at 
the 21" Annual Vermont S/R Dance Conven-
tion this May, since I missed the event last year. 
Barre (say "Berry") is at the top center of the 
state, and an easy drive to and from my home. 
Attendance was down a bit this year at the one-
day event, but four halls of activity (Plus, Main-
stream, Rounds and Advanced) went on 
steadily. Sponsors of the event are VAWSSDC, 
with presidents Ken and Henrietta Aldrich. Al 
Monty scheduled the callers, Peg Tirrell sched-
uled the cuers. I called four tips. 
Callers present were Don Bachelder, Al 
Breault, Paul Dunham, Bob Grant, Chuck and 
Gerry Hardy, Marcie and Rick Hoenes, Greg 
Malinowski, Al Monty, Michael Poczobut, 
Dona Prudhomme, Wayne Richardson, Bucky 
Tenney, Erwin West and Andy Williams. 
Cuers were Jim and Barb Connelly, Paul 
Dunham, Bob and Joyce Grant, Ed Phillips, 
Vera Prudhomme, Vera and Dick Smith, Bucky 
and Joyce Tenney, and Doc and Peg Tirrell. 
A special clogging interlude featured Ellen 
Arnold, Hattie Saville, and Roger and June 
Winsor. It was a fun event and well-planned; 
I'll never take Vermonters for granite! 
Latham (Albany), New York—Spring 
came a bit late in the North Country this year. 
Or, it seemed like there was no spring at all—
just winter into April; a little cold, cold rain in 
May; and suddenly it was summer. So I tried to 
force the season in the last May encounter at 
Elks and Does by bringing and singing spring 
songs: Four Leaf Clover, Apple Blossom Time, 
and such. One must try. Dennis Viscanti cued  
some bright rounds. Caller Helen Richardson 
was there. Thanks to Jerry and Rita Miner for 
the most recent series of Elken-gagements. 
ON THE SOAPBOX 
Since there's a little hunk of space left on 
this pulpous page, and since this summer I'm 
doing more party dances and one-night-stands 
and CDPs around my little corner of the globe, 
more than ever before, a bit of theoretic rheto-
ric may be in order. 
The theme of the next few paragraphs is 
"Give the joy of square dancing back to the 
young, and you needn't worry about the future 
of the activity!" That's what we hope to do all 
summer long. For us, there's family dancing 
every Monday night at a nearby conference cen-
ter (our 38th year for this program), and there's 
some Wednesdays and Saturdays for the same 
sort of easy, introductory type of square danc-
ing. Crowd sizes often hit 100 youth and adults. 
Dance leaders need to take note: When kids 
(especially dancing along with parents and 
grandparents) become totally enthused about 
our hobby at a young age, they're going to come 
back to it at a later age, guaranteed. 
A few callers (even well-known ones) have 
said, "I never do One-Night-Stands." What a 
shame! Others, who are totally into club style 
calling (MS, Plus and A-C) haven't the foggi-
est idea how to conduct a family dance night. 
They're missing the boat! 
Wouldn't it be strategic if CALLERIAB or 
another organization would offer specialized 
training in the art of One-Night-Stands, or fam-
ily dancing (it is a specialized art), or even youth 
dancing in the schools? There's where the fu-
ture of square dancing lies! What are we doing 




We welcome mail orders and ship worldwide. 
Call for a copy of our extensive catalog — $4 cost refunded with 1st order. 
407 Main St. 
Laurel, MD 20707-4115 
"Square Dancers serving Square Daneer." 
1-800-627-0412 r] 




by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
KISS IN THE DARK 
Grenn 17224 
Choreography by Tony Speranzo 
A comfortable P-2+ diamond trn waltz to 
good familiar music cued by Tony. 
HAPPY TIME WALTZ 
CEM 38004 
Choreography by Bea Adams 
A comfortable P-2 waltz to pretty music 
(Archie's Melody). 
CLANCY'S SLEEPY TIME GAL 
GRENN 17225 (14030, 14206) 
Choreography by Larry & Sharon Roberts 
A nice P-2+2 two step to good music (dance 
written in honor of Betty & Clancy Mueller 
by whom the music was chosen) cued by 
Sharon. 
WHEN YOU LOVE ME 
COLL-775 
Choreography by Brent & Mickey Moore 
A P-6 rumba to a pretty Diana Ross vocal. 
HEARTACHES CHA CHA 
ROPER 420 
Choreography by Don & Pat Brann 
A P-5+1 (adv alemana) cha cha to a good 
instrumental. 
I WANT MORE JIVE 
CURB 7-76961 
Choreography by George & Joyce 
Kammerer 
A comfortable P-5+1 (roll off the arm) jive to 
a good Tim McGraw vocal. 
TWO SOULS MAMBO 
RPOER 216 
Choreography by Bill & Linda Maisch 
A P-3+2 (Aida, patty cake tap) mambo to a 
good instrumental. 
MY FAVORITE THINGS 
ROPER 147 
Choreography by Bill & Linda Maisch 
A P-4+1 (contra check) "Viennese" waltz to a 
good instrumental.  
JEANNIE FOR MY DREAMS 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by John & Jean Wilkinson 
A P-4 three part Fox-trot to good music. 
SINGING IN THE RAIN 
ROPER 305 
Choreography by John & Dorothy Szabo 
A P5+1 slow quick step to a good instrumen-
tal. 
PRETTY LITTLE ADRIANA 
MCA 55251 
Choreography by Larry & Cathy Wacker 
A P4 cha cha to a pretty Vince Gill vocal. 
LILACS FOR YOU 
WINDSOR 4770 
Choreography by Ernie & Kit Waldorf 
A P-4+1 waltz to a pretty instrumental. 
WALL STREET OJS 
HOCTOR 2744 
Choreography by Dean & Betty Holm 
A P-4+1 (scoop trns up) to great music. 
SPEAK SOFTLY LOVE BOLERO 
COLL 13-33212 
Choreography by Jo & Joe Carnavale 
A comfortable P-4+1 (cuddles) bolero to a 
good Andy Williams vocal. 
I AIN'T NEVER 
ARISTA 07822-13039-7SA 
Choreography by Stan & Kathy Roberts 
A P-2 two step to good lively music. 
WE'VE ONLY JUST BEGUN 
COLL 75021-8549 7 OR A&M 8549 
Choreography by Herb & Sue Norton 
An interesting P-4+1 (horseshoe trn) combi-
nation slow two step, bolero & cha cha to a 
good Carpenter vocal. 
SWINGIN' & JIVIN' 
BNA 62935 
Choreography by Pat & Jerry Mitchell 




Choreography by Frank & Carol Valenta 
A nice P-3+1 (patty cake) 5 ct routine to a 
good Jimmy Rogers vocal. 
YOU BELONG TO ME 
SPUN GOLD E-45097 
Choreography by Ron & Mary Noble 
A P-3+2 (time step, chase peek-a-boo) cha 
cha to a Carly Simon vocal. 
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BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing 
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling ever 
written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of Resolution, 
Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs, Programming, 2-Couple 
calling & lots more. By Bill Davis. 
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas 
THE ALL NEW 1996 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY 
and Square uance MANUAL 
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive 
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the 5 
CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent 1996 
updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and examples 
plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow, formation names, 
learning hints, and common misunderstandings. 
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can. 
NEW - 8.5 X11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage 
ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
CRYING IN THE RAIN 
WB 7-21992 
Choreography by Mike Seurer 
A P-3+l (Aida) rumba to an Everly Bros. 
vocal. 
MY SPECIAL ANGEL 
COL 90103 
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico 
A comfortable P3+ diamond trn with locks 5 
step to a good Bobby Helms vocal. 
YVONNE'S WALTZ III 
CHINOOK 1105 
Choreography by Dan & Doris Sobala 
A little different P-3+2 (weave, diamond trn) 
waltz to good music. 
HE'S MY WEAKNESS 
Mercury 422-862 260 
Choreography by Nancy & Dewayne 
Baldwin 
A slow P-2+ fishtail two step to a Ronna 
Reeves vocal. 
ONE NIGHT AT A TIME 
MCA S7-55321 
Choreography by Ray & Virginia Walt 
A comfortable P-2+ fishtail two step to a 
good George Strait vocal. 
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JUST AROUND THE CORNER 
WINDSOR 4703 
Choreography by Bob & Shirley Barnes 
A peppy. catchy P-2+2 (strolling vine, fan 
tch) two step to good music. 
SHE'S ALL I GOT 
MCA S7-55292 
Choreography by Greg & Flo Kryzak 
A nice P-2+l two step to a good Tracy Byrd 
vocal. 
GIVE ME TRUE LOVE 
ROPER 144 
Choreography by Peggie & John Kincaid 
A little different P-2 waltz to a pretty 
instrumental. 
MORE & MORE EVERYDAY 
COLL 6255 
Choreography by Richard & Jo Anne 
Lawson 
A good P-5+2 (cont hover cross, tray hover 
cross) Fox-trot to a good Al Martino vocal. 
MIAMI MAMBO 
COL 13-33317 
Choreography by Ralph & Joan Collipi 




Choreography by Derek & Jean Tonics 
A P-3+2 (umbrella trn, peek-a-boo chase) 
rumba to a good instrumental. 
VILLAGE WALTZ 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Bob & Mary Ann Rother 
A good P-5 waltz to a beautiful vocal. 
SPOOKY 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Bob & Mary Ann Rother 
A P-6 cha cha to Spooky music. 
VILLAGE OF ST. BERNADETTE 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Bob & Mary Ann Rother 




Choreography by Wally & Ione Wade 
A P-2 two step to a Jimmy Gilmer vocal. 
HAPPY ORGAN 
COLL 3067 
Choreography by Neil & Doris Koozer 
A P-2 two step to lively music. 
IT'S A LITTLE TOO LATE 
DECCA DRNS7-55231 
Choreography by Gene & Linda Krueger 
A P-2 two step with figure eight & left trn 
solo box to lively Mark Chestnut vocal. 
FLORIDA WALTZ 
ROPER 140 
Choreography by Janette & Bob Kemper 
A P-2 waltz to a good instrumental. 
THIS IS OUR SONG 
ROPER 274 
Choreography by Bill & Linda Maisch 
A good P-2 waltz to very pretty music (higher 
phase dance already popular). 
WHEN IT'S CHRISTMAS TIME IN 
TEXAS 
COLL 90158 
Choreography by Don & Mable Sysel 
A P-2+1 (left trn box) two step to a peppy 
vocal. 
RAINBOW TWO STEP 
COLL 90014 OR AMER. PIE 9027 
Choreography by Jeanette & Leo Chauvin 
A nice P-2+ fishtail three-part, two step to a 
good Russ Hamilton vocal. 
DIDDLELY DUM 
COLL 90097 
Choreography by Billy & Mi Mi Gabler 
A P-2+ fishtail two step to a good Brenda Lee 
vocal. 
ON MY OWN 
MCA S7-55100 
Choreography by Mike Seurer 
A P-4 cha cha to a Reba McIntire vocal. 
LIFE'S A DANCE 
ATLANTIC 7-87371 
Choreography by Sandy & Clark Godfrey 
A P-2 two step to a John Michael Montgom-
ery vocal. 
LONELY TOO LONG 
EPIC 34-78371 
Choreography by Pris & J.C. Collins 
A P-4 cha cha to a Patty Loveless vocal. 
SOMETIMES WHEN WE TOUCH 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Ron & Mary Noble 
A P-4+1+1 (triple traveler, shadow rt trns) 
slow two step to a vocal. 
DON'T GET AROUND MUCH 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Sue Powell & Loren 
Brosie 
A good P-3+2 (diamond urn, tel scp) Fox-trot 
& jive to a good vocal. 
MAGIC OF A GIRL 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by John & Karen Herr 




Choreography by John & Karen Herr 
A P-4+1 cha cha to a good vocal. 
DO THE CHA III 
SPEC PRESS 
Choreography by Mike & Linda Liberti 
A P-3+2 cha to good music. 
Thanks again to Palomino and Green 
Records for providing the records for this 
review. ASO 
ass ise 






* BRAND NEW 
ESP - 1018 DON'T TAKE HER SHE'S ALL I GOT 	by Elmer 
ESP -1017 ONE NIGHT AT A TIME 	 by Elmer 
ESP - 1016 LEANING ON THE EVERLASTING 
ARMS 	 by Elmer 
ESP - 917 THAT'S ALRIGHT MAMA 	 by Steve 
ESP - 418 ROWDY HO-DOWN 	 by Elmer 
RECENT RELEASES 
ESP - 916 KISSES 	 by Steve 
ESP - 019 ALWAYS (Round Dance) 	by Nancy Carver 
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR OF ESP & JO PAT 
SUPREME AUDIO INC / ASTEC RECORDS 
1-800-445-7398 
* BRAND NEW 
JP/ESP - 809 SHINDIG IN THE BARN 
	
by Jerry 
JP/ESP - 7007 LITTLE OL' WINE MAKER by Bill 
RECENT RELEASES 
JP/ESP - 808 SEMINOLE WIND 
	
by Jerry 
JP/ESP - 7006 PRIMROSE LANE by Bill 
JP/ESP - 331 OH, LONESOME ME 
	
by Mark 
JP/ESP - 807 TALL, TALL TREES by Jerry 
Produced by ESP • 2213 S. Adams, Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE MUSIC BY 
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION 






SQUARE DANCE CALLERS 
Let the New Grads Dance 
by Ken Ritucci 
'Tith the weather gett;ng warmer and 
flowers already in bloom, this is the 
time when New England begins to 
"wake up" to wanner weather. 
It is also the time for new graduates to be-
gin to "test their new-found skills" as far as 
square dancing is concerned. During the past 
several months, many new dancers have gradu-
ated into this wonderful world of ours. 
This is the perfect opportunity for all of us 
who have gone through classes to welcome 
these new dancers with open arms. How can 
we do this? You can accomplish this in several 
ways: 
I . Square up with new dancers at the dances 
and make them feel welcome. 
2. Offer a ride to a club dance or to a banner 
run. 
3. After the dance, invite them out for some-
thing to eat. This is a great time to social-
ize and become familiar with the new 
members. 
4. Speak with them about the activity as a 
whole. Explain what a festival or a special 
dance is or how they can earn the "fun 
badges." 
What are some of the things we should not 
do to "welcome" the new dancers into our 
world? 
1. If at all possible, please do not put them 
on the refreshment committee until at 
least the following fall season. 
2. If at all possible, please do not ask them 
to take an office in the club. 
3. Do not stay away from them because 
they are not strong dancers yet. 
If history has taught us anything, if the at-
tendance figures at our dances in the past ten 
years have taught us anything, it is that this 
activity is on a downward trend as far as 
retaining new graduates is concerned. 
CALLERLAB, like every other organization, 
is concerned with the drop-out rate of new danc-
ers. We recognize that everyone involved can 
share in part of the blame. 
Many wonderful and dedicated people have 
spent Sunday afternoons trying to help stem the 
tide of this unfortunate situation. There are no 
easy answers, as many of us have found out. 
CALLERLAB realizes that there are many 
clubs and callers out there who feel, for one rea-
son or another, that their dancers must gradu- 
ate at the Plus level or learn Plus soon after 
graduation. Why? Is it because the caller doesn't 
want to do his/her homework with the Main- 
stream Program? Is it because of pressure from 
clubs to graduate the dancers at the Plus Level 
because the club itself dances Plus? Is it be- 
cause we live in an ever-changing environment 
and we become bored with what we are doing? 
Most likely, all of these thoughts are in some 
way correct. How can we change this? What 
can be done to allow the new graduate a chance 
to dance the Mainstream Program for a period 
of time before moving on to the next program? 
Despite some reducing numbers within the 
activity, there are many areas around the coun- 
try where square dancing is growing. Many 
clubs are reporting success stories in relation 
to larger classes and attendance being up at club 
dances. 
Furthermore, Mainstream dancing is alive 
and well in many geographical areas. There 
seems to be a "renewed effort" among clubs 
and callers to not only work together but also to 
make a concerted effort to recognize those ar-
eas that are doing well and applaud them 
This is a crucial 
time of the year for 
our activity. This 
year, let's all 
make an effort 
to support the 
new dancers 
and make them 
feel welcome. 
Remember, „ 
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A Square Affair 
California—The Central Coast Square Dance 
Association invites everyone to join us as we 
"Make Memories Happen" at our 34'h Annual 
Square Affair, to be held in Santa Maria, Ca-
lif., September 19-21, 1997. We will be hold-
ing it at the Veterans' Memorial Cultural Cen-
ter again this year, where they have hardwood 
floors in all three halls. RV camping will be at 
the Santa Barbara County Fairgrounds on 
Stowell Road and Highway RV Park on Broad-
way (with or without full-hookups). As a spe-
cial treat on Sunday, we will have available a 
"build-your-own omelet" offered by the Ameri-
can Legion. 
This exciting weekend event will include 
Plus, Advanced and Challenge levels as well 
as a round dance program. Our featured callers 
include Johnny Preston, Daryl Clendenin, 
George Monaghan, Lloyd Lewis, Ken Carroll, 
Al Cannon, Bill Hay, Darryl Hamilton, Ron 
Mineau and Dan Schmelzer. Our featured cuers 
include Jim and Adele Chico, Judy Ballard, Bob 
and Clarice Jennings and Karen Davis. 
For additional Square Affair or RV informa-
tion, contact either Walter and Susie Kauhn at 
(805) 238-2038 or Fred and Rosa Holmes (805) 
733-3685; E-mail: peanut@terimus.com. The 
pre-registration and refund deadline is Septem-
ber 13. Order early and save $3 per person on 
the three-day package. 
Come visit us on the Central Coast of Cali-
fornia—you'll be glad did! 
North to Alaska 
Alaska—Celebrate the 100th Anniversary of the 
Klondike Gold Rush with the Alaska Highway 
Square Dancers and caller Brian Johnston. 
Leave Dawson Creek, B.C. on June 23, 1998, 
and attend the Whitehorse Square Dance Fes-
tival, July 1-4. Arrive in Dawson City July 6. 
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The price for all this fun? Adults: before 
April 1, 1998-$35 each; after April 1, 1998-
$45 each. Students: 15 years and under-$5 each. 
Registration is payable in Canadian funds 
to: Alaska Highway Square Dancers, c/o Jean 
Smith, Box 193, Cecil Lake, B.C. Canada VOC-
1 GO. Phone: Jean (250) 781-3408 or Brian (250) 
827-3422. 
Scholarship Fund Awards 
The Supreme Audio/Hanhurst's Tape Service 
Scholarship Fund for caller education was es-
tablished by Bill and Peggy Heyman to enable 
both new and experienced callers to further their 
professional caller education by attending a 
caller's college providing a full CALLERLAB 
curriculum. 
It is with particular pleasure that Supreme 
Audio announces that the following individu-
als are the recipients of partial scholarships for 
1997: 
Corben Geis, Altoona, Pennsylvania; Dick 
and Gale Hartlerode, Mosinee, Wisconsin; 
Bjorn Anderson, Denmark; Lynn Nelson, Kan-
sas City, Kansas. 
They will all be attending caller's colleges 
taught by highly-qualified caller coaches dur-
ing the summer and fall of 1997. To date, 35 
partial scholarships have been awarded to new 
and experienced callers attending caller's col- 
leges in the U.S.A.. 	and overseas. 
Tag Sale Benefits All 
New York—Our club, Single Squares of Cohoes, 
New York, dances every single Wednesday, all 
year long and have for thirty plus years! 
In order for us to do this, we need to pay for 
our hall ($110 per week), the caller and the cuer. 
As with many clubs today, we are struggling to 
keep our heads afloat, so we are able to dance 
every week. As a "singles" club, we believe we 
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our members by providing them with a safe and 
healthy social outlet for their time and energy. 
Long ago we learned that our dues and ad-
mission fees would not be enough to keep us in 
the black. We have learned to cooperate with 
our officers, board members, chairpersons and 
with other clubs to keep us dancing. 
We have recently begun presenting a "Tag 
Sale" of pre-loved square dance clothing: men's 
and lady's skirts, shirts, blouses, belts, petti-
coats and petti-pants, and the like. We have two 
sales a year, one in the fall when lessons start 
up and again in the spring around graduation  
time. Some members have donated their unused 
items and we really appreciate that! 
But for the most part, they are sold at our 
sale/dance. We keep 40 percent for our treasury 
and the seller brings home 60 percent for them-
selves. This way everyone benefits. The seller 
finds a home (and realizes a little extra cash for 
themselves), the buyer (especially if it is a new 
dancer) finds an economical way to gather a 
square dancing wardrobe, and our club treasury 
has also been helped. 
We actually had another club in our area 
collect some things and bring them to our sale. 
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They gave us our 40 percent and they had 60 
percent to bring home to their club. Talk about 
cooperation between clubs! 
In these tough times such cooperation is 
needed to keep dancin'—thought you'd appre-
ciate hearing how one club is coping with the 
declining membership. 
Yellow Rocks! Pat Latta, Single Squares, 
Halfmoon, New York 
U.S. HANDICAPABLE Square 
Dance Association, Inc. 
It is time to start planning for your 6th 
Handicapable Square Dance Convention on July 
24-25, 1998, in Daytona Beach, Florida. 
The Registration fee for the 1998 Conven-
tion is $25 per person this time. This fee in-
cludes your registration, badge, dangle badge, 
and your customized T-shirt. 
We recommend you make your room reser-
vations as soon as possible, today is not too 
early. Do not wait until the last minute to do so. 
Remember, you do not have to send any money 
now. Room rates at the Ramada Resort Ocean-
front will be $48 per night plus tax. These rates 
are for rooms with two double beds, up to four 
people. Special accommodation rooms are avail-
able—you should contact the hotel with spe-
cial requests. The phone number for the Ramada 
Resort Oceanfront is (800) 654-6216. There are 
several restaurants in and near the Resort and 
free parking is plentiful. 
On Thursday night before the convention, 
there is a special live Hawaiian Theater Show 
on the top floor of the hotel. I can tell you it is 
really something to see. Tickets include the 
show and an "All you, care to eat Hawaiian 
Buffet"! It is a real deal. The show and buffet 
will cost less than $20 per person. We feel ev-
eryone will want to attend this show. 
For further information contact the 1998 
Convention Chairman Rick Yates, caller for the 
Yellow Rock Squares in Daytona Beach, 901 
Clark Ave., DeLand, FL 32724-2826; (904) 
734-2110. 
Your 1998 Convention Committee, 
Rick Yates, Dorothy LeDuc, Dean and 
Kitty Emery 
301h Celebrated 
Connecticut—Ms. Lillian Jensen, Festival 
Chairperson and newly elected president of the 
Connecticut Association of Square Dance Clubs 
(CASDC), recently announced the 30th Anni-
versary of the Connecticut Square and Round 
Dance Festival will be held in Wethersfield, 
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Conn., on Sunday, March 15, 1998. "The festi-
val is going to be better than ever," Ms. Jensen 
said. "We have an enthusiastic committee with 
fresh ideas and special plans for this event." 
In addition to all levels of square dancing, 
the festival will feature a variety hall where 
dancers can try out the latest line dance, get in 
some contra dancing or square up to a live band. 
There will be a separate Phase III/IV round 
dance hall and Al/A2 hall. Back by popular 
demand is an hour of progressive squares. To-
ward the end of the festival, five lucky people 
will win a square dance weekend of their choice 
worth up to $250 each in our "Square Dance 
Weekend Giveaway" Raffle (tickets $1 each). 
Also, dancers won't want to miss the "Hot Mike 
Finale" in the main hall when our exceptional 
Connecticut callers will be on hand to entertain 
dancers with hot hash and singing calls. 
Ribbons, on sale now for $8 pre-sale, will 
be $10 at the door. Vendors will open at 11:00 
AM for early purchases. Opening ceremonies 
will begin at 12 noon followed by continuous 
dancing from 1:00 to 8:00 PM. For informa-
tion on festival booklet advertising, directions 
or ribbon purchases, please send a SASE to 
publicity chairman, Nita Barrabee, PO Bob 
290290, Wethersfield, CT 06129-0290. For rib-
bon purchases, please include a check made 
payable to: 1998 CT Square and Round Dance 
Festival. 
The 30th Annual Connecticut Square and 
Round Dance Festival is sponsored jointly by 
the Connecticut Association of Square Dance 
Clubs (C.A.S.D.C.), the Connecticut Associa-
tion of Round Dance Teachers (CARTS) and 
the Connecticut Square Dance Callers and 
Teachers Association (C.S.D.C.T.A.). 
37'h Annual Buckeye Dance 
Ohio—We successfully held the 37th Annual 
Buckeye Dance Convention in Columbus, Ohio. 
I am delighted to announce that we hosted about 
2,300—up from 2,163 last year in Cincinnati 
and once all of the final bills are paid should 
net nearly $20,000 (that's after replacing our 
original $10,000 nest egg), also a turnaround 
from recent previous years of losses. Could it 
be that we've turned the corner on this declin-
ing trend? 
We made many changes including going two 
days instead of three, increasing the pro-
grammed dance time from 18 to 28 hours, 
moved from the convention center setting to the 
state fairgrounds, which allowed us to include 
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opened at 9:00 AM both Friday and Saturday 
with dancing running from 10:00 AM to mid-
night, highlighted an 11:30 AM to 1:00 PM 
Friday demo at the Statehouse Downtown Co-
lumbus featuring 25-30 squares with squares, 
rounds, clogging, contra, and country western 
and much more! Fact is, we had several say "it 
can't be done," but we showed 'em! This com-
mittee changed some rules, took some chances, 
and dared to not just do what had always been 
done. I believe it shows that change is neces-
sary! As General Chairman, I am proud of this 
committee. 
Another amazing thing has happened—the 
Central Ohio Corporation of Dance Clubs, Inc. 
(hosting council from this convention), after 
being notified that new profits should be around 
$20,000 from this convention, immediately ear-
marked $5,000 for an advertising campaign to 
promote square dancing in Central Ohio this 
fall! Imagine, radio. TV, etc., advertising square 
dancing! Wow! We just might be able to turn 
the trends of poor attendance or no classes 
around and put Central Ohio square dancing 
back in the upswing! 
Being a full-time marketing/advertising pro-
fessional, I was selected to spearhead this ef-
fort. We are doing it. producing tools that will 
be used in Central Ohio, but designing them so 
that they may be used in other areas as well. 
This way we can recoup a portion of our invest-
ment through lease/sale arrangements with 
other councils, clubs, and federations, but it also 
provides the entire square dance movement the 
opportunity to put forth a marketing presence 
that is unified and cohesive. Example: 
Campbell's Soup®—certainly there are differ-
ent flavors under the umbrella, but the consum-
ing public is first attracted with the 
Campbell's® Umm, umm, good! theme and 
then exposed to the variety within. Same should 
be true for square dancing (the umbrella group), 
then the variety of squares, rounds, contra, clog-
ging, and country western within. 
To provide a central clearinghouse/ 
sharinghouse for clubs, councils, federations, 
and others to obtain marketing and advertising 
materials, we have created "The Square Dance 
Marketing Board"—a totally independent and 
nonpolitical entity aimed at marketing and 
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advertising the square dance activity. Funds will 
be derived from donations, memberships, spon-
sorships, the sale/lease of marketing tools, and 
other means. Everyone and every group in the 
activity will be counted as allies to forward the 
marketing of the square dancing activity and it 
is hoped that through our combined efforts we 
can put the activity back on the growth track. 
ASD readers, frankly, we need your help and 
support! I trust you will see the benefits in this 
work towards the acceptance of the Square 
Dance Marketing Board within all of the enti-
ties that make up our activity. As we work with 
Central Ohio and then others, I believe we can 
prove our value and serve the activity well! 
Please let me know your thoughts. 
I look forward to hearing from you soon at: 
The Square Dance Marketing Board, PO Box 
404, Reynoldsburg, OH 43068-0404; Phone: 
(614) 755-9565; Fax: (614) 866-2636. Thank 
you, continued success, and may God bless! 
Sincerely, Eddie Powell, Reynoldsburg, 
Ohio 
HANDICAPABLEs at the National 
At the United Square Dancers of America 
(U.S.D.A.) Annual Meeting with the Board of 
Directors in June 1996, a decision was made to 
distribute the surplus from the Credit Card Pro-
gram. Fifty percent was split between the 
HANDICAPABLE and Youth Programs with 
the balance being placed in escrow and returned 
to affiliates as the U.S.D.A. Executive Com-
mittee determined. 
We believe that U.S.D.A. members will be 
pleased to know that a portion of the funds were 
utilized to pay the registration fees for the 85 
HANDICAPABLE dancers from the seven 
HANDICAPABLE clubs, which participated in 
the 46'h N.S.D.C. in Orlando, Fla., in June 1997. 
This is the largest number of HANDICAPABLE 
clubs ever to be registered at a national con-
vention. 
There was ample opportunity to "meet" 
members of four clubs, which participated in 
performing 29 exhibitions at the convention. On 
a visit to the HANDICAPABLE hall, you would 
have met the dancers from the other three clubs 
that were in attendance also. 
Clubs present at the convention were the: 
AL-A-MAND Leftovers of Latana, Fla., Y.E.S. 
(Young Enthusiastic Square Dancers) of Co-
lumbus, Ohio, Yellow Rock Squares of Daytona 
Beach, Fla., Pensacola Special Steppers of 
Pensacola, Fla., Sunland Swingers of Marianna, 
Fla., Patriots of Huntsville. Ala.. and the ARC 
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Hunterdon Dancers of Annadale, N.J. The first 
four clubs listed presented the 29 exhibitions. 
The last three were registered too late to be en-
rolled in the exhibition schedule but were able 
to enjoy the convention, dancing with each other 
in the HANDICAPABLE hall. 
On behalf of the HANDICAPABLE danc-
ers, thank you U.S.D.A. Affiliate Members! 
Footnote: On their return trip from the 46'h 
N.S.D.C. in Orlando, one of the 
HANDICAPABLE clubs that performed exhi-
bitions at the convention was involved in a 
major multi-vehicle accident. 
Members of Y.E.S. from Columbus, Ohio, 
were badly shaken up in the accident, which 
happened in Kentucky. Only one of the dancers 
suffered a physical injury—a broken arm, but 
the whole incident was very disturbing for the 
dancers (all of whom use wheelchairs) and their 
accompanying escorts. 
This incident has resulted in additional costs 
for the club due to the two-day delay requiring 
housing and food, not to mention the cost of 
additional vans. etc. It is estimated that the club 
incurred costs in excess of $3,000. 
This courageous group of dancers needs your 
assistance in recouping some of their losses re-
sulting from the accident. Anyone who attended 
the convention and had the pleasure of watch-
ing Y.E.S. was impressed by their dancing of 
nine exhibitions. Many of you have seen them 
at previous national or state conventions. 
Please show the heart of square dancers and 
send your contributions to: Y.E.S. Wheelchair 
Dancers, c/o Willetta Price, 3671 Broadway Apt 
#3, Grove City, Ohio 43123; Phone: (614) 876-
1752. 
Mac MacKenzie, Chairman Handicapable 
Committee, U.S.D.A. ASO 
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BR 1021 - Colors Of The Wind (Round) by Bob & Linda Berka 
DJ 	124 - Put On A Happy Face by Joe 
BR 294 - Piano Roll Blues by Bill Stone 
BR 293 - Country Boy by Jason 
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BR 1022 - You Belong To My Heart (Round) by Bob & Linda Berka 
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BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5207 - This Piece Of Wood by Ernie 
HH 5206 - Blue by Deborah 
HH 5205 - For Once In My Life by Tom Miller 
ELK 040 - Can You Hear Those Pioneers (Sing-a-long) 
by Hi-Hat Pioneers 
RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS 
HH 5204 - Cowboy Rough by Kip 
HH 5204C-Cowboy Rough (With Harmony) by Kip & Ernie 
HH 5103 - You'll Never Know Just How Good You've Got It by Bobby 
HH 5202 - We Should Be Together by Tom Perry 
ELK 039 - Vaya con Dios (Sing-a-long) by Hi-Hat Pioneers 
You may order the HI-HAT PIONEERS cowboy tapes from the producer. 
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You folks haven't heard from me in awhile. I wrote the "What's Right with Square Dancing" article, which appeared 2-3 
years ago in ASD. Just like back then, I'm sold 
on square dancing as an activity and believe 
we're doing more right than wrong. But I'm writ-
ing to voice my concern over discussions by some 
of the leaders of our activity regarding the chop-
ping-up of Mainstream and Plus to come up with 
a more "accessible" entry-level program (some 
sort of hybrid "Plus-Lite" program than can be 
taught in a short period of time). 
SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE 
Right now, right this very moment, 
CALLERLAB offers something for absolutely 
everyone in the whole-wide world who wants to 
square dance. 
For those who want to square dance with no 
strings attached, we have Fun Nights (also called 
One-Night-Stands or Barn Dances). People with 
little or no dancing experience come together and 
with the help of a caller, learn simple square 
dance routines, line dances, round dances, mix-
ers, contras and the like. Everything to be danced 
at a particular event is taught as part of the dance 
itself. No pain, no strain, no commitment just
lots of fun! 
For those who like the idea of dancing on a 
regular basis but who cannot commit to an en-
tire season of lessons, CALLERLAB offers the 
Community Dance Program (CDP). The twenty-
four square dance calls of the CDP can be learned 
in six weeks. The CDP Journal and the Danc-
ing for Busy People manual offer a wealth of 
contra, line dance, and traditional square dance 
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material to keep CDP dancers happy for a long, 
long time. Once again, no pain, no strain and 
only minimal commitment. 
At this point we move away from the more 
traditional types of square dancing to discuss 
modern western square dancing and the 
CALLERLAB lists/programs (the alleged 
REAL problem of square dancing).The Basic, 
Mainstream and Plus programs are certainly 
within the mental and physical grasp of most 
people over eight years old. (For those who 
like puzzle solving, we offer Advanced and 
Challenge.) The unfortunate reality is that not 
everyone over eight years of age is able to learn 
square dancing. Why? Because the 
CALLERLAB programs require a double-
edged commitment. The first commitment is 
the time required to learn the calls, formations 
and concepts of the program. The second com-
mitment is to dance the program often enough 
to be able to hold up your 1 /8th of the square at 
a dance! 
Commitment—there's the rub! Not every-
one is able to make the dual commitment to 
learn the calls and then dance the programs 
regularly to remain proficient. Inability to make 
the time commitment to learn and practice a 
modern western square dancing program does 
not make someone a bad person. The reverse 
is also true, but our square dance leaders are 
having trouble accepting it: The fact that 
CALLERLAB Programs (I'm referring to Ba-
sic and beyond) require a commitment on the 
part of the dancers does not make the programs 
bad! Our challenge as leaders is to steer the 
right people to the right segment of the activ-
ity—Fun Nights/CDP versus Modern West-
ern programs—based on the time commitment 
the dancer can afford to make. 
Pius-Lm 
My first problem with the Plus-Lite pro-
posal is that it focuses entirely on the teaching 
of steps and not on the development of club 
members. If work and family commitnidnts 
prevent someone from taking lessons, those 
same reasons will prevent that person from 
attending our dances after graduation. If we 
re-work the lists and our graduates still don't 
show up on club night, what have we gained? 
My second problem with the Plus-Lite com-
promise is that by adopting it we sound like 
we're apologizing for square dancing. We hear 
over and over how bowling is one of square 
dancing's big competitors. How many teams 
in a bowling league would want a player who 
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showed up once a month and had a 28-pin av-
erage? What about country western dancing—
square dancing's newest competitor? Each week 
you have a new dance to learn. Every week you 
miss represents one more dance you have to play 
wallflower. YES, as in any other activity, you 
have to make a commitment if you want to share 
in the fun of Modern Western Square Dancing. 
Yes, you have to have to show up "x" weeks to 
learn a given program, AND IF YOU DO what 
a world of fun and friendship waits for you! 
When someone says, "I'd really like to 
square dance but I can't spare the time right 
now..." our response should be, "Don't worry, 
we'll still be here dancing when you've got the 
time...and by the way, do you have any friends 
who might by able to join us now?" What 
CALLERLAB and the American Callers As- 
sociation seem to be saying in this situation is 
"Oooh! if we cut out this and Oooh! if we cut 
out that and Oooh! if we make this shorter and 
Oooh! if we don't do that would you recon-
sider?" Watering down square dancing won't 
give people more time to take lessons and at-
tend dances...it will just water down square 
dancing! 
In caller's school they play a game in which 
a person at the microphone can call anything 
except "X." As the game progresses, more and 
more calls are added to the do-not-call list. The 
exercise is designed to kick away the caller's 
crutches (those favorite calls and patterns used 
without thinking) and force the caller to move 
the dancers using the other calls on the list. Ini-
tially, the game is an eye opener for both caller 
and dancers. However, the longer the game is 
played and the fewer the number of calls avail-
able, both caller and dancers become frustrated 
and bored. How many times in real life can we 
play "Don't Call X" by constantly chopping 
away at the CALLERLAB lists and still expect 
callers to keep the dancers happy? When I say 
happy, I mean (a) in the activity and (b) not 
anxious to move on to the next program before 
they're ready. 
To sum it all up, CALLERLAB offers some-
thing for everyone. Let's concentrate on selling 
the right product to the right customer! 
Happy Dancing! MD 
MEG SIMKINS 	119 Allen St. Hampden, Mass. 01036 413-566-3349 
Everything for 
Square Dancers 
Send $1 00 for catalogue 
Refunded on first order 




Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are 
hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. 
Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $35.00 
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $35.00 
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each $30.00 
LENGTHS: 
	
19,20,21 and 23 inches. 
COLORS Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory. Peach. Pink 
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender. Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose. 
SIZES: 
	
Small, Medium and Large 
American Squaredance, August 199' 
Dear ASD, 
I am pleased to renew my subscription to 
the American Squaredance Magazine for an-
other two years. 
I have every copy from 1962 when it was 
called American Squares. 
I have been calling since 1961 and loving 
every minute. Your magazine is very helpful and 




Dear Jon and Susan, 
Clancy (my husband) passed away in March. 
A terrible loss, but he had been so ill. We were 
married 54 years, danced 51 years and taught 
for 46 years. 
Your magazine is like news from home as 
we are one of the couples that go back to the 
very beginning of the editions. We were one of 
the first Pulse Poll (for rounds) couples. 
It is my desire to get back to cueing and 
teaching. I had cancer, so we had to move into 
an apartment in the Methodist Home. We 
missed our house here, but we needed assis-
tance. The cancer is in remission and I'm hop-
ing to make ROUNDALAB and the National 
Square Dance Convention too. 
The typewriter is still in storage, so I hope 
you can read this. A check is enclosed for re-
newal coming up. 
People say, "Bob who?" and we know it was 
Bob Osgood, a wonderful pioneer—our privi-




Dear American Squaredance, 
We are sorry that we just noticed that our 
subscription has run out. We want to thank you 
for continuing the copies as we would not like 
to miss one issue. 
Thank you for a great magazine. Enclosed 
is a check. 
Sincerely, 
Roger & Mary Jane Chapman 
Winter Haven, Florida 
Dear ASD, 
I enjoy your magazine so very much! I am a 
long-standing member of Single Squares in 
Cohoes, New York. Our club is 115 members 
American Squaredance. August 1997 
strong and have been lucky enough to keep 
dancing every single week of the year for 30 
plus years! 
As editor of our newsletter, many times I 
have "stolen" your ideas, thoughts, hints, etc., 
to use in our newsletter. and because of this I've 
gotten many compliments on how interesting 
our newsletter has become! 
Thanks for your most excellent way of keep-
ing the lines of communication open within the 
square dance community! 
Sincerely, 
Pat Latta 
Cohoes, New York 
Dear Jon and Susan, 
Please renew our subscription, sorry we for-
got it. 
We have been getting the magazine since 
Sets In Order days and we have always enjoyed 
your magazine. Since we hale moved to Florida 
you're like an old friend. 
We have missed all of our old friends in 
Massachusetts but are meeting new friends now. 
No matter where you go, the friendliest people 
are square dancers. 
Yours Squarely, 
Caller (32 years) and Taw 
Paul & Lillian Letourneau 
Summerfield, Florida 
Dear Jon, 
After reading a comment in your last edi-
tion (June/July) of American Squaredance 
Magazine, it seems like the person who wrote 





, 	Steve Jacques 
Maryland 	►  
Davey Nakirnob 
Japan 	►  
American Squaredance magazine are being 
dishonest about getting it without sending any 
payments. 
When I got my last magazine in December 
of '94, I notified you that I no longer danced 
due to illness, so I asked you to discontinue 





PS: By the way, I always enjoyed reading 
your magazine. 
Editor's note: We apologize if we made it 
sound as though we have dishonest readers, 
that was not our intention. What we wanted to 
convey was the fact that we do not drop our 
subscribers like hot potatoes when subscrip-
tions expire as other publications do. You're 
right, you did your part in letting us know about 
your expiration date and we appreciate it. We'll 
be sure to take care of it and delete you from 
our mailing list, but we hope you'll reconsider 
and renew your subscription soon! 
Dear American Squaredance Magazine, 
Thank you so much for the article you pub-
lished on our Mainstream Dancers club. The 
members and guests enjoyed seeing the article 
in the magazine at our Graduates Special Dance 
on June 8. Many have decided to subscribe. 
The club has continued to grow and we now 
have 67 members. We will have another sub-
scription drive for your publication when Stan 
Burdick comes to call our September 21 dance. 
Keep up the good work. 
Gerry & Chuck Hardy 
Stone Ridge, New York 
Dear Jon and Susan, 
We are wondering if you could help us find 
some articles signed by doctors stating the 
health benefits from square dancing. 
It would help us advertise, and putting them 
in doctors offices is always good. We've done 
that in the past. 
If you have some in your files, please send 
us some, if you can. Thank you 
Sincerely, 
Evelyn & Noris Franklin 
Morton, Illinois 
Editor's note: Anyone out there able to help 
the Franklins out? You mar write them at 353 
S Carol Ave., Morton, 1L 61550-1901. 
elitz 
e( rci  
Featuring World Class Talent 
3350 A Highway 6 South. *547 • Sugar Land TX 7747e 
Phone/FAX (713) 980-8339 
E MAIL http ,www supreme audoWelde ht, 
1:11= 1 
ER 1021 'Truck Drivin' Man' - Mitchell Osawa 
ER 1020 "Save The Last Dance For Me' - Koji Harm 
ER 1019 'Cajun Cabbage Hoedown' - Mike Sikorsky 
ER 1018 'piggy Diggy Lie' - Bob Beier 















Dear American Squaredance, 
Enclosed is my subscription renewal check 
and a copy of the label from a recent issue. I 
enjoy the magazine and look forward to the in-
teresting articles in each issue. 
Sincerely, 
Carol Ridings 
Boonton. New Jersey 
ASD, 
Please find enclosed a U.S.A. money order 
for renewal for one year. 
We enjoy the magazine very much! It is so 
interesting! 
Sincerely, 
Gord & Flo Beal 
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The numbers before the states 
are the month and day of the activity. 
If you would like to list a festival, conven-
tion or other special dance (two days or longer) 
in a future issue, please contact the ASD office, 
or send us a flyer with information of the event. 
Please be sure to include a contact person. 
Dateline is published to inform you about 
dances and festivals throughout the world. In-
formation is submitted by clubs and individu-
als, and is also gleaned from flyers and press 
releases we receive. If you should decide to at-
tend a listed event, it is recommended you verify 
the accuracy with the contacts provided. 
FUTURE NATIONAL S/D CONVENTIONS 
All National Square Dance Conventions 
begin the last Wednesday of June 
and end the following Saturday. 
1998 (47'1 -Charlotte, North Carolina 
1999 (410)-Indianapolis. Indiana 
2000 (49")-Baltimore, Maryland 
2001 (50)-Anaheim, California 
SEPTEMBER 
0904-OKLAHOMA-3'° Annual Dancing by the 
Lake, Sept. 4-6, Dripping Springs Lake. OK. Caller 
C.Burton. Info: Cecil & Barbara Burton Rt. 2 Box 
7080, Okmulgee, OK 74447. 
0905-NEW JERSEY-N.J. State Sq & RD 
Camporee, Sept. 5-7, Sussex County Fairgrounds, 
Augusta, NJ. Callers/cuers: J.Kaltenthaler, B.Gotta, 
K.Ritucci, R.Gotta, A&G Spinks. Info: (201)798-
4413; (908)396-8286; S/D info hotline 1-800-892-
8828. 
0905-NORTH CAROLINA-23'd Annual 
SQamp-O-ROma, Sept. 5-6, Green Acres Family 
Campground, Williamston, NC. Callers/cuers: T&B 
Wallace, N&N Chilcote, N&M Payne. Great family 
camping; activities throughout the entire weekend. 
Info: (910)326-3443 or (910)799-1909. 
0912-OHIO-Dance & Camp Weekend, Sept. 12-
13, Baylor Beach, OH. Caller E.Pabst. Info: Edward 
Pabst, Rt 1 Box 142, Marietta. OH 45750; (614)374-
7030. 
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0912-TENNESSEE-8111 English Mountain Re-
treat, Sept. 12-14, English Mountain, TN. Callers 
S.Lowe, S.Russel; Cuer L.Monday. Info: (706)754-
4098. 
0914-CALIFORNIA-Sierra Shindig, Sept. 12-
14, Thousand Trails Naco, Emigrant Gap, CA. Caller 
G.Cames. Info: Thousand Trails (916)426-7757. 
0915-NEBRASKA-Nebraska State Sq & RD 
Cony., Sept. 19-20, Adams County Fairgrounds, 
Hastings, NE. Caller L.Letson; Cuers A&L Nelson. 
Info: Roger & Wanda Miller, 206 Seminole, McCook, 
NE 69001; (308)345-4945. 
0915-IOWA-Rhythm Roundup, August 15-16, 
UNIBA I lall, Underwood, IA. Callers D.Doughcrty, 
M.Seastrom; Cuer B.Raasch. Info: Diann Gentry, 
11520 Westwood Lane # I , Omaha, NE 68144; 
(402)334-8118. 
0919-NEBRASKA-Nebraska State Sq & RD 
Cony., Sept. 19-20, Adams County Fairgrounds, Halt-
ing, NE. Caller I..Letson; Cuers A& I. Nelson. Info: 
Roger & Wanda Miller, 206 Seminole, McCook, NE 
69001; (308)345-4945 or Richard & Collene Murphy, 
PO Box 134, McCook, NE 69001; (308)345-6832. 
0920-ENGLAND-14. International S/D Jambo-
ree, Sept. 20-26, Barton Hall Chalet Hotel, Torquay, 
Devon, England. Info: Malcom Davis, 40 Badgeney 
Road, March, Cambs PE 15 9As, England; Ph: 01354 
652037; Fax: 01354 660708. 
0921 -NORTH CAROLINA-Autumn Holiday of 
Rounds, Sept. 21-24, Fontanel, NC. Info: Sandy 
Turner (770)922 -7622. 
0924-SOUTH CAROLINA-Myrtle Beach Ball, 
Sept. 24-27, Cony. Center, 21 Ave. & Oak St., Myrtle 
Beach. SC. Info: Barbara Harrelson, 1604 Grays Inn 
Rd., Columbia, SC 29210; (803)731-4885; FAX: 
(803)750-7222. 
0925-NEW MEXICO-7' Annual Aspencade Fall 
Fest, Sept. 25-27, Red River Community House, Red 
River. NM. Plus level dancing & rounds. Info: Before 
May (505)754-2217; after May (505)754-2349. 
0926-CALIFORNIA-Fifth Annual Western Con-
tra Dance Weekend, Sept. 26-28, Solvang, CA. Call-
ers L.Hetland, C.Elliott; Cuer A.Elliott. Info. Leif 
Hetland, 9331 Oak Creek Rd., Cherry Valley, CA 
92223-5811; (909)845-6359. Clark Elliott, 3344 
Quimby St., San Diego, CA 92106; (619)222-4078. 
0926-GEORGIA-Cherokee Promenade. Sept. 26-
28, Dancing Kingdom, Helen, GA. Callers S.Lowe, 
B.Sloman, R.Mauney; Cuer R.Mason. Info (706)754-
4098. 
0927-NEBRASKA-1996 Nebraska State Sq & 
RD Com., Sept. 27-28, Adams County Fairgrounds, 
Hastings. NE. Featuring the Red Boot Boys. Info: 
Butch & Mickey Braun, Box 724, Atkinson. NE 
68713; (402)925-5186, or Dick & Becky Keidel, 1308 
Douglas, Wayne, NE 68787; (402)375-1142. 
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES 
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel 




   
   
#1 I X" x 3" - $15.50 	#2 2" x 3" - $17.50 	#3 2r x 3W' - $19.50 
Prices Include Shipping. 
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores; 
or you may order directly from us. 
WE ALSO MAKE CLUB, NAME AND FUN BADGES, 
BARS AND DANGLES. 
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome 
for additional information call or write 
CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY 
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem. OR 97303 
1-800-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada). Phone or FAX (503) 371-1862 
OCTOBER 
1003-CANADA-A-2 Weekend, Oct. 3-4, 
Burlington, Ontario. Callers T.Crawford, B.Harrison. 
Info: (905)332-7597. 
1003-CANADA-The Western Workshop, Oct. 3-
5, Rainbow Motor Inn, Red Deer, Alberta. Callers 
S.Lowe, J.Jestin; Cuer J.Jestin. Info: (706)754-4098. 
1003-VERMONT-Central Vermont Squares' 34" 
Annual Fall Foliage Frolic, Oct. 3-4, Barre Town El-
ementary School, Barre, VT. Plus, Advanced, C-1 
workshops/dances: special MS/Plus live music dance 
on Sat. Callers D.Towry, A.Monty; Cuer 
J.Yakimowski. Info.  Margy Bolus, 31 Highland Ave., 
Northfield, VT 05663; (802)485-6739. 
1010-ALABAMA-Druid Promenaders' 17th An-
nual Fall Festival, Oct. 10-11, Tuscaloosa, AL. Fea-
turing M.Luttrell; Cuers D&L Holladay. Mainstream, 
I lus, Rnds & Lines. Info: Elaine Sloan (205)556-7336 
or Mel & Jean Estes (205)553-4355. 
1010-ARKANSAS-48th Annual Ark. State SD 
Federation Fall Dance, Oct. 10-11, Robinson Audito-
rium, Little Rock, AR. Caller J.Junck. Info: Ben & 
Nancy Harmon, 8 Westchester Court, Little Rock, AR 
72212. 
1017-CALIFORNIA-23r,  Annual All-States S/D, 
Oct. 17-18, 29 Palms, CA. Caller P.Moore, M.Kellogg: 
Cuer A.Nornburg. On-site camping for self-contained 
rigs. Info: Gerry & Monty Montgomery, 72276 El 
Paseo Dr., 29 Palms, CA 92277; (619)367-3917. 
1017-INDIANA-8th Annual Indiana S/D Cony., 
Oct. 17-19, Horizon Cons. Center, Muncie, IN. Pre-
registration through June 30 eligible for drawing for 
free 2-night stay! Info: Ken McGlashan, 8492 Prairie 
Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46256; (317)849-2822, or 
Nelson Burkholder, 19774 CR 142, New Paris, IN 
46553; (219)831-4553. 
1024-CALIFORNIA-Harvest Hoedown, Oct. 24-
26, Yuba-Sutter Fairgrounds, Yuba City, CA. New 
dancer thru Adv., multi-level RD program, vendor hall, 
fashion show. Info Bob Clark/Sandi Boone (916)432-
0101. 
1024-INDIANA-41" Annual Hoosier Sq & RD 
Festival, Oct. 24-25, Vanderburgh Auditorium (Gold 
Room), Evansville, IN. Callers M.Turner, B.Newman; 
Cuers N&W Carver. Info: Oscar & Anna Pitchers, 
2501 Rotherwood Ave., Evansville, IN 47714-4715; 
(812)477-8665. 
1031-TENNESSEE-Get-A-Way Before The Holi-
day Festival, Oct..31-Nov. I, Riverside Motor Lodge, 
Gatlinburg, TN. Squares, Rounds, Lines. Info: 
(704)782-2616. 
1031-TEXAS-N. Texas Sq & RD Assoc.'s An-
nual Round-Up, Oct. 31-Nov. I, Plano Centre, Plano. 
TX. Callers: W.Baldwin, R.Strickland, J.Miller; Cuers: 
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NOVEMBER 
1107-ALABAMA-Tennesse River Romp S/D 
Weekend, Nov. 7-8, Von Braun Civic Center, Hunts-
ville, AL. Callers E.Sheffield, S.Kopman, D.McMillan. 
Advanced tickets only—$35 per couple (full refund if 
you cannot come to dance). Info: Darryl McMillan, 
PO Box 5336, Decatur, AL 35601; Day (205)350-
9692; Night (205)353-1618. 
1107-INDIAN A -Dance Weekend, Nov. 7-9, 
Potawatomi Inn (near Angola), IN. Plus level staff: 
C.Whitaker, B.Peterson, the Chesneys. Info: Bill 
Peterson, Ph/Fax (313)425-8447. 
1107-VIRGINIA-42" Annual Richmond Festi-
val, Nov.7-8, Holiday Inn Select, Richmond, VA. MS 
thru A2, Rounds. Callers B.Harrison, T.Crawford, 
T.Miller, D.Coe. Info: (804)749-3447. 
1114-OKLAHOMA-H bar H Weekend, Nov. 14- 
16, Western Hills Guest Ranch, Wagoner, OK. Staff 
E&B Haynes, B&J Fisher, E.Hom,C&B Burton. Info: 
Eva Horn, 1617 South 1116 East Ave., Tulsa, OK 
74128. 
DECEMBER 
1205-FLORIDA-Dec. in Florida Cl Weekend, 
Dec. 5-7, Melbourne, FL. Callers T.Scholl, R.Brendzy. 
Info: Doug & Joanne Bennett, 2017 Trevino Circle, 
Melbourne, FL 32935. 
1998 
JANUARY 
0115-ARIZONA-50th Year of Dancing Fun, 
Southern Arizona Festival, Jan. 15-17, 1998, Tucson 
Convention Center, 260 S. Church, Tucson, AZ. Call-
ers S.Kopman, T.Marriner, B.Wise; Cuers P&B 
Barton, B&M Moore; Clogging S.Bilz, C.Woodall. 
Info: Jim & Genny Young, 3242 N. Calle de Beso, 
Tucson, AZ 85750; (520)885-6273. 
0116-LOUISIANA-January Jewel, Jan. 16-17, 
1998, Christ United Methodist Church (activity build- 
ing), 1204 Crabapple Dr.. Shreveport, LA. "A gem of 
a weekend for new & not-so-new fun-loving round 
dancers." Phase 3, 4 & some 5. Featured instructors 
J&B Pierce. Info: Mary Hawkins, 8311 Greenleaf Ln., 
Shreveport, LA 71108; (318)686-8422. 
0122-FLORIDA-22" Annual Florida Sunshine 
Festival, Jan. 22-24, 1998, Lakeland Center, Lake-
land, FL. Various callers/cuers. Info: John & Linda 
Saunders, 101 Cedar Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 
32169; (904)428-1496. 
FEBRUARY 
0227-FLORIDA-Feb. Fantasy A2 Weekend, Feb. 
27-March 1, 1998, Melbourne, FL. Callers T.Scholl, 
T.Marriner. Info: Doug & Joanne Bennett, 2017 
Trevino Circle, Melbourne, FL 32935; E-mail: 
dbennett@palmnet.net. 
APRIL 
0409-CANADA-Chase the Bunny '98, April 9-
12, 1998, Ottawa, Ontario. Callers P. Waters, 
G.Ingrarn. Info: Larry White (613)738-2078; E-mail: 
bk191@freenet.carleton.ca. 
JUNE 
0604-AUSTRALIA-391° Australian National 
Square Dance Convention, June 4-8, 1998, Adelaide, 
South Australia. Info: David Woodget, 31 Lorikeet 
Avenue, Modbury Heights. South Australia 5092. 
0624-NORTH CAROLINA-47' National Square 
Dance Cony., June 24-27, 1998, Charlotte, North 
Carolina. Info: Chairs Gene & Connie Triplett, 522 
Walnut Point Drive, Matthews, NC 28105-1558; 
(707)847-7722. 
JULY 
0716-CANADA-116 Canadian National Sq t4L RD 
Cony., July 16-18, 1998, Ottawa, Canada. Info: Cony. 
'98, Box 5746, Ottawa Stn LCD-Merivale, Ottawa, 
ON K2C 3M I ; Ph/FAX: (613)225-7904; E-Mail: 
ab719@freenet.carleton.ca. 
AUGUST 
0807-WEST VIRGINIA-27. Annual Sq & RD 
Convention, Aug. 7-9, 1998, W Virginia Wesleyan 
College, Buckhannon, WV. Info: Diana Payne, 645 
Locust Ave., Clarksburg, WV 26301; (304)622-0585. 
082I-MICHIGAN-376 Michigan State Sq & RD 
Cony., August 21-23, 1998, Battle Creek, MI. Info: 
Fred & Netty Wellman, 2812 Buglers Way, E. Lan-
sing, MI 48823; (517)351-5603; FAX: (517)351-
3147, E-Mail: Netty_Wellman@MSN.com, or Lloyd 
& Linda Catey (517)645-7417. 
1999 
JUNE 
0611-AUSTRALIA-40th Australian National 
Square Dance Convention, June 11-13, 1999. 
Brisbane, Queensland. Info: David Woodget, 31 Lori 
keet Avenue, Modbury Heights, South Australia 5092. 
0624-INDIANA-486 National Square Dance 
Cony., June 23-26, 1999, Indianapolis, IN. Info: 
Chairs Homer & Betty Unger, 6922 E Mount Moriah 
Rd., Ninevah, IN 46164.9466;(317)878-4865. 
2000 
JUNE 
0621-MARYLAND-49" National SID Cony.. 
June 21-24, 2000, Baltimore, MD. Info: Chairs Rich-
ard & Linda Peterson, 7226 Mandan Rd., Greenbelt. 
MD 20770-2709;(301)345-7450; FAX (301)345-
9459, or Assistant Chairs Joe & Norva Pope, 15 
Melville Rd., Pasadena. MD 21122; (410)360-6829; 
FAX (410)255-0620. AW 




PALOMINO RECORDS, INC. 
Over 2000,000 records in stock 
Squares, Rounds, Clogging, and Country Western 
Current and Oldies 
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
Voice Orders: 1-800-328.3800 or 1.614-389-5919 
Fax 1-800-227-5420 or 1-614-389-4028 
SUPREME AUDIO/HANHURSTS TAPE SERVICE 
The Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Records & Equipment 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867(603) 876-4001 
E-mail: Supreme@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Homme Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 82716 
Phoenix, AZ 85071-2716 (602) 993-9932 
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London, England E17 8HX (Ph.081-539-7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mail Order A Specialty. Member NASRDS 
SILVER STAR RECORD & TAPE SERVICE 
10 Saint Moritz Road 
Winnipeg MB R2G 3J6, Canada 
Ph. 1-204-668-2216 Fax: 1-204-668-0140 
PERRY'S PLACE 
1155 Lexington Rd., PO Box 69 
NicholasvIlle, KY 40340-0069 
606-885-9440 
-orders-- 
US 800-882-3262 Canadian 800-292-2623 
Intl & Fax 606-885-9235 
BADGES 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join Today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $2.59 plus $.50 postage & handling. 
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (847) 526-7396 
1150 Brown St., Wauconda, IL 60084 
Home of the Original ROVER Badge 
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun Badges & 
Dangles Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted 
colors), much more. 
Write for FREE Catalog - Since 1954  
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614) 471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps 
From our Design or Yours 
Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus, OH 43219 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 30337 
Alburquerque, NM 87190 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Cataogue - Ph: 1-800-352-KAMO 
ABC Sign Design 
117 ?lost •: air 
Moore OK 73160 
Phone/Fax: (405) 794-5774 
CUSTOM I.D. (800) 242-8430 
Quality Engraving & Imprinting 
Quick Delivery - Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Custom badges, dangles, fun badges, etc 
3506 E. Venice, Ave., Venice, FL 34292 
NOTES FOR CALLERS 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Road 92 No., Maple Plain MN 55359 
Notes sent First Class Mail 
Mainstream through A-2 
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874 (518) 543-8824 
Write for free sample.  
JOHN'S NOTES 
John & Linda Saunders 
101 Cedar Dunes Dr., New Smyrna Beach FL 32169 
(904) 428-1496 Basic - C-1, with added Attractions 
Monthly Service. Send for Free Sample. 
CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation 
o/o Jeff Seidel 
20 Eyre Crescent 
Valley View 5093 - South Australia 
8-263-5023 
TAPE SERVICE 
SQUARE DANCE AND ROUND DANCE 
TAPE SERVICE 
Over 90 minutes on each tape every month 
Call or write for FREE Samples 
Service with the 'Personal Touch' 
Palomino Records Inc. 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon, OH 43302-8386 
1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919 
FREE! SAMPLE TAPE 
HANHURSTS TAPE & RECORD SERVICE 
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/0 Music 
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Callers 
Serving Callers Since 1971 
A Perfect Gift for Your Caller 
PO. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: Supreme@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Home Page: mwr.supreme-audio.corn 
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MACGREGOR MUSIC LINE 
FOR THE LATEST IN MACGREGOR RECORDS 
CALL OUR MUSIC LINE TOLL FREE 1-800-516-8336 
LEARN TO YODEL - Teach tape by Joe Uebelacker. 
$20 U.S. FUNDS (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) 
Add $3 for S/H 
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - all yodeling 
singing calls by Joe $10. If ordering both. $5 off. Joe 
Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive , Peterborough, 
Ontario, K9K 2A4. 
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & 
Plus taught all-position to dancers who already know the 
calls from standard position. A-1 and A-2 taught with 
walk thni R prantina n1 all calls Mach tapec pmphaci70 
understanding of calls, are widely acclaimed as best on 
the market. Drill tapes, dance tapes & two-couple tape 
also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote, 140 
McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
BOOKS 
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner 
& Couple dances. Book II, Continues on !; Book III, 
Photographed Turns!; Book IV, Teacher's Manual; Book 
V, Line Dances Galore; Book VI, Partner Dances, 
Shuffles & Schottisches; Book VII, More Photographed 
Turns, Book VIII, Cha Cha, Book IX, West Coast Swing, 
Book X, El Garbage, Technique & Styling, Book XI, Hot 
Line Dances, Book XII Cool Line Dances. Order by 
number. $20 each includes pstg. & handling, add $2.00 
each outside USA. Kelly Gellette, PO Box 43425, Las 
Vegas, NV 89116. 
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: 
Over 4800 different calls and movements; $25.99 plus 
$5.00 s/h. 1992 Edition. New Type, New Binder. Order 
from American Square Dance Magazine, 681 
Middlefield Rd., Salinas CA 93901-1004. 
Phone (408) 443-0761. 
ASD BINDERS Protect you back 
issues of ASD. Holds a full year's 
issue of magazine. They open flat 
for quick and easy reference. 2 
for $6.00 + SH. Order from ASD, 
661 Middlefield Rd., Salinas, CA 
93906. 
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS 
2 terrific books with descriptions and practice examples 
for dancers and callers! Book 1 (Red), Mainstream; 
Book 2 (Green), Plus program and Al & A2. Please 
specify which book you are ordering. To order send 
$4.60 (including domestic postage) to 
Supreme Audio, Inc, PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 
03455-0050 or contact your local square dance shop! 
SHARING - A TREASURE OF DANCES by Les Henkel. 
A unique collection of easy dances for one night parties 
through the community Dance Level. $24.95 + $3.50 p/ 
h. Order from Les Henkel, 301 Oak St., Box 18, Tobias, 
NE 68453-0018 
LEARNING TO ROUND DANCE? Get the BEST book 
for beginning dancers: COLD FEET II: Beginning Waltz 
& Tvo-Step Basics by Kaye Anderson. 135 essential 
terms. 177 two-step figures. 60 waltz figures, 33 
positions, 150 diagrams, descriptions for man & lady, 
thorough indexing. $15.95 & $2.50 p/h US (AZ only: add 
6.75% Sales tax). Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box 
7162, Mesa, AZ 85206. Send SASE for more info on this 
& other books. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 
Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now 
includes 10-week dancer-proven course, dance 
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers, 
teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot, tango, cha 
cha and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record 
teaching series. Order book and / or records from Frank 
Lehnert, 2844, S. 109th St., Toledo, OH 43611. 
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The UOD Howell 
Collection. Here you'll find everything to get your toes 
tappin and hips swinging-the music, concise directions 
for all levels, plus interesting history of each dance. 
Cost: $21.95 per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. - $5.50 Canada. 
Order from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance, 1017 
Williamsburg Dr., Charleston, IL 61920 
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS 
FROM ED FOOTE. 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 
(both in 1 book), Cl, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all 
calls for the indicated program from a variety of 
positions, also includes helpful hints for dancing the 
calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser 
printing provides clear sharp images. The most 
complete diagram books for Plus, Advanced & 
Challenge available today. Cost: $16.25 / book includes 
shpg. ($16.75 for C3A). (Canada add $.80). Order from 
Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090. 
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL AGES -
Complete teach book with complete wording and 
definitions for each call with lots of choreography. Great 
for teachers - you don't need to be a caller. Big printing 
for easy reading/calling. Absolutely complete wording 
everything including how to get them started in a circle 
and squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25.00; 
Book II (Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25.00; Both Books 
$45.00 U.S. Funds (Canadian funds for Canadian 
orders) Add $5 for postage. Joe Uebelacker, 1494 
Clearview Drive, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada 
K9K 2A4 
NEW YEAR'S SPECIAL 
SQUARE DANCE CALLING SKELETON The most 
complete book on calling to date. It covers timing, 
methods of calling, formations - both symmetrical and 
asymmetrical, how to practice and many points and 
problems (and cures) not previously in print. This book 
is truly an in-depth progression to calling. $11.95 U.S. + 
$1 shipping. Order from Ed Cannefax, 4701 Pleasant 
Valley Rd., Vamon, B.C. V1T 4M7 Canada 
(250) 545-5589. 
Now owners of all 'New England Caller' products 
Caller Teacher manual, Caller Text, Mainstream and 
Plus 
Student Handbooks. Diplomas. Calendars, Line Dance 
Books. 
Videos, and lots more. Call or write for a price list. 
PALOMINO RECORDS INC 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marlon OH 43302-8386 
1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919 
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RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
Continuing Dealer Management Program 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603)876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
Supreme@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
41* 
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS 
?NYS Srwntr. nr 
Marion, OH 43302-8386 
Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919 
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or 1.614-389-4028 
PATTERNS 
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED 
CROSS-STITCH PATTERNS. 3 square books, 1 round 
book, 5 patterns each. $5.00 ea +$1.50 pstg per order. 
State patterns available upon request at $1.50 ea.+$.50 
pstg per order. Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary Ann 
Kornegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington, NC 28409. 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS. Full line of S/D patterns 
and western. Featuring snaps, elastic and many other 
items. Send your name and address along with $2.00 
for a catalog. Aron's, 8974 E. Huntington Dr., San 
Gabriel, CA 91775 
WHOLESALE PRODUCTS 
FUN & FANCY ORIGINALS 
Manufacturers of the finest women's 
square dance apparel.  
Wholesale Inquires Welcome or 
ask your local square dance dealer about us.  
Call or Fax 800-995-8011 or (916) 221-4666 
SID PRODUCTS 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing 
equipment, 
records and publications available horn one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, PHANTOM 480 
SPEAKERS 
DIRECTOR. DIRECTOR JR. ,YAK STACKS 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 1-800-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: supreme@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Home Page- www.supreme-audio.com  
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC 
amplifiers • speakers • microphones 
wireless microphones • speaker stands 
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord, CA 94518 
Telephone: (510) 682-8390 
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT, Turntables, Speakers 
microphones (standard and wireless), Speaker Stands. 
Your 'One-Stop Shop' for all of your music needs 
Palomino Records, Inc. 
2905 Scenic Dr., Marton, OH 43302-8386 
Voice Orders: 1-800-328-3800 or 1-614-389-5919 
Fax: 1-800-227-5420 or 1-614-389-4028 
WISSCO 
Rescue your EDCOR WIRELESS MICROPHONE! 
Rechargable Batteries Repairs - New Equipment 
875 Production Place, Newport Beach CA 92663 
Telephone: 800-854-6280  
PROMENADER DANCE BOOTS, LEATHER - Ladies': 
Low shaft $50; High shaft $60. Men's: $65. Limited to 
boots in stock. Call/fax/write for list. WORLDTONE 
MUSIC, 230 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10011. 
TEL: (212) 691-1934 - FAX: (212) 691-2554 
RETURN ADDRESS LABELS 
Square Dance, Club, or Personal Logo 
Quick Delivery. Call or write: 
CUSTOM I.D. (800) 242-8430 
3506 E. Venice, Ave., Venice, FL 34292 
‘TvirtY!•-•c,  
V ILIVAJJ 
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by 
Ed Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video 
about 90 min. long. Presentations organized and 
complete. $39.95-one tape. $59.95-both tapes. Order 
from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance OH 
44601 
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. 
Calls are taught all position for dancers who already 
know the calls from standard position. Numerous walk 
thrus of the more difficult calls at each Callerlab 
program, along with brief samples of dancing, and hints 
for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is 
emphasized. 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus, 
A-1, A-2, each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. 
Cost: $39.95-1 tape; $59.95-2 tapes. Order from Dale 
Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave., Alliance OH 44601. 
KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video 
tape series 
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19.95 + $3.00 SH 11 "quick 
teach" dances for one night stands and recreational use. 
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET' a traditional mountain-
style dance. Includes video and 2 audio cassettes 
(Dances From Appalachian and audio of Stew 
Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.95 + $2.00 S/H. 
'JERRY MELTS DANCE PARTY", featuring material 
useful for one night stands for community dance 
programs. Includes audio of Jerry calling the dances. 
$29.95 plus $3.00 S/H. 
"SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO CLOGGING" 
makes clogging easy, even for the novice. $19.95 + 
$3.00 S/H 
'JERRY MELTS COMMUNITY DANCE PARTY" 
features a 24 basic square dance program suitable for 
community dance programs. Includes audio of Jerry 
calling the dances. $29.95 + $3.00 S/H 
Send check to: Kentucky Dance Foundation c/o Stew 
Shacklette 460 Long Needle Road, Brandenburg, KY 
40108 
Visa and MC accepted. Phone (502) 422-2421 or 
1-800-446-1209 to order. 
RESORI OUNDAM 	S 
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN 
COPECREST 
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at 
Copecrest. Our caller staff is outstanding, with all levels 
of squares. We offer superb food, modern air-
conditioned rooms, swimming pool and a staff that 
pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D Resort, PO Box 
129 Dillard, GA 30537, or call (404) 746-2134 
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DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-
round 32 sessions of workshops and party dances per 
week. Built for dancers, owned and operated by 
dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V. PARK, 4525 Graham Rd. 
Harlingen, TX 78552. (210) 423-1170. For reservations 
and information only 1-800-459-4525. 
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance 
Vacation, May 29 - Sept 7, 1997. 11 miles south of 
Missoula. National Callers most weekends. Special 
round dance weeks and weekends. Camp among the 
pines on Lolo Creek. Write or call for brochure. Ray 
Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo, MT 59847 
(406) 273-0141. 
STRAWBERRY SQUARE: Square & Round Dancing 
from Beginners thru C-2 and PH VI. Complete dance 
apparel snop. moolie nomes Is camper lots for sale or 
rent. 4401 Boot Bay Rd., Plant City, FL 33567 
(813) 752-0491 
TOURS & TOURING 
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND) 
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with 
dances, sightseeing and any other interests. 
Itineraries and costs to your requirements. 
Square Tours, C/-T Norton, 8 Miller St. Rotoruna, NZ 
Ph (NZ) 64 7 3484 129 - Autofax 64 7 3489 508 
BE BRANSON BOUND 
Couples to Clubs, we'll plan complete show, meal, 
accomodation packages with sighseeing, guided tours, 
shopping and plenty of time for dancing. 
Just call 800-964-8687 and see just how easy it can be 
to bring you or your group to travel to Branson! 
Branson Area Reservations 
3524 Keeter St, Branson, MO 65616 
800-964-8687 or FAX 417-334-7286 
CALLING EQUIPMENT 
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc. 
"The Professional Source For Dance Audio" 
Largest selection of professional calling and cueing 
equipment, 
records and publications available from one source! 
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS, PHANTOM 480 
SPEAKERS 
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS 
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 
Phone: 1-800-445-7398 or (603) 876-3636 
Fax: 1-600-346-4867 or (603) 876-4001 
E-mail: suprerne@supreme-audio.com  
Internet Home Page: www.supreme-audio.com  
WILLIAMS SOUND EQUIPMENT DEALER 
HEARING ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT 
For information on transmitters, 
receivers and accessories 
Contact: (Caller) Jerry Walker, Rt #1, Box 79, Endicott, 
WA 99125 
PH: (509) 657-3658 
ASHTON 50 WATT AMPLIFIER Like New 
One 812-S Mike with volume control 
One Speaker with Cover 
Asking $500 for all 
Call: (701) P256-5865 
HILTON AC 300 SERIES II 
(has volume control and record reset) $600 
two folded horn speakers $75 ea. 
one Keltone column $125, 
one mike $50 
Call: 606-299-5412 
PERSONALS 
.•E PETTICOAT— 'A ILL TRAVEL - 
dancer, 5'3", slender, seeks partner for Rounds and or 
Squares at weekend festivals, conventions and 
especially during the winter season in Arizona and/or 
Florida. Country Western and Ballroom OK too. If 
interested please call (954) 436-3016 and leave 
message. 
MALE PARTNER available for National. Single senior, 
excellent dancer, SD plus, RD Ph 4, some 5. Will dance 
your level. You pay expenses. Call: (757) 718-5632. 
SPORTSMEN GUIDING 
WIN WISCONSIN OR COLORADO HUNTING LAND 
Nonprofit, Children's Ranch Raffle, RR2 Box 238, 
Prairie du Chien, WI 53821 1-800-946-7262. 
MEDICAL SUPPLIES 
DIABETICS 
If you have Medicare or insurance you could be eligible. 
To receive your diabetic supplies at no cost. 
Insulin dependent only) Call: 1-800-337-4144 
FOR SALE 
WELLS-CARGO 36' 5T" WHEEL Custom made in 1995 
for square dance vendor. Selling for health reasons. 
$29,950. Call JJ's Etc. (916) 626-0685 - N. California. 
ESTABLISHED SQUARE DANCE SHOP for sale. Large 
inventory (includes two lighted show cases and all 
racks), 19 ft trailer for setups available. 
PETTICOAT MANUFACTURING BUSINESS for sale. 
(includes two commercial sewing machines & cutter), 
also have a large selection of dress fabric, lace, ribbon 
and various other trims. 
Owner retiring and wants to travel. For information call: 
(281) 332-4933 or FAX: (281) 332-3368. 
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Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery 
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is 
impossible to issue refunds on books orders, unless 
the book is defective. 
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped) 
APPALACHIAN SID FOR CLOGGERS 
BURLESON S/D ENCYCLOPEDIA 
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects) 
CALLERS GUIDEBOOK (399 page text) 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 










FUNNY WORLD OF SID (Cartoons) 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History) 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING (Diagrams) 
MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D) 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 
MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures) 
MUSIC & TIMING 










CUP ART 1 on 3.5 HD disks 175 images (pcx format) $15.99 PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams) $1 99 
CLIP ART 2 (All different) $7 99 PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP $499 
CUP ART 2 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format) $20 99 SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules) $6.99 
CUP ART 3 (All different) $799 SHOW AND SELL S/D (Better promotion) $8.99 
CLIP ART 3 on 3 5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format $20 99 SOLO DANCES (Single. line routines) $799 
CLOGGING (Basic book) $4.99 S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing) $499 
DBD 8 TOUGH PLUS $5.99 TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family) $399 
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D $799 WHEEL 8 DEALING (Handicapped) $5.99 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S/ material) S6 99 WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style) $599 
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations) $399 WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship) $1099 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic) $3 99 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING 
	
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00 
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION 
	
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00 
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLETS 
	
$.10 EACH 
CA residents add 7.25% tax 
POSTAGE & HANDLING 
$1 - $4.99 	$2.00 pstg 
$5 - $9.99 $2.75 pstg 
$10 - $19.99 $3.25 pstg 
$20 - $40 	$5.00 pstg 
$41 - $60 $7.00 pstg 
$61 - $100 	$10.00 pstg 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD SALINAS, CA 93906-1004 
Phone: 408-443-0761; FAX: 408-443-6402 (M-F 8:30am to 4:30pm Pacific Time) 
Finis Line 
"A man's owrr manner and character is what 
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How do YOU rate as a Leader? 
If you are (or 







. or are a dedicated 
square dancer vitally 
interested in the 
future of this 
activity -- Then ... 
d. . . . Let C.L.J. 	Lend a Hand 
Here is a monthly newsletter, created and edited by Bernie 
and Carolyn Coulthurst co-chairmen of LEGACY 
International that offers a wealth of information on square 
dancing to help guide it into the 21st century. Ideas for 
recruiting new dancers, tips on club activities, guidelines 
for handling club publicity and success stories of 
association projects are just a sampling of the many 
features of this unique publication. 
For your FREE sample copy of the 
CALLER LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, write to 
PO BOX 766, PLOVER, WI 54467-0766 
For a special, limited time, one year (12 issues) 
subscription offer (new subscribers only), 
send $20 (U.S.) to CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, 
PO Box 766, Plover, WI 54467-0766 
(regular price, 1-year subscription: $30) 
Largest Selection of Professional 
Calling and Cueing equipment -- 
with continuing after-sale support! 
• Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
• Quality Square & Round Dance 
Record Inventory 
• Computerized Record Information 
• Wireless Microphones 
• YAK STACK, DIRECTOR & 
PHANTOM Speakers 
• Record & Equipment Cases 
• Fast ... Professional Service! 
• Orders shipped within 24 hours! 
1-800-445-7398 
Phone: 800-445-7398 or 603-876-3636 
Fax: 800-346-4867 or 603-876-4001 
E-man: supremeesupreme-audio.com 
Home Page: http://www.supreme-audio.com 
Supreme Audio, Inc. 
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service 
P.O. Box 50 
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050 Fez 
